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EEPTILIA. 

T H E orders of Reptilia represented i n Persia are the CÂelonia, 
Lacerûlicb) and OpAidia. No crocodiles are known to occur in the 
country; so far as I can learn, there are none in the Tigris or 
Euphrates, and I have been unahle to obtain any information of their 
existence i n Persian Baluchistan. I n the neighbourhood of Sind 
Crocodihs palustris is common, I found i t abundant i n deep pools on 
the Hab river west of Karachi, and heard of crocodiles (doubtless 
the same species) somewhat farther west; but there are few spots 
in Baluchistón where the supply of water throughout the year 
furnishes a suitable habitat for crocodiles, and the only locality where 
their existence is at all probable is in some of the great marshes on the 
shores of the Persian Gulf, especially that lying along the coast north 
of Kishm Island and west of Bandar Abbâs. The absence of crocodiles 
i n the Shat-el-Arab renders their existence i n other rivers running 
into the Persian Gulf very improbable. I t is rather surprising, however, 
that none are found there, since they are said to occur, though rarely, 
in Palestine, and they certainly extend much farther to the northward 
in India than the latitude of Basrah. 

The most abundant reptiles in Persia by far are the lizards, several 
kinds of which swarm throughout the country. On the semi-desert 
plains Eremias, PArynocepA>alu$, and Agama are the prevailing forms, 
Acanthodaetylus being only met with in the South, whilst a huge Uro-
masticid (Gentrotrachelus) lives in. burrows at the edge of the Sistan and 
Karman desert, a second is found on the shores of the Persian Gulf, and 
a true Uromastix inhabits Mesopotamia. I n hilly parts of the country 
Stellio and Ovhiojps prevail, the former keeping much to rocks, but 
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306 ZOOLOGY OF PERSIA 

one species being also found on old walls. The Geckos and Seincids 
are less numerously represented than the Agamoids and Lacertians, 
but sti l l are not rare. Of snakes the prevailing forms are species of 
jPsa?nmophis and Zamenis, and, i n Northern Persia especially, Tropido-
notus hi/dms. Poisonous snakes are less abundant, the only common 
one being Heids carinatus. A l l which were obtained belong to the 
Viperidœ, but poisonous Coluhridce undoubtedly exist. Land tortoises 
are common, and a species of Clemmys abounds i n suitable localities. 

The present list adds considerably to the number of reptiles known 
to exist i n Persia. The forms inhabiting the neighbourhood of the 
Caspian have mostly been collected and described by various Russian 
naturalists, Pallas, S. G. Gmelin, Ménétries, Eichwald, and Strauch, 
but the only collections previously made i n the central and southern 
parts of the country appear to have been those of Olivier, Aucher-Eloy, 
Kotschy, Keyserling, De Fi l ippi , and Doria x . 

C H E L O N I A . 

FAMILY T E S T T J D I N I D i E . 

1. Testudo Ibera, Pall.—De. F . 

T. fiera, Pal i . Zoog. Eos. As. i i i , p. i 8 , PL I I , fig. 2, 3 (1831).—Eichwald, Faun. 
Gasp. Cauc. p . 47, P l . Y , V I . — D e E. Viag, i n Persia, p. 352. 

T. ecaudata, Pal l . Zoog. P,os. As. i i i , p. 19, P l . I I I , figs. 1, 2. 
T. Mauritanica, D u m . et Bibr. Erp. Gén. i i , p. 44 (1835). 
T, pusilla2, Shaw apud Strauch, M e m . Acad. Sci. St. Pet. 1865, v i i i , No. 13, 

p. 14, nec L i n n . 
T. Grœca, part im, Gray, Cat. Shield Rept. p. 10. 

1-6. Karman .. . . 5000 

Dr. Gray unites this species w i t h 8. Grœca. I t appears to me to 
differ i n colour, i n the shape of the plates, and i n being less convex and 
more oblong. I t is kept separate by the authors of the Erpétologie 
Générale y and*by Strauch i n his work on tortoises. 

1 See Introduction, pp. 3-6. 
3 The T. pwllia of Linusens was from the Gape of Good Hope, and amongst other 

characters the fore and h i n d legs were said to be naked and without scales, whilst the 
ëeïbnration differs widely from that of T, Ib&ra. 
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1\ ecauilala, Pall., was described from a drawing made by S. G. 
Gmelin of a specimen obtained on the south shore of the Caspian. I t 
was said to have five toes on all its feet, but the additional toe on each 
hind foot may very possibly be attributed to an error of the draughts
man. 

The name Ibera applied to this species by Pallas is derived not from 
Spain, but from another country anciently also called Iberia, viz. 
Georgia. 

I was at first disposed to consider the South Persian Testudo a 
distinct species from T. liera, from ordinary specimens of which i t 
differs in the form of the sternal plates, the pectorals and prseanals 
being very short along the median suture. I n young specimens the 
median suture between the pectoral shields is about half the length of 
that between the gulars and postgulars, which are equal to each other ; 
i n adults the proportion is st i l l less, about one quarter. The median 
abdominal suture is always about one-third the length of the sternum. 
The suture between the prseanals is about one-third as long as that 
between the anals. The transverse suture between the postgulars and 
pectorals is much curved, that between the abdominals and prseanals is 
also curved. 

Another circumstance which induced me to suspect that the tortoise 
of Southern Persia differed from that of the N o r t h was pointed out to 
me by Major St. John. I n the first-named region the common 
land tortoise inhabits barren hill-sides and semi-desert plains far from 
cultivation. I n Northern Persia i t is chiefly found in woods and 
gardens. 

On comparing my specimens, however, at the Zoological Gardens 
w i t h a large series of l iv ing T. Ibera (v. Mauritanica) from various parts 
of Southern Europe and Northern Africa, I found that there was 
no constant difference, some of the African specimens having the same 
form of sternal plates as those from Persia. 

Tortoises are common throughout Persia. A l l my specimens are 
from Karman, but I frequently saw and examined others near Shirâz 
and on the road from Shirâz to Isfahân, which appeared to differ in no 
respect from those collected. I saw none east of Karman, and I did 
not meet wi th any i n Northern Persia, though they are far from rare. 

x 2 
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2. * T. (Homojpus1) HorsfLeldi, Gray. 

Testudo Horsfieldii, Gray, Cat. Tort. Croc. etc. B r i t . Mus. 1844, p. 7.—Cat. 
Shield Eept. p. 7, P l . I .—Gunther , Kept. B r i t . I n d . p. 7. 

Somojpus Bumesii, B l y t l i , J . A . S. B. 1853, x x i i , p. 642. 
Testudinella llorsfieldii, Gray, P .Z. S. 1870, p. 658.—Supp. Cat. Shield Eept. 

B r i t . Mus. p. 12.—Ann. and Mag. N a t . Hist . Ser. 4, i i , p. 143, Feb. 1873. 

Dr. Gray lias referred to this species two carapaces obtained by 
General Goldsmid's party near Duruh, north of Sistân, and presented 
to the Brit ish Museum, where I have examined them. Although the 
animal has not been preserved, and consequently the number of the 
claws on the fore-feet, the peculiar character of this type, cannot be 
determined, the form of the carapace agrees well wi th that of T. Hors-
fieldij and Dr. Gray is probably r ight i n referring these specimens 
to that species, the range of which is thus shown to extend into 
North-eastern Persia. 

The Sind tortoise, T. ZeitM, Günther, P. Z. S. 1869, p. 502 (sub
sequently considered by Dr. Günther to be probably identical w i t h 
T. marginata), may perhaps be found i n Baluchistan, but I did not 
meet with i t . 

FAMILY BMYDID^S. 

3 . Emys orbicularis, (L.)—De F . 

Testudo orbicularis, L . Syst. Nat . 1766, i , p. 351, No. 5. — Gm. Syst. Nat . i , 
pt , 3, p. 1039.—Pall. Zoog. Eos, As. i i i , p. 17. 

T. European, Schneider, Schildk. p. 323, (1783). 
Cistudo Europoea, D u m . et Bibr. Erp. Geh. i i , p. 220.—Gray, Syn. Eept. p. 19. 

— D e F, Viag, i n Pers. pp. 80, 352, etc, 
Lutremys Europcea, Gray, Cat. Shield Eept. p. 40.—Supp. Cat. Shield Eept. 

p. 22. 
Emys lutaria, Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci, St. Pet. 1865, v i i i , N o . 13, p. 49, nec 

Testudo lutaria, L . 

1-5. Enzeli, on the Caspian Sea. 

1 I doubt whether the division of the genus Testudo, on account of the number of 
claws on the fore-feet, first proposed by Dumérìl and Bibron, is quite natural. The 
character appears to me scarcely of generic importance. B u t i f the Afr ican species having 
four toes on the fore-feet be made into a distinct genus Homopus, I fa i l to perceive any 
objecfe to be gained by creating an additional genus for the Afghan tortoise as proposed 
by D r . Gray. 
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This species is not known to be found, i n Persia, anywhere except 
on the shores of the Caspian. I t abounds at Enzeli i n the great 
sheet of shallow water called the Murdab and the various streams 
and creeks running into i t . According to De Fi l ippi , i t is usually to 
be met w i t h i n brackish waters, Clemmys Gasjna inhabiting running 
streams of fresh water. 

The Caspian variety of the common European Emys is a very beauti
ful tortoise : the carapace above is dark olive, finely and closely dotted 
over w i t h yellow spots, which tend to form radiating lines on the 
vertebral and costal plates ; the sternum is uniformly coloured yellow. 
The head and limbs are also dark olive, finely spotted and streaked 
w i t h yellow. I t grows to a considerable size ; I saw specimens nearly 
a foot long. 

I cannot understand why this species, which appears to be unmis
takably the Testudo orbicularis of Linnaeus, should be known to all 
European naturalists by Schneider's later name, which is i n no way 
preferable. Dr. Gray, i n his Catalogue of Shield Reptiles, quotes the 
Linnœan t i t le as a synonym of that given seventeen years later by 
Schneider. The name Emys lutaria employed by Strauch is by h i m 
ascribed to Marsi l i , Danubius perlustr. iv, p. 9 1 , tab. 3a and 33, a 
work which I have not succeeded i n finding. The Testudo lutaria of 
Linnaeus is evidently a distinct form ; i t is said to be from India , and 
to be carinate on the three hinder plates. 

4. Clemmys Caspia, (S. G. Gmel.)—De F. 

Testudo Caspica, S. Gr. Gmel. Reise d. Russland, i i i , p. 59, P l . X , X I . 
T. Grceca, Pa l l . Zoog. Ros. As. i i i , p. 17. 
Emys Caspia, Eichwald, Zool. Spec. Boss. Pol. i i i . p. 196.—Dum. et Bibr. 

E r p . Gen. i i , p. 255, partim. — Gray, Cat. Shield Rept. p . 22, p a r t i m . — D e 
F . Viag , i n Persia, pp. 88, 108, 352, etc. 

Clemmys Caspica, Eichw. Faun. Casp. Cauc. p. 45, P I . I I I , IV .—Strauch, 
M e m . Acad. Sci. St. Pet. v i i i , N o . 13, p. 73. 

E . Grayi\ Gunther, P. Z. S. 1869, P- 5°4> H - X X X V I I I . 
Emmenia Grayi, Gray, Supp. Cat. Shield Rept. B r i t . M u s . p. 38. 

1 The locality of the type presented hy D r . L e i t h to the Bri t ish Museum was Bussora, 
evidently the port of that name (more correctly written Basrah) on the Shat-el-Arab, the 
stream formed by the union of the Tigris and Euphrates. I t is wel l to note this, because 
al l the other specimens presented by D r . L e i t h at the same time were from Western 
India . 
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i - i i . Near Shirâz, part ly from Tang-i-Kerim, seventy miles east of 
Shiriîz, part ly from the Bandamir valley, near Persepolis. 

12. SafedRûd, south of Resht, N o r t h Persia. 
13. Murdab, near Enzeli, on the Caspian Sea. 

The various authors who have referred the common Clemmys1 of 
Southern Europe to this species have evidently been unacquainted 
w i t h the young of the Caspian and Mesopotamian form, which is well 
distinguished by its peculiar colouration, and a specimen of which, re
ceived i n the British Museum from the neighbourhood of Basrah, was 
recognised as distinct by Dr. Günther, and named by him E. Grayi. 
This was subsequently made the type of Dr. Gray's genus Emmenia ; 
but although the specific difference is unquestionable, I cannot think 
the Eastern form deserving of generic separation, for the two species 
are very closely allied. Indeed, i n the adults, the only characters by 
which the forms can be certainly recognised are the colours of the 
under part of the shell, and especially of the marginal shields just 
below the lateral edge of the carapace. I n every specimen of G. Caspia 
which I have examined, young or old, the portions of the fourth, f i fth, 
sixth, and seventh marginal shields (counting from the front) which 
are bent over between the axillary and inguinal incisions to meet the 
shields of the sternum, are yellow, marked with two black spots on 
each shield. I n the European and Levant form, the oldest name for 
which appears to be E. leprosa2, Schweigger, this is never the case, the 
inferior portion of the shields i n question being of a uniformly dusky 
brown, or else brown w i t h irregular patches of yellow. The sternal 
shields themselves, too, i n C. Caspia, are dusky brown i n the young, 
w i t h narrow yellow margins, and i n -older specimens the yellow covers 
a larger portion of the surface, there being usually a black patch i n 
the middle of each plate, whilst i n the young of C. leprosa the sternum 

1 As Strauch has pointed out, the type of the genus Emys of Wagler was E . 
Europcea (=23. orbicularis); and the forms referred by Duméril and Bibron, Gray 
and others, to Emys are those constituting Wagler*s genus Clemmys. The genus Emys 
was first proposed by Duméril, who, however, included a l l the fresh-water tortoises 
(Emydidœ and Trionicidce), and named no typical species. Wagler divided the genus 
into several, which have been adopted more or less "by subsequent writers, and he first 
defined the genus as now admitted. 

2 Duméril and Bibron appear to have united w i t h 0. Caspia the form inhabiting South
eastern Europe and Asia Minor , and they distinguished this from the species found i n 
Spain and Northern Africa, their E . sigriz. I f this distinction holds good, the latter is 
probably the true C. leprosa, whilst the Levant form must take Gray's name C. vulgaris, 
published in 1831, Syn. Eept, p. 24, P l . I V . 
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appears to be as a rule uniformly coloured, and in older shells the dis
tribution of the pale and dark colours is less regular than i n C. Caspia, 
the transverse sutures being frequently the portions which remain 
darkest. So far too as I can judge from the very fair series of speci
mens i n the Brit ish Museum, the nuchal plate i n adults of C. hprosa 
is always longer than broad, in (?. Caspia i t is as broad as long, or the 
breadth slightly exceeds the length. The markings on the neck and 
limbs consist i n both forms of longitudinal yellow lines; these seem to 
be rather coarser i n C. leprosa than i n G Caspia. 

But i t is i n the young shell that the distinctions between the two 
forms are most marked. Duméril and Bibron describe the young (of 
the European tortoise evidently) as tricarinate, but this character 
appears not to be constant, at least specimens from the Levant i n the 
Brit ish Museum do not show i t , whilst a specimen i n which the lateral 
keels are well developed may perhaps be somewhat distorted. I t is 
possible that two forms are stil l confounded under C. leprosa, i n one of 
which the young is tricarinate, i n the other destitute of lateral keels, 
but this I have no means of determining. The central keel, however, 
does appear always to be more developed i n C. leprosa than i n C. Caspia. 
B u t the principal distinction of the Eastern species can only be seen 
when the epidermal shields are worn thin, or when they have been re
moved, and then upon the blackish surface of the bone-plates beneath 
there is seen a double whitish r ing , somewhat like a distorted figure of 
8, on each of the vertebral and costal shields, and a single r ing on each 
of the marginals. Lines run out from some of the angles of the ring's 
to the margins of the shield, so that on some there is almost a double 
figure of 8. On the lateral marginals below the angle of the carapace 
the two characteristic black spots are also found, on removing the epi
dermal shield, to be due to the colouration of the bone-plates below. 

That this is really Gmelin's species is shown by the following facts. 
Gmelin's type, described i n the ' Reise durch ßüssland/ was procured 
i n a stream called the Pusahat, close to the town of Shamaki, west of 
Baku, on the Caspian, and the same form was found, as stated by 
Gmelin himself, i n Ghilân. The plates i n Gmelin's work are coarsely 
executed, and Pl . X , representing the upper part of the shell, might 
have been taken as well from Emys orbicularis (E. Europea) as from 
C. Caspia, but P l . X I , i n which the sternum is figured, is evidently, 
from the colouration, taken from the Caspian Clemmys, the peculiar 
black spots on the marginal plates being clearly shown. Plates I I I and 
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I V of Eichwald's Fauna Caspio-Caueasica also evidently represent 
the present form, although the colouration of the soft parts is incorrect, 
and the sternum is represented as uniformly dark, which is not the 
case i n such specimens as I have examined ; hut the nuchal plate is 
nearly square, and the characteristic dark spots are shown on the 
lower portions of the marginal shields. 

The two specimens obtained by me i n Ghîlân, near Resht and 
Enzeli, both quite young, agree exactly with those obtained i n 
Southern Persia, and w i t h the types of & Grayi from the Euphrates. 
This Clemmys abounds i n the streams running into the Caspian i n 
Ghîlân, in the creeks around Resht, and, according to De Filippi, i n 
running waters throughout Georgia. I t is equally common i n the 
streams of Southern Persia, and probably i n Mesopotamia, for i t 
evidently abounds in the Shat-el-Arab at Basrah, whence a fine series 
has quite recently been procured for the Zoological Gardens i n London. 
I n the Bandâmir valley I saw hundreds on the banks of the streams 
which traverse the plain of Persepolis. I did not meet w i t h this 
species more than i oo miles east of Shirâz. 

Major St. John informs me that he has seen a fresh-water tortoise, 
probably a Clemmys, i n great numbers, on the banks of a small brack
ish stream near Kâzrûn, on the road between Bushire and Shirâz. 
They were larger than C. Caspia usually is near Shirâz, and they 
wanted the bright green and yellow colouring of the soft parts. This 
last difference may have been due to age, the colours being less distinct 
i n older specimens, but i t is possible that the Kâzrûn form may be 
distinct. Major St. John tells me that, on a subsequent occasion,, 
a search for this tortoise at the salt lake near Kâzrûn was unsuc
cessful. 

F A M I L Y TRIONYCID^ Î . 

5. Trionyx Euphraticus, (Daudin). 

Testudo Euphraticœ, Daud. H i s t . N a t . Eept. i i , p. 305, (1802). 
T< rafelit, Olivier, Voy . Emp. Othm, Eg. et Pers. iiï, p. 454, P L X L I , (1807). 
Trionyx Euphraticus, Gray, Synops. Rept, p. 48, 
Ghjm/nopus Euphraticus, D u m . et Bibr, Erp. Gén. ii, p. 49 8, 

Trionyx rafeU, Gray, Cat. Shield Eept. p. 65, P l . X X X . 
Rafetus Euphraticus, Gray, Supp. Cat. Shield Eept. p. Î04. 
Trionyx rafeht, Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. 1865, v i t i , No, ï & p. 
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This species, which inhabits the Tigris and Euphrates, must be found 
i n the large streams running into those rivers from the eastward, the 
Karun for instance, and there cannot I think be much doubt of the 
propriety of including i t i n the Persian fauna. I do not know i f i t 
inhabits the Shat-el-Arab, the estuary formed by the united rivers, 
the left bank of which for some distance from the mouth belongs to 
Persia. 

L A C E R T I L I A . 

F A M I L Y A G A M D i E . 

6. Calotes versicolor, (Daudin). 

Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. iv , p. 405.—Günther, Hept. B r i t . I n d . p. 140. 

I . Khor Askan, north of Bampusht, Baluchistan . . 3000 
2-6. Kalagân, Baluchistân . . . . . . 3500 

I was somewhat surprised at finding this Indian tree-lizard i n 
Baluchistan, for i t extends far to the east of India, and even to China, 
and as a rule the animals (forms of world-wide distribution excepted) 
which range from the Malay countries into India are not found even 
i n "Western India. Pmtincola captata, however, affords one instance of 
a species ranging both east and west of India, and Calotes versicolor is 
another. The latter had previously been brought from Afghanistan. 

I only met w i t h this species twice, and on both occasions i t was 
found on date-palms. As the plantations of these palms are few i n 
number and many miles intervene between them, i t is very difficult 
to account for the appearance of these lizards, unless we suppose them 
to have inhabited the country at a time when i t was more covered wi th 
wood than is the case at present. I t is quite true, as stated by Dr . 
Stoliczka, J . A . S. B. 1873, p. n o , that Calotes is often not much more 
arboreal than terrestrial i n its habits. I have repeatedly seen and cap
tured specimens on the ground, but always, I think, i n the neighbour
hood of trees. I do not remember meeting w i t h i t i n open plains 
away from trees or large bushes, as I have often seen Sitana Poiuli-
ceriana, and I cannot conceive a Calotes crossing the desert plains 
and barren rocky hills of Sind and Baluchistan to reach patches of 
date eultivation. I n the geological portion of this work, however, 
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details are given to show the probability of a more moist climate 
having formerly existed in Persia and Baluchistan, and i t is reason
able to suppose that this lizard migrated into the country whilst this 
was the case. Many of the date-groves are probably of very high 
antiquity^ and the Calotes may have inhabited them for ages. 

I cannot say how far this species extends to the westward in Balu
chistan ; i t should be looked for in the country near Bushire and the 
date-groves of Mesopotamia. 

7. Agama agilis, Olivier.—De F. 

Olivier, Voy. Emp. Othm. Eg. et Pers. i i , p. 428, PL X X I X , fig. 1.—Dum. 
et Bibr. Erp. Gen. iv, p. 4 9 6 . — De E. "Viag, i n Pers. p. 353. — Anderson, 
P. Z. S. 1872, p. 3S4. 

1-3. Sanum, Dashfc, west of Gwa\lar, Baluchistan 
9 - I I . — 

12-16. Mand, Baluchistan 700 

17. Ispidun, near Mand, Baluchistan 1000 

18,19. Zararan, Baluchistan 2000 
20, 21. Ghistigan, Bampusht, Baluchistan 3000 
2 2-24. Isfandak, Baluchistan 3000 

25- 4000 
26-29. Sib, west of Dizak, Baluchistan 4000 

30, 31. Magas 4500 
32. Between Magas and Bampür, Baluchistan 3000 

33, 34- Near Bigân, Narmashir, south-eastern Persia 2500 

35- 5000 
36-42. Southern Persia (labels illegible). 

43- Ghilan, northern Persia — 

This is the most common and widely spread of the Agamoid lizards 
of Persia ; indeed amongst all the Persian lizards I know of there is 
but one, Er emias partialis, which has an equally extensive range through
out the country. Agama agilis is to be found equally on rocky hills and 
open plains, lurking i n the clefts of the rocks or under roots of bushes. 
I t is active i n its movements, running w i t h considerable speed. So far 
as I have seen, i t never ascends trees or bushes, but is always to be 
found on the ground; its original discoverer however, Olivier, says 
that he observed i t on shrubs near Baghdad. I cannot help suggest
ing that he may have confounded the habits of this species w i t h those 
of the nearly allied Trapelus nideratus. 

I do not remember noticing A. agilis at any considerable elevation 
above the sea, even i n Southern Persia, as a rule, I think, not above 
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6000 feet, and i t was met with throughout Baluchistan as low as the 
sea level. I t has been obtained i n the Punjab i n India by Theobald, 
and I myself collected specimens i n Sind, near Karachi. 

The following notes of the colouration are taken from l iving 
specimens. Upper parts dark sandy, w i t h a bluish tinge on the scales 
of the back ; the limbs above w i t h faintly-marked pale narrow cross 
bands; t a i l w i t h transverse dark bands about a quarter of an inch apart, 
becoming more distinct and black about the t i p . Sides of body dull 
cobalt blue speckled w i t h sandy. Abdomen whitish, often w i t h darker 
longitudinal bands more or less distinctly marked. Chin mottled 
bluish and sandy or dusky ; throat pale blue ; a black fold before 
each shoulder. 

I n spring the blue colouration becomes richer and darker, the chin, 
throat, and sides of the belly becoming dark ultramarine, more or less 
mottled w i t h white. Some specimens have claret-coloured spots on 
the back, forming imperfect cross-bands. Young specimens are some
times transversely banded w i t h dark brown on the back, the cross-
bands being more or less broken up by lighter patches. 

8. Trapelus ruderatus, (Olivier).—De F. 

Agama ruderata, Olivier, Voy. Emp. Othm. Eg. et Pers. i i , p. 429, P l . X X I X , 

fig- 3-
A. mutahilis, D u m . et Bibr. Erp. Gén. iv, p. 505 part im, nec M e r r . Syst. 

A m p l i , p. 50. 
Trapelus ruderata, Gray, Cat. L iz . B r i t . Mus. p. 258. 
Agama Lessonœ, De F . Viag, i n Persia, p. 353. 
Trapelus ruderatus, Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 384. 

1-8. Near Shirâz . . . . . . 4000 
9. Near Isfahan . . . . . . 5000 

I have examined the type of Agama Lemnœ, De F., in the Turin 
Museum. The whole of the dorsal scales, whether enlarged or not, 
are distinctly keeled, but I cannot consider this as a specific character, 
because I find that there is great variation amongst the specimens of 
T. ruder atus from one locality, some having all the scales or nearly al l 
distinctly keeled, whilst in others only a few are carinate. Usually 
the keeled scales have a fresher appearance, whilst those which are not 
keeled have a worn rounded look, as if all the scales were normally 
keeled but the keels wear off. 
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I t should be borne i n m i n d t h a t the Persian l izard is the type of 
Agama ruderata of Ol iv ier , and therefore even i f the E g y p t i a n form be 
separated, Olivier's name must be retained for the Persian animal. 
J u d g i n g f r o m the specimens f r o m North-eastern Afr ica i n the B r i t i s h 
Museum, I am disposed to consider that they are distinguished f r o m 
the Persian lizards b y the back being mostly covered w i t h equal-sized 
scales i n transverse rows w i t h only a few distinctly keeled larger scales 
scattered singly here and there, w h i l s t i n the true T. ruderatus larger 
and smaller scales are most i r regular ly mixed, and the smaller scales 
are neither uniform i n size, nor arranged i n distinct rows. The 
E g y p t i a n species, i f i t be, as I t h i n k i t is, distinct, w i l l retain the 
name of T. mutahilis, M e r r . 

O n the whole, m y specimens agree fair ly w i t h D r . Anderson's 
description of those obtained b y h i m f r o m Shirâz, except that the t a i l 
is about l ì times the l e n g t h of the head and body, instead of a l i t t l e 
less t h a n twice the l e n g t h , and t h a t I t h i n k the number of oblique 
rows of ventral scales between the fore-legs, 14, must be a misprint for 
24. I t is, however, very diff icult to specify any exact number, no t w o 
people i n a l l probabil i ty w o u l d count the same i n any given specimen. 
The largest specimen I possess measures 7.5 inches, of which the t a i l 
f rom the anus measures 4 . 1 , fore-l imb 1.7, h i n d - l i m b 2.25. 

The colour when fresh was sandy, w i t h transverse bands formed of 
large subquadrate spots on the back ; these are usually red, but some
times dusky, the animal having probably the power of changing the 
colour. T a i l w i t h irregular cross-bands often indist inct . There are 
five transverse bands between the head and the t h i g h s , the anterior 
one being on the neck. 

I only met w i t h Trapelus ruderatus near Shirâz and Isfahân ; Ander
son received i t f rom Tehran. The type of Agama Lessonce was f r o m 
near Isfahân. I d i d not notice th is species far east of Shirâz. I t is 
very often found on bushes, indeed I saw i t more commonly i n th is 
position t h a n on the ground. The greater port ion of the specimens 
captured were females, and they appear to have been engaged i n l a y i n g 
eggs, which may possibly have been connected w i t h their being found 
on bushes. I n the oviducts of one I find as many as thirteen eggs 
about half-an-inch long. 
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9. Stellio nuptus, De F. Pl. X I X , fig. i . 

Àgama nupta, De F . Giornale dell' I . R. Ifat. L o m b . v i , 1S43. 
Stellio carinatus, A . D u m . Cat. M c t h . Eept. Mus. Par. p. 107, 1S51 ; A i c h . 

Mus. H i s t . N a t . v i i i , p. 580. 
8. imptus, De P. Viag, i n Persia, p. 352. 

I . Near Sib, west of Dizak . . . . . . . . 4000 
2-5. South-east of Rigân, Narmashir, south-eastern Persia 3000 

6-10. K a r m a n . . . . 5 ° ° ° 
11. Tehrüd, near K a r m a n . . . . . . 5 O 0 ° 
12. South-east of K a r m a n . . . . 5 5 ° ° 
13. N o r t h of Shirâz (?) 
14. Kushkizard, between Shirâz and Isfahan 8000 

15. Isfahân 5 ° ° o 

Description :—General form rather stout, head and body depressed, 
t a i l long, from i | times to nearly twice the length of the head 
and body. The head is rather flat, triangular, broader i n males 
than i n females, the breadth at the ear orifices in the former being 
equal to the length. The fore-leg when laid back extends to the 
th igh in some specimens, in others i t falls somewhat short of i t ; the 
hind-limb nearly reaches the ear when laid forwards. The t h i r d and 
fourth toes on the fore-foot differ but l i t t le i n length, the fourth 
being just perceptibly the longest ; on the hind-foot the fourth toe 
exceeds the t h i r d by less than half the length of the claw. A l l the 
claws are strong and curved. A d u l t specimens measure when perfect 
16 to 17 in. i n l e n g t h ; head and body, from nose to anus, 6 i n . ; 
t a i l , 10 to 11 i n . I n such a specimen the head alone measures 1.6 
i n . ; fore-limb 3 ; th i rd fore-toe, without claw, 0 .6 ; hind-limb 4.75; 
t h i r d hind-toe, without claw, 0.75. 

The scales on the upper surface of the head are mostly smooth, 
especially those of the supraorbital and occipital regions ; on the snout 
the scales are often bluntly keeled. The nostril is of moderate size, 
directed a l i t t le backwards, and situated on the eantfius rostralis, which 
is sharp just i n front of the superciliary ridge, and then appears inter
rupted by the nostril. There are two or three scales between the nasal 
shield and the rostral, and the same number between the former and 
the upper labials. Rostral nearly twice as broad as i t is high, and 
twice as broad as the supralabials ; mental (or lower rostral) the same 
breadth as the rostral, but longer and pointed behind. Labials very 
l i t t le larger than the adjoining scales ; about fifteen, or rather more, may 
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be counted on eacb side of each jaw. Scales at the side of the head 
keeled, those near the upper labials longitudinally elongate. The 
margins of the tympanum and sides and back of the neck are orna
mented w i t h groups of well-developed flattened spines, less developed 
i n the females : of these tubercular groups of spines, there are two on 
each side of the back of the neck, the posterior pair being more widely 
separated than the anterior ones : round the tympanum are five almost 
equidistant groups, the largest, bearing the longest spines, being just 
behind the ear-opening, and there are three or four much smaller groups 
in an horizontal line under the ear, the hindmost of them being at the 
extremity of the anterior throat-fold, some of the scales on which 
have distinct spines i n old specimens. 

The scales of the occiput are keeled and pass gradually into the 
small scales of the back of the neck. I n the centre these are raised 
into a small longitudinal ridge or rudimentary crest. The scales of 
the back are imbricate, equal i n size, all keeled, and terminated by small 
points ; there are usually about 15 or 16 ( in extreme numbers 13 to 19) 
enlarged scales across the centre of the back, arranged i n sl ightly oblique 
lines converging behind ; they are abruptly separated at the sides from 
the small rhomboidal scales of the flanks ; the ventral scales are also 
rhomboidal, larger than those of the sides, though smaller than those 
of the back, and arranged i n transverse and oblique series ; they are 
quite smooth, and pass gradually into the scales of the sides, which 
are for the most part not keeled, though they are pointed behind. 
There are no enlarged spiny or tubercular scales scattered over the 
sides. The scales above the limbs and ta i l are sharply keeled and ter
minate i n points, and the scales above the shoulder are almost spines 
i n some specimens. Scales on the lower part of the t a i l not keeled 
near the base. The ta i l scales are i n more or less distinct rings. 

Besides the double fold beneath the chin there is a very distinct fold 
across the back of the neck, single i n the middle, more or less dis
t inct ly double at the sides ; and from the side of the neck another 
fold begins, which runs at first upwards and backwards above the 
shoulders and then descends gradually along the sides to the anterior 
lower portion of the t h i g h . I n many specimens there is a well-
marked but small fold below, inside the t h i g h , and three or four slight 
folds at the back of the t h i g h . There are, i n the males only, three or four 
rows of thickened scales i n front of the anus, and a small oval patch, five 
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to seven scales long and fivo or six broad, of similar thickened M'aies m 
the centre of the abdomen. Both of the^e are wanting in feinnìes. 

The general colour above is pale yellowish brown, sometimes more 
òr less dusky, the upper part of the limbs, the loro limbs especially, 
and the end of the tai l being often dusky or black, but the distribution 
of dark and l ight colouration varies much. The chin is cobalt blue, 
more or less mottled and veined with yellow ; the abdomen the same in 
front, but paler. 

Stellio nuptits is found on rocks, walls, and buildings. I t is often 
very common about towns and villages on the old walls, tombs, etc. 
built of earth hardened by exposure or of unbnrnt bricks, but i t is 
equally abundant in places on rocky hills far from dwelling-places. I t 
is insectivorous. I captured one i n the act of devouring a small 
scorpion, and I have found remains of insects i n the stomachs of such 
as I have examined, mixed, however, with remains of vegetables. I 
found ten eggs, each three quarters of an inch long1, i n the oviducts of 
a female captured at Karman in May. 

I met w i t h this species first in the highlands of Baluchistan at 
3000-4000 feet above the sea, and found i t abundant thence in many 
places throughout Southern Persia, as far north as Isfahan, where i t is 
common on the old walls near the suburbs of Julfa. I never saw i t in 
Northern Persia. Major St. John informs me that either this species 
or a closely allied one is very abundant i n the rocky pass called Miyân 
Kotal, between Shirâz and Bushire. I f the species be the same, i t is 
probable that this lizard is also found in the Zagros mountains west of 
Shirâz. 

De Fil ippi (Viag, i n Persia, p. 353) states that the dorsal and caudal 
scales are finely pectinate. I do not find this character constant ; i n 
some specimens the edges of the scales show distinct comb-like 
serration, especially on the upper basal portion of the tail, but in others 
I can see no trace of this character. I t is by no means confined to the 
upper parts, but may be traced distinctly on the throat and abdomen 
i n some specimens. I t is entirely confined to the lower or cuticular 
layer of each scale, and is best seen when the epidermal or horny 
portion is removed. 

9 a. S. nuptus, var. fuscus. 

1. Kalagân, Baluchistan . . . , 3500 
2. Near Jâlk, Baluchistan . . 3000 
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S. cUffert a S. nupto tj/pico plica nuc/iali carente, squamis supra-
collarifoispazillo majorïbus, colore subuigro. 

These two specimens differ from all others i n their very dark colour, 
i n the absence of the fold on the back of the neck, and i n the scales of 
the same part being not quite so minute as in the typical form ; but I 
feel a l i t t le doubt about distinguishing them specifically, because in 
one there appears a tendency to a rudimentary fold above the neck, 
and because the specimen of the typical form from Sib, near Dizak, i n 
Baluchistan, shows a smaller fold than those from Karman and 
Shirâz. The colouration too may be partly due to the season, and i t 
is variable i n Persian specimens. 

The following is the colouration of the Kalagân lizard noted when 
fresh:—General colour black, the under parts from the throat and 
nearly the whole of the limbs and ta i l being entirely of that colour, 
but the upper parts of the head and body and the sides are speckled 
w i t h brownish white, and the chin and throat are mottled whitish and 
dusky. Usually on the upper parts there is a brown spot i n the 
middle of each scale, the edges being black. 

10. S. l iratus, W. Bîanf. Pl. XX, fig %. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat. Hist . June 1874, x*^> P* 453* 

I . Sainan, Dasht, Baluchistan, near sea level. 

S. supra fuscus, nigrescente transversim fasciatus; a vakle affini S. mela-
nurâ Blyth , squamis siipracaudalibtis caudce basin verstis hand carinatis, 
plica mediali prœsente, et forsan squamis carinatis ad medium dorstem 
majoribus distingwendus. A Stellio nupto differì sqxiamarum carinis 
ad medium dorsum in lineis parallelìs dispositìs, ad latera postice diver» 
gentibuS) ipsis squamis dorsalibus utrinque gradatim diminuentìhus, et 
colli laierihus vice spmosis. 

Hal. in Gedrosid (Baluchistan) haud procul a Gwddar. 
Description :—General form moderately stout, depressed, tai l much 

longer than the body, head rather flat, the breadth behind about 
two-thirds of the length. The fore-limb, laid back, extends to the 
thigh, or rather beyond ; the hind-limb, laid forward, reaches in front of 
the ear. The fourth toe on the fore-foot very slightly longer than the 
third ; on the hind-foot the fourth toe exceeds the t h i r d by the length 
of the claw. Claws rather small, well curved. The only specimen 
obtained, a female, measures 4 i n . from the snout to the anus ; the 
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tail is imperfect ; the head barely I in . ; the fore-leg, to the end of the 
toes, measures a-in. ; its third toe, without the claw, 0.35 ; the hind-
leg 2.95 ; its third toe 0.55. 

The scales of the upper part of the head are transversely keeled on 
the occiput, smooth in the convex superciliary regions, convex or 
bluntly keeled longitudinally on the snout. Nostril in the hinder 
part of a small nasal shield in the middle of the cantlms rostralis, 
separated by two scales from the rostral, and with two or three 
between i t and the upper labials. Rostral twice as broad as i t is high, 
and more than twice the breadth of the adjacent supralabials. Mental 
the same breadth as the rostral, acuminate behind. About fourteen 
upper and fifteen lower labials on each side. The sides of the head are 
covered with keeled scales, very small near the tympanum and 
immediately round the eye. A group of spinose scales i n front of the 
large tympanum, and a very few scattered spines below and behind i t . 
{ I n males these spines may be more developed, and the head is perhaps 
broader.) 

The scales of the back of the neck are very small ; i n the middle, 
a l i tt le behind the occiput, commences a row of larger keeled scales, 
forming a rudimentary crest. These are continued backwards and jo in 
the enlarged dorsal scales. I n the middle of the back are six or seven 
rows of large keeled scales, the keels forming continuous parallel lines ; 
towards the sides the scales gradually diminish i n size, and the keels, 
sti l l forming continuous lines, diverge backwards. The lateral scales 
are small, all being keeled ; the ventral scales are fiat and rhomboidal, 
much larger than the lateral ones, but not half as large as the median 
dorsal scales ; they pass gradually into the smaller lateral scales. I 
count 120 to 130 scales round the middle of the body; those on the 
sides and abdomen are all in transverse series. No enlarged scales on 
the sides. The scales above the limbs are sharply keeled and pointed, 
those above the base of the tail are pointed but not keeled, those 
below the t a i l towards the base are smooth and rounded, the re
mainder of the ta i l scales are keeled and pointed. None are i n 
distinct rings. 

A fold across the back of the neck, single i n the centre, dividing 
into two immediately at each side. Two or three folds across the 
throat ; a fold from the side of the neck over the shoulder, running 
back towards the groin. The only specimen being a female, there are 
no thickened prseanal or abdominal scales. 

VOL. I I . Y 
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Colour, when fresh, dusky above, wi th imperfect blackish transverse 
markings ; a small blackish pi t before each shoulder. 

The only specimen procured was found on rocks i n some barren 
hills near the halting-place called Sarnau, i n the Dasht province 
of Baluchistan, four marches west of Gvvâdar. 

This species is evidently close to S. melanura, B l y t h , of which I 
have no specimen for comparison, but judging by the fact that Dr . 
Anderson was at one time disposed to consider S. melanura the young 
of S. Day anus, Stol., I can only suppose that the dorsal scales i n 
S. melanura must be considerably smaller than i n the present form ; 
and this is rendered more probable by the number of scales round the 
body being greater i n the former, 149 according to Anderson. 
Anderson gives 53 as the number of smooth ventral scales i n S. mela
nura ; i n the present species they are less numerous, but they pass so 
gradually into the small lateral scales that i t is impossible to assign 
any exact number. The present form is also distinguished apparently 
by having a fold at the back of the neck as i n S. nupfats, and by the 
scales above the tai l near the base not being distinctly keeled. 
S. melanura, too, is said to have the t a i l scales i n distinct verticils, 
but i n some allied forms of Stellio this character is somewhat liable to 
variation, I have not seen any species i n which the annulation is so 
indistinct as i n the present. 

Prom Stellio nuptus the present form may be immediately distin
guished by the keels of the dorsal scales forming parallel lines i n the 
middle of the back, instead of converging behind, and by the enlarged 
scales of the back passing gradually into the smaller scales on the 
sides. Judging too from the present specimen, S. liratus is a much 
smaller form, w i t h very few and small spines at the sides of the neck 
and around the tympanum. 

11. S. Caucasicus, Eichwald, PL XX, fig. t.—De F. 

Eichwald, Zool. Spec, i i i , p. 187. — Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p 80, P l . X I I I (Oste
ology).—Gray, Cat. L iz . B r i t . Mus. p. 255.—A. Dum. Cath Méth. p 105 ; 
A r c h . Mus. H i s t . N a t . v i i i , p. 578.—De P. Viag, i n Persia, p. 352 ; 
BuU. Se. pp. 198-200.—Ann. and Mag. Nat . His t . Ser. 3, x ix , p. 145. 

Lacerto, muricata et L . Stellio, Pal l . Zoog. Eos. As. i i i , pp. 20, 24. 

Stellio vulgaris, Mén. Cat. Rais. No. 219, p. 64. 

S. Penicus, Anderson, P, Z. S. 1872, p 382, % . 4 (fig. mala). 
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i - i o . Kohrûd, north of Isfahan . . 7000-8000 

11-16 Elburz mountains, north of Tehran . . 5000-7000 
17-21. Elburz mountains, north of Kazvin . . 4000-5000 

Although I have not, for want of specimens, ventured to keep the 
species from the Caucasus distinct from that inhabiting the Elburz 
and other ranges i n Northern Persia, I am not quite convinced that 
they are identical. A single specimen i n the British Museum from 
Elizabethpol, Transcaucasia, differs from Elburz examples in colour, 
i n having all the scales of the centre of the back sharply keeled, and 
i n having fewer scales, about 135, round the body. The original types 
of Eichwald came from the Caucasus, near TifTis, Bakù, etc., but he 
identified w i t h them specimens from the Talish. mountains which are 
almost certainly of the same species as those from the Elburz; i n describ
ing the species i n the £ Fauna Caspio-Caucasica,' he calls the central 
back scales subcarinate, and his deseription generally agrees with the 
Elburz form, so that i t is by no means improbable that the Elizabethpol 
specimen may belong to a species inhabiting Armenia, not the Cauca
sus. Anderson's typical specimen of 8. Persicus differs in no respect that 
I can see from young specimens of the Elburz species, identified by Eich¬
wald w i t h 8. Caueaslcus. A t the same time, should the Caucasus form 
prove distinct, Anderson's name w i l l stand for that of Northern Persia. 
I n young specimens of the latter the enlarged scales i n the centre of 
the back are distinctly keeled, but with age the keels disappear more or 
less. There is no distinct line of smaller scales along the vertebral 
line, and i n adults there are decidedly spinose scales scattered over the 
sides. As no complete description taken from adult specimens appears 
to have been given, I append the following, for the purpose of 
facilitating comparison with the form next to be described. 

Descriptions :—General form stout, much depressed ; tail , depressed 
near the base, i | to i | times the length of the body; the fore-limb 
does not reach the thigh, the hind-limb about reaches the ear or falls 
a l i t t le short of i t . Head flat, triangular, its length exceeding its 
breadth. The fourth toe on the hind-foot exceeds the third by about 
half the length of the claw. I n a large specimen, the head and body, 
from the nose to the anus, measures nearly 6 in . Judging from 
other specimens, this would, i f the tail were perfect, be about 14 i n . 
long. The head measures 1.55, fore-limb to end of toes 1.75, hind-
limb 4 i n . ; third toe of hind-foot, without the claw, 0.75. 

The scales on the supraorbital bosses are smooth as usual, and 
y % 
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rather smaller, especially near the superciliary ridges, than on other 
parts of the head. Those on the occipital region are smooth i n front, 
but towards the hinder portion they bear compressed spines. Scales 
of the snout convex ; cantlms rostralis well marked ; loreal region con
cave; the nasal shield is just below the cantlms, usually separated by 
two shields from the rostral, and by three longitudinal rows from the 
upper labials ; nostril in the hinder portion of the scale, and directed 
backwards. The scales of the snout and sides of the head and some 
of the occipital scales have brown dots on their outer or lower margins. 
Rostral broader than high, about twice as broad as the adjoining labials ; 
mental the same breadth as the rostral, bluntly pointed behind. There 
are about twelve upper and thirteen lower labials ; two or three rows 
of elongate scales along the edge of both upper and lower labials, 
those on the upper jaw being keeled. A line of sharply-keeled en
larged scales (sometimes two rows) runs back from under the eye to 
over the tympanum, which is large. Enlarged spinose conical scales, 
more or less arranged i n groups before, below, and behind the t y m 
panum ; the largest patch is usually behind : there is another group 
a l i t t le further back on the side of the neck, and several smaller groups 
of similar enlarged conical scales scattered over the lateral portions of 
the neck above, but none i n the middle, and there is no trace of a 
crest. 

The back of the neck is covered w i t h minute granules, amongst 
which the spiny groups of scales are scattered. Just before the 
shoulders these pass gradually, i n the middle of the back, into larger 
scales, which form a not very broad line down the centre of the back. 
They are rather irregular i n shape and size, not arranged in rows, 
subimbricate, and keeled i n young specimens, but smooth i n adults. 
Sometimes they are smaller i n the middle, but not always, and usually 
from seven to ten may be counted across. The sides of the back and 
the flanks are covered w i t h very small keeled scales, arranged in trans
verse series, scattered amongst which are larger conical scales, often in 
small groups. Towards the middle of the body, separated by an area 
of smaller scales from the enlarged vertebral series and joining the 
ventral scales, there is a somewhat conspicuous patch of larger scales, 
keeled and submucronate, unequal in size. The ventral scales are smooth, 
rhomboidal, in transverse series, containing, in the middle of the 
abdomen, about fifty-five to sixty scales. I count 150 to 160 scales 
altogether round the middle of the body, but owing to the irregular 
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size of the scales the number is variable. The chin scales resemble 
those of the abdomen, but are smaller; those beneath the neck smaller 
stil l . Scales above the limbs strongly keeled and spinose, those on 
the th igh as large as the caudal scales ; behind the thigh are some 
scattered spinose scales amongst smaller ones. Scales below the limbs 
smooth. Tail scales strongly keeled and spinose, except below near 
the base ; all are i n distinct verticils. 

No distinct nuchal fold : there are two distinct folds on the sides 
and lower portions of the neck. The fold running back from the neck 
over the shoulder is not so distinct as i n 8. mipttis, nor is i t continued 
in the same way down the sides to the inguinal region. I n front of 
the anus are several rows of thickened scales, as many as six to eight 
i n adults, those i n front being smaller; and a large oval patch of 
similar scales occupies the centre of the abdomen, rather nearer to the 
vent than to the throat. This also increases w i t h age ; i n old males 
I find i t occupies i n the centre forty-five to forty-eight transverse 
rows of scales, and where broadest comprises about twenty-six scales, 
and i t is 2 inches long by i\ broad. There are the same thickened 
prseanal and abdominal scales i n adult females, but they are much 
fewer i n number. 

Colour :—Head pale olive above, paler than the body : the enlarged 
scales i n the middle of the back are also pale, often whitish, but 
generally wi th black scales scattered amongst them. The rest of the 
upper part of the body varies from greyish to dusky olivaceous, wi th 
more or less distinct transverse bands of white or pink, black-edged 
ocelli ; these are usually well marked near the shoulders, but not on the 
loins. Occasionally the sides, which are usually darker than the 
middle of the back, are sooty, the enlarged scales being always pale 
coloured. Limbs olivaceous to dusky above, the fore-limbs wi th 
irregular pale cross-bands. The ta i l pale olive to whitish, usually 
w i t h irregular transverse dusky marks. Lower parts usually pale, 
often w i t h a pinkish or salmon tinge ; the breast and abdomen i n old 
specimens are often dusky, and the skin is frequently veined or marbled 
w i t h dusky marks. 

Stellio Caucasiens abounds on the Elburz mountains, especially on 
the northern slope i n the upper portion of the Mazandarân and Ghîlân 
forest region. I met w i t h i t up to 7000 feet, or perhaps rather higher. 
I never saw i t in the plain of Tehran, and I think i t probable that Dr . 
Anderson's specimen of S. Persicus was from the Elburz north of the 
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city. I also met w i t h this lizard i n the greatest abundance at 7000 
to 9000 feet above the sea on the range of high hills crossed by the 
road from Isfahan to Tehran, near Soli and Kohrud, three to four 
marches north of 'Isfahan. There is nothing peculiar i n their 
habits ; .they are, like all Stellios, so far as I have seen, strictly diurnal 
lizards, coming out as soon as the sun's rays acquire sufficient elevation 
to warm the earth i n the morning, and hiding at night and i n cold 
weather beneath stones or i n the fissures between rocks. I n winter, I 
am informed by Major St. John, none are to be seen. I believe that, 
like most reptiles, they keep to one spot ; I have certainly seen one 
and apparently the same lizard occupy the same stone day after day. 
Professor De Fil ippi has noticed that they are chiefly herbivorous; 
I have found remains of insects i n the stomachs of al l which I have 
examined, mixed w i t h fragments of herbaceous plants, chiefly small 
stems. I did not find seeds. 

A ful l account of the osteology of this species is given by Eichwald 
i n the Fauna Caspio-Caucasica. He gives fifteen as the number of teeth 
i n each ramus of each jaw, besides the two elongate incisors on each 
side i n front. I find only fourteen maxillary teeth i n my specimens on 
each side. I n old specimens they are much worn. 

12. S. microlepis, W. Blanf. Pl. X I X , fig. 2. 

A n n . and Mag. N a t . H i s t . June 1874, x i i i , p. 453. 

1-4. Khân-i-surkh pass, north of Sarjän, be
tween Karman and Shirâz,. South Persia . . 9000 

5 - I 4 . Kushkizard, between Shirâz and Isfahan . . 8000 

S. Caucasico affinis, sed squamis prcesertim in medio dorso, inter 
/mmeroSy minorihus et colorïbus magis fuscis distinguendus. Squamce 
circum medium corpus plus quam 200, cum in S. Caucasico 150-160 dun-
iaooat nwmeranhir. 

Hai. in montibus Persice meridionalis. 
I t is quite unnecessary to give a detailed description of this species, 

which is so closely allied to & Caucasicus that the characters of that 
species apply equally to S. microlepis, w i t h the following exceptions. 
The scales i n the present form are all smaller. I count always con
siderably more than 2 0 0 , usually 3 1 0 to 2 3 0 , round the middle of the 
body. The enlarged scales down the middle of the back are decidedly 
smaller, and they diminish in size on the sides and pass more gradually 
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into the lateral scales. They also decrease rapidly i n size i n front; 
between the shoulders they are always much smaller than in S. Cau
casiens, and there appears always a longer space on the back of the neck 
between them and the occiput. 

The scales of the supraorbital bosses are very l i t t le smaller than those 
of the occiput, except close to the superciliary ridges. The brown dots 
on the scales of the snout and loreal region are faint or wanting. The 
labials are rather more numerous, usually thirteen to fifteen i n the 
upper and about fourteen to sixteen on each side of the lower jaw, but 
the number varies. The spinose scales around the tympanum and on 
the sides of the neck are a l i t t le smaller. As a general rule the head 
and limbs are rather smaller and the tail rather shorter, but this is 
only well seen on comparing adult males. There are the same large 
patches of thickened scales on the abdomen and before the anus, but 
the scales themselves are a l i t t le smaller. 

The general colour is dusky olivaceous, the scales i n the middle of the 
back never being conspicuously paler as i n $. Caucasiens, and being 
frequently darker than the sides. The whole colour is more uniform 
than i n the Northern form ; the cross-bands of pale spots are very 
much less marked and smaller. 

I met w i t h this species i n two localities, both at a considerable 
elevation, i n Southern Persia ; first on a h igh pass, about 9000 feet 
above the sea, near Khan-i-surkh, on the road from Karman to Shirâz, 
about 100 miles south-west of the first-named city ; secondly, at about 
8000 feet above the sea, near Kushkizard, on the high plateau 
traversed about half-way from Shirâz on the road to Isfahân. Both 
of these passes traverse portions of the same range of hills, and this 
lizard may probably be found throughout the higher parts of the chain. 
I nowhere saw Stellio microlepis at an elevation much below 8000 feet 
above the sea. I t s habits, so far as observed, are precisely similar to 
those of 8. Caucasictis. 

13. Phrynocephalus Olivieri, Dum. et Bibr.—De F. 

Olivier, Voy. Emp. Othm. Eg. et Pers. Atlas, P I . X L I I , fig. 1.—• Dum. et Bibr. 
E r p . Grén. iv , p. 517.—De F. Viag, in Persia, p. 354.—Anderson, P. Z. S. 
1872, p. 386. 

P. TickelUi, Gray, Cat. L i z . B r i t . Mus. p. 260.—Günther, Rept. B r i t . I n d . 
p. 160. 
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1-23. Ghi&tigâny Bampusht, Baluchistan . . ». 3°°^' 
24-28. Dizak, Baluchistan 4°o° 
29-31. Magas, Baluchistan . . • • . . •• 4500 
32, 33. Near Bampiii , Baluchistan . . . . . . 1500 
34-38. Near Bigan, Narmaslnr, south-eastern Persia 2500 
39, 40. Near Bam, south-eastern Persia .. . , 4000 
41-44. Bayin, south-east of Karman .. . . . . 7000 
45-50. South Persia ... . . . . — 

51. Near Isfahan ? . . . . . . . . . . — 

I have examined the single type specimen of F. TicMlii, said to he 
from Afghanistan, in the British Museum. I t is much dried and 
shrunk, and the scales on the limbs have contracted so much as to 
appear keeled in places, but I have no doubt of its being identical 
with P. Olivieri, as was suggested by Dr. Günther i n the ' Reptiles of 
British India.' 

The colouration varies a good deal i n fresh specimens, and changes 
greatly i n those preserved i n spirits. The following note of the colour 
was taken from l iv ing animals. Above olive grey, drab, or dusky. 
Along the middle of the back i n many specimens is a well-defined oval 
patch, extending nearly from the shoulder to the loin, and one-third the 
width, of a decidedly pink or pale purplish colour. A dark band 
crosses the back behind the shoulders, and another i n front of the 
thighs, and these are often united by longitudinal bands, one along 
each side, but these markings vary greatly, and are often wanting. 
There is, i n many cases, a fine whitish speckling on the back. On 
each side of the neck above are two short dark longitudinal marks, 
occupying slight depressions ; between them and below the lowest are 
raised folds covered with tubercular scales. There are i n some speci
mens dusky spots on the labials. The limbs are marked above w i t h 
transverse bands. Tail greyish above, white below, with five to seven 
perfect black rings, which are je t ty black beneath. Remainder of 
lower parts pure white. The length varies from 3.5 to 4.5 inches, the 
tai l from the anus being J to f longer than the head and body. 

_P. Olivieri inhabits gravelly or stony plains. I have occasionally 
seen one take refuge on a small bush when I have been endeavouring 
to capture i t , but I never at other times noticed i t on bushes. Neither 
this nor any other of the Persian species inhabits holes, nor have I 
noticed any i n pairs as was observed by Theobald i n the case of 
P. caudivolvuhts (J. A. S. B. xxxi , 1863, p. 518, and xxxvi i , pt. 2, 
extra number, Cat. of Rept. p. 40). The tail is not prehensile ; nor 
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lia ve I ever seen i t coiled, but i t is extremely flexible ; i t never appears 
to be reproduced, and very rarely lost or defective. I do not think 
P. Olivieri is viviparous (cf. Theobald on P. caudivolvulus, 1. a) . I find 
in each case four eggs of rather large size, about half-an-inch long, i n 
pregnant females captured about the end of February and in March. 
The food of this lizard consists chiefly of ants. I have not in any 
case detected vegetable substances i n the stomach 1. 

I found P. Olivieri abundant i n most parts of Southern Persia and 
Baluchistan, at elevations from 3 0 0 0 to about 7000 feet above the sea, 
keeping chiefly to open semi-desert stony or gravelly plains, but not on 
sand. I met wi th i t commonly near Isfahan, but farther north i t 
became very scarce, and I am not sure that i t occurred near Tehran, 
where i t appeared to be completely replaced by P. Persictcs. De 
Filippi also received i t from Southern Persia only, Around Shirâz 
and Karmân i t is common. 

14. P. Persicus, De F. 

De Fi l ippi , Archiv, p. la Zool. Gen. i i , p, 387 ; Viag, in Persia, p. 353.— 
Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 388, fig. 5. 

1-27. Kushkizard, between Shirâz and Isfahan . . 8000 
28, 29. Between Tehran and Kazvin . . . . . . 4000 

I have compared my specimens with De Filippi's types i n Turin, 
and they are undoubtedly the same lizard. I believe the species to be 
distinct from P. lielioscopus, Pall., of which there are specimens from 
Siberia i n the British "Museum, but not on the same grounds as 
Prof. De Fi l ippi ; and I may mention that I feel much doubt whether 
the P. helioscopus of that writer from Armenia is really identical wi th 
Pallas's species. P. Persicus appears to me to differ from P. Âelioscqpus 
i n having the back scales neither keeled nor as a rule distinctly 
imbricate, i n the scales below the head not being imbricate, the scales 
above the limbs being as a rule smooth, or sometimes very faintly 
keeled, on the fore-arm and tarsus especially, and by the enlarged 
spinose scales of the upper parts being much larger. I n P. helioscopus 
all the scales of the upper parts are bluntly keeled, those of the back 

1 I may remark that I greatly doubt i f there is any close affinity between Uromastix 
and JPhrynocephalm, as suggested by Theobald. Phrynocephalus I consider as most nearly 
allied to Àgama and Trapelus, Uromastice I agree w i t h Theobald in looking upon as the 
type of a distinct sub-family at least (see foot-note to p. 334). 
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and also those of the chin and throat over-lapping the next scales at 
their posterior margins, and the dorsal tubercles are much smaller. 
The colours also differ somewhat. I give the fresh colouration of 
P. Persicus below. 

W i t h reference to both De Filippi's and Anderson's descriptions 
(P. Z. S. I.e.), I note the following characters from the series before 
me. The scales between the nasals vary from two to five, the com
monest number i n my specimens being three (five is the number given 
by both De Fil ippi and Anderson) ; they are irregular and not i n 
distinct rows, except occasionally i n the middle, where i n some speci
mens there is a vertical row of enlarged keeled scales. The ordinary 
scales of the back are subimbricate i n general rather than imbricate ; 
often i n the middle of the back they have no tendency to over
lap. The scales on the lower portion of the posterior half of the 
t a i l are bluntly keeled and arranged i n longitudinal rows. The 
number of enlarged scales on the edge of the eyelids varies somewhat, 
but is usually about the number given by Dr. Anderson ; twelve on 
the upper, ten on the lower. The number of labials varies greatly ; I 
count i n various specimens twenty-nine to thirty-five round the upper 
l i p . The dental formula i n fully adult animals is ^^z\o^ lì!» but 
except i n rather old specimens some of the teeth are often deficient, 
and i n the young i t is impossible by an inspection of the mouth to 
distinguish the anterior molars from the incisors. When fujl grown 
the outer pair of incisors (? canines) are longer than the other teeth. 
The crest on the nape is very variable, and more often wanting, i n 
Southern Persian specimens at least, than present. The edges of the 
toes on the hind-feet are slightly fringed, especially the outer edge of 
the fourth toe, but not those of the fingers; the animal is not a 
digger. The figure i n the Proceedings of the Zoological Society 3 

is not good, the head being much too large. 
To the above I may add that the scales above the head are tuber

cular, bluntly keeled or submucronate. The ta i l varies i n length 
from a l i t t le less than that of the head and body to a l i t t le more. A 
large specimen measured 4.75 i n . i n length, of which the tai l from the 
anus was 2.3^ fore-leg 1.05, hind-leg ï.55. I n another specimen, 
4.25 i n . long, the t a i l measured 2.3. 

The prevailing colour above is sandy, below white. There are no 
distinct cross-bands on the body or tai l , but there are large dusky 
spots on each side of the latter. There are often a pair of large spots 
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on the sides of the back, one behind the shoulders, the other before 
the thighs, and small spots on the upper parts of the limbs and sides 
of the head. I n many specimens there is a large greyish-blue or pale 
indigo patch of considerable size on each side of the neck, w i t h the 
upper margin bright scarlet. I n a few specimens the under parts 
were dingy red, and i n one the lower portion of the tai l was pale 
green, becoming red near the anus. These bright colours on the 
lower parts are probably seasonal. I n most specimens the under sur
face of the head is mottled w i t h dusky grey. 

The habits of this species appear to me identical w i t h those of 
P. Olivieri. I t inhabits similar plains, does not live in holes, and 
when pursued takes refuge, not under stones or i n the ground, but 
amongst the roots of bushes or on the bushes themselves. I t s food, 
too, consists largely of ants. 

I first met w i t h P. Persicus near Kushkizard 1 , on the plateau, 
8000 feet above the sea, traversed by the road from Shirâz to Isfahan. 
I t abounded on the same open plain w i t h scattered bushes, on which 
I found Ablep/iarus bivittatus, another North Persian species not met 
w i t h elsewhere i n Southern Persia. I again found this Phrynoceplialus 
abundant near Tehrân at a much lower elevation, 4000-5000 feet 
above the sea. 

15. P. maculatus, And. 

Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 289, fig. 6. 

1-3. Near Bam, south-eastern Persia . . , . 3000 
4-7. Karman .. . . . . . . . . . . 5000 

8, Salt marsh, Sar-i-jüm . . . . . . . . 5000 
9-12. Between Karman and Shirâz . . (?) 

Although my specimens differ from Dr. Anderson's description i n 
colouration, i n the number of teeth, and a few minor points, I have 
ascertained by comparison w i t h the type that the species is the same. 
The colour varies, and some of the teeth i n Anderson's specimen were 
deficient, owing to its being immature. I give a fresh description 
from adults. 

Description:—General form rather depressed, similar to that of 
P. caudivolvulus j head not quite so short, body not so broad, as i n 

1 The locality whence Anderson's specimens were obtained was near this, but on 
another road from Shirâz to Isfahan. * Awada/ seven days north of Shirâz, is a mi sprint 
or misreading for Abâdeh. 
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P. Olivieri ; limbs and tail longer. I n adults, the fore-limb laid back 
reaches the thigh, the hind-limb laid forward extends about to the eye, 
i n younger specimens to the end of the snout ; the ta i l exceeds the 
body i n length by from one-third to one-half. The base of the tai l 
is depressed and very slightly dilated, the tai l tapers gradually, is 
much thicker i n proportion than i n P. Olivieri, and can be coiled 
upwards near the end. Toes strong and moderately long, very l i t t le 
serrated at the edge; the fourth toe on the hind-foot exceeds the 
th ird by twice the length of its claw. Claws strong, very l i t t le 
curved, of a yellow colour ; the claw of the fifth toe on the hind-foot is 
double the length of the others. Maxillary teeth (molars) ^pj-jj, 
incisors |^|, the outer pair of the latter i n each-jaw being elongate. 
A large specimen measures 7.25 inches, of which the tai l from the 
anus is 4.2; the fore-limb is 1.5, hind-leg 2.45 long, measured as 
usual to the ends of the toes. 

Scales of the head rather tubercular, slightly unequal i n size, those 
of the frontal region and centre of the occiput being usually rather 
larger ; each nostril is usually i n the upper part of a rather large 
oval shield, w i t h a smaller crescentic shield above i t , or i t is between 
two shields, an upper and a lower ; one scale (more rarely two) i n the 
middle between the.nasals. There is a fringe of moderate-sized, rather 
rounded scales to the upper eyelid, and of much longer pointed ones to 
the lower, i n each case about ten i n number, varying slightly. The 
scales on the sides of the head above the labials and some of the scales 
of the occiput have often pores on their lower or outer surface, but I 
do not find this character constant. Upper labials about 30-31 ; 
usually the last on each side is larger, and there is no distinct rostral. 
But there is much variation i n these points ; i n one specimen I count 

- 36 upper labials. The mental plate or lower rostral is larger than 
the other lower labials ; there are two rows of enlarged scales, the 
lower of them the larger, but not extending far back, along the lower 
labials. Ears covered by small granular scales similar to those of 
the throat. 

Scales of the back rhomboidal, smooth, in transverse rows, i n the 
centre of the back a l i t t le larger, and gradually diminishing slightly 
towards the sides, granular i n front of the thigh and behind the 
shoulder ; ventral shields nearly square, about the same size as those i n 
the middle of the back, and as a rule smooth, but i n some cases I 
find slight keels and distinctly mucronate terminations behind on 
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some of the scales about the middle and posterior portions. I count 
about 106-112 scales round the middle of the body. Scales on the 
limbs as a rule smooth ; on the tarsus and fore-arm however they are 
usually, but not always, more or less keeled above and below; scales 
beneath the soles of the feet strongly keeled, cross-plates beneath the 
toes ribbed (only seen under a strong lens). The tai l is covered near 
the base and for about a quarter of its length w i t h smooth rhomboidal 
scales the same size as those of the back ; the remainder is covered 
w i t h keeled scales, the keels forming longitudinal lines below, but not 
above ; all the ta i l scales are in rings. 

Colour of the upper parts, when fresh, pale slaty grey to dusky 
brown, speckled more or less finely and closely wi th whitish, and 
occasionally, but by no means generally, crossed w i t h transverse dusky 
bands, usually of a pinkish or coppery colour i n l iv ing specimens, or 
marked w i t h dark spots. The t ip of the tai l is always black below, 
and usually above also, but the distance to which the black extends 
from the t ip varies ; i n front of the black portion and separated from 

- i t there are frequently one or more black rings, and the basal portion 
is often marked w i t h dusky spots at the sides or banded with dusky 
above. Lower parts, except the end of the tai l , usually white ; i n some 
cases the lower part of the tail except the t ip is of salmon colour 
(probably during the breeding season only), and the hinder part of the 
thighs is bright yellow. 

This Phrynocepliahis was found i n open plains, very locally distri
buted, and apparently keeping to more barren and sandy parts of the 
country than the other species. The only place where I found i t 
common was i n the great sandy plain east of Karman. I first met 
w i t h i t i n Narmashir, near Eigan and Bam, at about 2500 feet above 
the sea ; " the other places where i t was seen were 2000 to 3000 
feet higher, but i t was not observed at any greater elevation. One 
specimen was captured on the utterly barren salt-swamp of Sar-i-jum, 
between Karman and Shirâz. Anderson's examples come from Awada, 
evidently Abâdeh, which is higher than any place where I observed 
this species. I also remember seeing i t near Isfahân, but I have not 
preserved specimens, and I did not notice i t further north. 

P. maculatus has a habit of coiling the end of its tai l upwards, or i n 
the reverse direction to that i n which a chamseleon coils i t . I cannot 
form any idea of the use to which this animal puts its tail as a pre
hensile organ. The places i t inhabits are as a rule destitute even of 
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bushes, so that the tai l can scarcely be employed for climbing. Although 
i t is closely allied to P. caudivolvulus, I do not think i t is either her
bivorous or viviparous ; I find only remains of insects (chiefly ants, as 
i n the other species) i n the stomach ; and i n two pregnant females 
captured near Bam on the % i s t of A p r i l I find two eggs in each. 
Neither have I ever observed that this species burrows or takes refuge 
i n holes or under stones \ 

Undoubtedly P. maculatus is closely allied to P. caudivolvulus. On 
comparing i t with specimens of that species from Tibet, i n the Brit ish 
Museum, I find the latter differ i n having a shorter tai l , no keels on 
the tail scales except close to the tips, and strong keels to the scales of 
the abdomen. The size is much smaller and the colouration different. 
Dr. Günther states, in his 6 Reptiles of British India,' p. 161, that these 
Tibetan specimens have been compared by Prof. Peters with the 
type of P. caudivolvulus and found identical. But i t is worthy of 
notice that Eichwald, i n his c Eauna Caspio-Caucasica,5 describes the 
ventral scales of P. caudivolvulus as not keeled, and the present species, 
as we have seen, has them sometimes slightly keeled, so i t is possible 
the difference i n this respect is not constant. 

16. Uromastix 2 microlepis, W. Blanf. 

P. Z. S. 1874. 

U . affinis U . spinipedi, tuberculis majoribus ad latera corporis sparsis 
carentibus, plicis ad latera colli tuberculos parvos ferentibus, squamisque 
supra et infra pedes mmoribus, distinguendus. Ab U . acanthinurâ 
squamis omnibus multo minoribus facile recognoscitw\ 

Hab. in Mesopotamia juxta %irbem Basrah (Bussora). 

1 I mention these facts because M r . Theobald found a Phrynocepkalus on the banks of 
Lake Tsomoriri i n Thibet, called at first P. Olivieri by the finder, J . A . S. B. 1862, x x x i , 
p. 518, and then P. Theohaldi by M r . B ly th , i d . 1863, xxxi i , p. 90, but subsequently 
identified by M r . Theobald himself w i t h P. caudivolvulus, Oat. Eept. Mus. As. Soc. 
p. 40, which he described as l i v i n g i n pairs, inhabiting burrows, and producing l iving 
young,—two and occasionally three foeti being found i n females. The same species was 
described apparently as P. Stoliczhai by Steindachner, Kept. Novara, p. 22, but identified 
by Günther wi th P. caudivolvulus, Zool. Becord, 1867, p. 137. 

2 M r . Theobald (Journ. L i n n . Soc. x, p. 34, and J . A . S. B. 1868, Cat. Eept. p. 39) 
proposed to separate Uromastix, Leiolepis, and Phrynocepkalus as a distinct family, 
because they are herbivorous and live i n burrows. This view has been adopted by 
Anderson, P. Z. S. 1871, p. 167, and Stoliczka, P. A . S. B. 1872, p. 8 ï . I f maintained, 
however, i t must be so on other grounds than those assigned by Theobald, and I do 
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Description : -—General form massive ; trunk broad, depressed ; bead 
triangular, upper portion flat bebind, descending i n a curve towards 
the muzzle. Limbs rather stout ; the fore-foot laid forward extends 
beyond the snout by the length of the fingers, laid backward i t 
reaches two-thirds of the distance to the th igh ; when the hind-foot 
is brought forward, the ends of the toes nearly touch the axil. Toes 
strong, a fringe of pointed scales on the outer edge of the fourth 
toe of the hind foot, and less marked fringes on the second and 
t h i r d toes. Claws rather long, pale coloured. Tai l thick, gradually 
attenuate, formed of rings of pointed conical tubercles, its length 
about equal to that of the body without the head and neck. 

About eighteen subcorneal teeth on each side of the upper jaw, 
those i n front smaller and much worn down; fifteen similar teeth 
much blunted on each side of the lower jaw. I n front of the upper 
jaw is a cutt ing edge formed of a broad central portion, which appears 
to be a process of the maxillary bone, and two smaller lateral teeth, 
one on each side, apparently united to the central process at the 
base. Similarly i n front of the lower jaw are two cutting edges, 
one at the end of each ramus of the mandible, each composed of 
an osseous and a dental portion, the osseous portion the broadest, 
and nearest to the extremity of the jaw. I n young specimens the 
dental portion of these pseudo-incisors is more developed and the 
osseous portion less than i n adults. Tongue deeply cleft at the end. 

The largest specimen obtained measures 21 inches, of which the 
t a i l from the anus measures 8.5, head 2, fore-limb to end of claws 
4.75, t h i r d toe and claw measured from the division between the third 
and fourth toes 1.12, hind-limb 6.25, t h i r d toe 1.22. 

Scales :—Head covered above with convex scales, largest on the 
snout and occiput, and on the forehead between the eyes. Cantlms 
rostralis rounded; nostrils lateral, oval, rather large, each i n the 
middle of a single plate below the canthus. Rostral enlarged ; mental 
smaller than the rostral. Labials scarcely larger than the neighbouring 

not t h i n k Phrynocephalus, none of the Persian species of which live i n holes or are 
herbivorous, and the dentition of which resembles Agama and not Uromastix, can be 
included. Stellio, on the other hand, is herbivorous, though not exclusively so. That 
Uromastix, Centrotrachelus, and I believe Lciolepis, form a well-marked section, is 
obvious, and they appear to me just as deserving of separation from the A gamiche as 
are the Sepsidœ from the Scincîdœ, but I prefer myself retaining the larger groups 
as families. 
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scales ; posterior upper labials triangular, all others square Chin, 
except near the lower labials, covered w i t h very small convex 
scales ; scales of the neck equally small, subcorneal or mucronate, 
those of the lower surface i n transverse rows. Sides of the neck 
w i t h irregular longitudinal folds, bearing larger tubercular pointed 
scales; there are also transverse folds below the neck, but they 
do not bear larger tubercles. Scales of the back and sides all small, 
submucronate, w i t h the points compressed and directed backward, 
i n well-marked transverse rows except near the middle line of the 
back ; no enlarged scales on the sides. Abdominal scales rhomboidal, 
a l i t t le larger than those of the back, arranged i n transverse series. 
Scales of anterior portion of the fore-limb like those of the abdomen, 
those on the posterior surface the size of the back scales, a few 
slightly enlarged scales on the outer surface of the fore-arm. On 
the hind-limb the scales are larger on the inner, smaller on the 
outer surface ; a row of large conical tubercles passes down the 
front of the tarsus, and large spinose tubercles are scattered over 
its outer surface ; a few, less i n size, occurring on the posterior portion 
of the thigh. Feet and toes covered beneath with keeled scales, 
the keels longitudinal on the soles of the fore-feet, transverse on 
those-of the hind-feet." I n the largest specimen, a male, there are 
eighteen femoral pores on one side, twenty on the other, i n a younger 
specimen fourteen beneath each th igh, the two series coming close 
together i n the prœanal region. Tail when perfect consisting of 
about twenty-three or twenty-four rings, the upper and lateral portion 
of each r ing consisting of large spines, the points directed backward ; 
the lower portion, except towards the t i p , is covered by rings of 
smaller nearly flat scales, diminishing i n size towards the base of 
the ta i l . 

Colour olive grey, wi th small rather indistinct darker spots on the 
back ; lower parts and tai l rather paler. 

Intestinal canal elongate, but apparently less so than i n Centro-
tracheitis. I n a specimen measuring altogether 17 i n . i n length, 
of which the ta i l is 7, the whole length of the intestinal tract from 
the cardiac end of the stomach to the anus is 28 i n . , the large 
intestines measuring 8 i n . 

This species was found inhabiting the neighbourhood of Basrah, 
whence three specimens were brought by Captain Phillips and 
presented alive to the Zoological Society. I t is i n all probability 
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this lizard which was first noticed i n Mesopotamia by Olivier (Voyage 
dans l'Empire Othman, l'Egypte, et la Perse, i i , p. 428), and said 
to be larger and longer than a man's arm, and dwelling in holes 
like those made by foxes. 

U. microlepis is closely allied to the African U. spinipes and U, 
acantldnurtis ; i t is distinguished from the former by the absence 
of enlarged scales on the sides and by the lateral folds on the neck 
bearing tubercles, and from the latter by its much smaller scales. 

17. Centrotrachelus Asmussi, Strauch, Pl. X X I . 

B u l l . Acad. I m p . Sci. St. Pet. 1863, v i , p. 479. 
Boz-mich or Boz-mijeh, Persian (Goat-milker). 

I . About ninety miles north.-west of Bampür, Balu
chistan . . . . .. .. .. .. ISoo 

2-4. Near Bigan, Narmashir, south-eastern Persia . . 2500 

This is the second of the two remarkable lizards procured at Sar-i-
châh, north-west of Sistân and north-north-east of Karman, by Count 
Keyserling, when attached ^to Möns, de Khanikoff's expedition into 
Eastern Persia, and described by Strauch. The example from which 
the description was taken was brought alive to St. Petersburg. 
Strauch's description i n Lat in is excellent : i t is reproduced in the 
Zoological Record for 1864, p. 115. läppend a somewhat fuller 
account i n English. 

Description :—General form very massive ; trunk remarkably broad 
and depressed; head short, sub triangular, depressed, but not very flat, 
about as broad as long, the frontal region descending i n a curve to the 
blunt muzzle. Limbs stout, of moderate length; the fore-foot laid 
forward extends beyond the snout by the length of the fingers, laid 
back i t reaches more than half-way to the thigh ; the hind-leg laid 
forwards extends about three-quarters of the distance to the axil. Toes 
short and strong, not fringed, those of the hind-foot about the same 
length as those of the fore-foot, gradually increasing i n length from 
the first to the fourth ; i n the fore-foot the fourth toe is very 
l i t t le longer than the third, i n the hind-foot i t exceeds i t by the 
length of its claw. Tail very thick, rather shorter than the body and 
head, depressed near the base, regularly attenuate, surrounded by rings 
of conical tubercles. Dentition peculiar, being similar to that of 

VOL. 11. z 
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Uromastice, and differing widely from that of the insectivorous Agamoids. 
There are i n a large specimen twenty-two subcorneal teeth on each 
side of the upper jaw ; twenty, of which nineteen are subcorneal and 
one i n front to be presently described, on each side of the lower. These 
teeth are laterally compressed and very close together, forming a con
tinuous series, and those i n front are worn down, so as to form almost 
a continuous cutting edge. I n front of the upper jaw, separated by 
a small interspace from the maxillary teeth, is a broad cutting edge, 
like that of a human incisor, formed apparently of a process of the 
intermaxillary bone, and not an implanted tooth ; opposed to this in the 
lower jaw are two cutting edges, one at each end of the row of lower 
molars, not separated from the lower molars by any space, but a l i t t le 
apart from each other. These pseudo-incisors appear entirely com
posed of bone, the dental portion seen i n Uromastix being apparently 
deficient i n the present species, or perhaps becoming so worn down i n 
old specimens that i t cannot be seen. The tongue is moderate, deeply 
cleft at the end. The largest specimen collected measures 20 in . , of 
which the ta i l from the anus is 9.5, head 2 : the body is 5 i n . 
broad. I n another smaller specimen measuring 15 i n . , the ta i l is 
6.35 long, head about 1.75, fore-limb 3, t h i r d toe and claw measured 
from the division between the t h i r d and fourth toes 0.7, hind-limb 
4.35, t h i r d toe and claw 0.7. 

Frontal and occipital regions of the head and the central line jo ining 
them covered with convex tubercular scales of unequal size, but much 
larger than those on the supraorbital region. This is indented by a 
longitudinal groove just inside the superciliary ridge, which is not 
prominent. Cantlms rostralis rounded, indistinct, the nostril lateral, 
crescentic, rather large, occupying the hinder portion of a nasal plate 
below the position of the cantlms, and w i t h the hinder margin formed 
of small scales. No enlarged rostral or mental; labials all small, 
scarcely i f at all larger than the adjoining scales. Several rows of 
rather elongate scales parallel w i t h the lower labials. Scales of the 
sides of the head mostly small ; a row of rather larger tubercular or 
bluntly-keeled scales commences below the eye and continues upwards 
and backwards to above the tympanum. Scales i n front of the ear 
slightly enlarged and conical. Tympanum rather large, its height 
greater than its breadth, partly concealed by the spinous folds of 
the neck; the membrane rather deeply seated. Chin and throat 
below granular. . 
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On the hack of the occiput are some large mucronate scales, and 
groups of stil l larger spinose tubercles are scattered over the back and 
sides of the neck; the intervening* scales small and submucronate. 
The back and sides are covered with small rhomboidal, subimbricate 
scales, obtusely keeled, and terminating posteriorly i n rather blunt 
points ; across these extend numerous transverse, equidistant rows of 
much larger mucronate tubercles, their points directed backwards; 
some on the anterior portions of the sides are spinose. Abdomen 
clothed w i t h rhomboidal imbricate scales i n transverse series, mostly 
smooth, but sometimes bluntly keeled near the sides, especially i n 
front, nearly equal i n size to the larger dorsal scales. Limbs covered 
w i t h imbricate scales, more or less distinctly keeled or submucronate, 
much larger above than below ; some very large conical scales scattered 
over the upper and hinder parts of the thigh and tarsus. Scales of the 
soles keeled, the cross-plates below the toes w i t h several keels each. 
Tail i n very distinct rings, about twenty-five i n number, each sur
rounded above and at the sides by very large spinose tubercles, eight to 
ten in each ring, the lower portion without tubercles, but covered with 
keeled scales. From nine to eleven pores, showing as soft blunted 
tubercles, on the underside of each thigh, each pore surrounded by 
small scales, the row of pores extending to the prseanal region but 
not across i t . Neck with fold below and at the sides ; no distinct 
fold across the nape. 

The intestinal canal is elongate, measuring 40 i n . i n a specimen 
about 18 in . long. I n a specimen of Àgama agilis, 10 i n . i n length, 
the intestinal tract, similarly measured from the cardiac end of the 
stomach to the anus, is only 7 i n . long : both specimens being pre
served i n spirit, the tissues have doubtless contracted. The stomach 
of CentrotracJielus is small i n circumference but about 6 in . long. 
About 10 in . from the anus the intestine swells into a large sac-like 
caecum, much exceeding the, stomach i n circumference. The rectum 
is thick, and longitudinally grooved externally throughout the greater 
part of its length, but this may be due to contraction just before 
death. 

A l l the specimens collected are males. I n these, when fresh, the 
head, limbs, and tai l were blackish above ; the back and sides were buff, 
the larger tubercles and many of the smaller ones upon the head, neck, 
and shoulders scarlet, the red colour gradually disappearing on the en
larged scales of the back. Probably this colour is seasonal, and may i n 

z % 
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the height of the breeding season colour all the back. Some specimens, 
probably females, appeared to be of a uniform yellowish olivaceous 
colour on the upper parts. The lower parts of the head, limbs, and 
tai l black, more or less mottled with greyish white ; abdomen pale. 

This superb Uromasticid was first seen at Khusrin, five marches 
north-west of Bampür, i n Balüchistän, where a specimen was shot by 
Major St. John on a small stony rise at the edge of the Bampür plain. 
We met with i t more commonly along the margin of the Narmashir 
desert, near Bigân, a few marches farther to the north-west. This 
plain extends far to the northward, towards Sistân and Khorassân, and 
the same lizard may inhabit a considerable portion of Eastern Persia. 
Where seen i t lived in a semi-desert, rather gravelly plain, w i t h 
scattered patches of low t h i n bush, chiefly barilla and tamarisk. I t is 
heavy i n its movements, but can run tolerably quick. I t lives i n 
large holes resembling rabbit-holes, evidently dug by itself ; I dug out 
one individual, which I had seen take refuge i n a hole, from a depth of 
about % ft . under ground. The burrow, about 18 in . from the surface, 
turned at r ight angles to its original direction, and was altogether 
about 4 f t . long. 

Centrotrachelus Asmussi, l ike Uromastice Hardwicki1, is purely herbi
vorous, l iv ing on leaves and stems of herbaceous plants, seeds, etc. 
I t also resembles Uromastice i n not leaving its burrow u n t i l the sun is 
well up, i n the cold season at all events, and i n its gentle disposition. 
I t does not attempt to bite when captured. 

I n the accompanying plate this lizard is represented two-fifths the 
natural size. 

18. *C. loricatus, W. Blanf. 

P. Z. S. 1874. 

C. jperaffinis C. Asmussi, a quo colore pallidiore, tsabellino nec 
olivaceo, fusco-maculato, squamarum majorum dorsalium seriehus magis 
distantihùs, unguibus fortioribus, squamis supradigitalibus minoribus et 
carmis squamarum infra pedes posteriores in lineas transwrsas liaud 
obliquas dispositis, tantum differì. 

Hab. haudprocul a Busliire. 

1 Conf. Theobald, J our. L i n . Soc. x, p. 34.~-Cat. Eept. Mus. As. Soc. p. 39, i n J . A . S. B . 
xxxvi i , P t . 2.—Stoliczka, Proc. A . S . B. 1872, p. 81. 
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I n all essential characters this species resembles the type of the 
genus very closely. I have only examined a single specimen of 
C. loricatus, and that is said to be a very small one ; i t is 16 in . 
long, and, as preserved i n spirit, of a pale pinkish or cream colour, 
very different from the olive of C. Asmussi. The back is marked with 
small dusky spots, owing to some of the larger scales here and there 
being of that colour. The lai'ger scales are arranged in rather more 
distant lines, and i n the lines themselves they are more scattered, but 
the most str iking difference is that there are very few spinose scales 011 
the neck, and the enlarged scales of the back and sides are nearly flat, 
instead of being sharply mucronate. This, however, may be partly a 
sexual distinction, as all my specimens of C. Asmussi are males. The 
only example of C. loricatus is eviscerated, and I cannot determine the 
sex. The femoral pores are ill-developed and obscure, but they appear 
closer together and more numerous than i n C. Asmussi. The best 
character, however, for separating these two forms is to be found i n 
the toes, which i n C. loricatus are shorter and have much stouter claws, 
the scales above the toes, except close to the claws, being much 
smaller, and the keeled scales beneath the feet having their longer 
diameter and the direction of their keels transverse, whilst i n 
C. Asmussi they are oblique. I n the specimen of the former, the 
t h i r d toe wi th claw i n the fore-foot measures 0.67 in . , i n the hind-
foot 0.6. The feet too are broader i n the Bushire species, and there 
is a much more distinct fringe along the outer edge of the fourth 
hind-toe. 

From the various accounts given of this Centrotrachelus, I believe 
i t to be probably larger than C. Asmussi. The specimen I have 
examined is said by the gentleman who sent i t to be very small. 
I am indebted to Major St. John for the following interesting note 
of its occurrence near Bushire. Major St. John also told me that he 
believed this lizard was a larger animal than that which we found i n 
Narmashir. 

For an opportunity of examining a specimen I am indebted to 
Dr . Sclater, who has been indefatigable i n endeavouring to obtain 
from the^different correspondents of the Zoological Society some of the 
Persian animals of which I had heard, but which I had been unable to 
procure. The present lizard was obtained and sent to D r . Sclater by 
M r . Ellis, who after much trouble succeeded i n obtaining a specimen 
from the Arabs. His chief difficulty was that i n the winter these 
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lizards were never seen ; doubtless they hybernate at that season, as 
suggested by Major St. John. 

A young Uromastice was obtained from the south coast of Arabia by 
Dr. Carter, P. Z. S. 1863, p. 337. Dr. Gray, who examined the speci
men, which was dried, found that i t was impossible to determine the 
species. 

[The Centroiraehehis I have only seen once, when riding across the 
desert from Shif, a small port opposite Bushire, to Borasjun, the 
surface being sandy clay, w i t h small bushes of wormwood and barilla. 
The lizards were sitting outside their holes i n the evening i n May, and 
my bull-terrier killed two. They evinced no terror of the dog ; i n 
deed, one attacked her, and the dog's mouth was severely cut by the 
sharp scales of the lizard's flanks; from memory, I should say the 
lizard was 20 i n . long. The above was the only occasion on which 
I have been off the regular road i n summer, though I have been all 
over the country i n winter without remarking the Centrotrac/ielus, 
which must therefore, I should think, be a hybernating animal.— 
O. ST. J . ] 

FAMILY GECKOTID^E. 

19. *Hemidaetylus maculatus, Dum. et Bibr. 

I saw this species i n houses at Gwâdar, on the coast of Baluchistan, 
I t may perhaps have been introduced from India. 

20. H . Persicus, Anderson. 

P. Z. S. 1872, p. 378, fig. 2 (mediocris). 

No exact locality is given ; I believe the species, however, to have 
been obtained i n Southern Persia, and probably at Bushire. The 
woodcut is not very correct, the dorsal tubercles being represented 
as hemispherical and the pupil as circular. 

The tubercles on the centre of the back are not distinctly trihedral, 
though they are keeled ; they become more elongate on the loins, and 
are conoidal towards the sides. The tubercles on the ta i l are rather 
smaller than those on the back ; they are a l i t t le irregular, but the 
proper number i n each row is six, three on each side. Limbs moderate, 
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the hind-foot laid forward does not extend to the shoulder, the fore-foot 
reaches the eye. The rostral is cleft for some distance above ; nostril 
w i t h three enlarged scales behind i t . 

21. H. sp. PL XXII , fig. r. 

I . Dizak, Baluchistan . . . . .. 4000 

I cannot satisfactorily identify the only example of a Ilemidactglus 
which I procured. I t is near H. maculatus and H. Persicus. The 
back is covered wi th granular scales, thickly interspersed w i t h rather 
small trihedral tubercles, none of which equal the ear-opening i n size. 
There are about fourteen rather irregular rows of these tubercles 
across the middle of the back ; they are rather smaller i n front, and 
on the sides of the back and fore-part of the limbs they are smaller 
and indistinctly trihedral. There are about forty scales across the 
abdomen. Tail verticillate, towards the base the rings are marked by 
three or four tubercles on each side, smaller than those on the back ; 
no enlarged subcaudal plates, and i n the only specimen obtained (a 
female apparently) no femoral or prœanal pores. 

Occipital portion of the head with small round tubercles scattered 
over i t . Eyelid circular, without enlarged scales ; pupil vertical. The 
granular scales between the nostril and eye rather larger than those on 
other parts of the head. Nostrils between the rostral, first labial and 
three slightly enlarged scales behind. Ear-opening moderate. About 
ten upper and eight or nine lower labials ; a row of slightly enlarged 
scales along the superior edge of the upper labials ; only one pair of 
chin shields, which form a broad suture behind the mental, and only 
meet the first lower labial ; a few enlarged scales along the edges of 
the lower labials. 

Limbs rather longer than i n I I . maculatus. The fore-foot extends 
beyond the eye i f laid forward, the hind-limb just reaches the shoulder. 
Plates beneath the toes numerous (twelve to fourteen), divided nearly 
to the base, the two halves meeting at a very obtuse angle. 

Colour grey, w i t h imperfect cross-bands on the back and tai l ; a dark 
line from the nostril, through the eye, and above the ear. Length 
3.65 i n . , of which the t a i l from the anus measures % i n . 

This species is distinguished from PI. maculatus, D. and B. (as 
restricted by Günther), by the much smaller tubercles on the tai l 
(which has no appearance of having been reproduced i n the specimen 
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before me), by its rather more elongate form, by much smaller scales on 
the abdomen, only one pair of chin shields, and more numerous plates 
beneath the toes. 

From H. Persicus, And., i t appears to differ i n being more slender, i n 
having longer and slighter limbs, fewer scales across the abdomen and 
less marked tubercles on the tail. I t is possible that the greater 
slenderness may be due to immaturity. 

But a single specimen was obtained of this form, and although i t 
appears to me distinct from H. Persicus, I do not name i t , as i t may 
prove only a variety. 

22. Gymnodactylus brevipes, "V7. Blanf. PI. X X I I , fig. 2. 

A n n . and Mag. ]STat. H i s t . June 1874, x i i i , p. 453. 

1. Aptar, near Bampur, Baluchistan . . . . . . 3000 

G. affinis Gymnodactylis geekoidi, Caspio Kaehhensique, dorso 
tuberculis parois triquetris in 10 series longitudinales dispositis ornato, 
caudd verticillata, annido singulo tuberculis tribus carinatis longiusculis 
utrinaue armato, subtus scutis majoribus (nonnullis divisis) indutd: 
squamis ventralibus in serie transversa circum %% ; poris inguinalibus 4, 
femoralibus nullis, membris digitisque hrevibus, pede anteriore vix ante 
oculum, posteriore humerum attingente. 

Hab, in Gedrosid (Baluchistan). 
Head and body moderately depressed, limbs rather short. Scales of 

the back granular, w i t h numerous sharply-keeled trihedral tubercles, 
each nearly equal to the small ear-opening i n size, and all arranged 
i n regular longitudinal lines, of which ten may be counted i n the 
middle of the back, diminishing to six between the thighs. A l l these 
tubercles are rather longer than broad. Tail longer than body, dis
t inct ly ringed, each r i n g w i t h three sharply-keeled, rather elongate 
trihedral tubercles (larger than those on the back) on each side, the 
space between the two uppermost i n the centre of the tai l being 
very l i t t le broader than the interspaces on the sides ; lower portion of 
the ta i l , except at the base, covered w i t h larger plates, many of them 
divided into two ; when undivided they are about equally long and 
broad, and there are two to each r i n g . 

Hinder part of head covered w i t h unequally sized granular scales; 
scales of the anterior portion larger, equal i n size, convex, not carinate. 
Pupil vertical, upper eyelid very short, lower wanting. Nostrils between 
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the hinder edges of rostral and first labial without any enlarged plates 
behind. Eostral rather broader than high, deeply cleft- above. Upper 
labials nine, lower seven on each side. Two pairs of larger chin 
shields, the first only i n contact, the second pair smaller and widely 
separated ; a few larger scales along the edge of the lower labials. 
Scales below head round, flat, those beneath the neck rather smaller, 
those on the belly considerably larger i n the centre than towards the 
sides, i n about twenty-two rows i n the middle of the abdomen, but the 
passage into the granular scales of the sides is so gradual that i t is 
difficult to say where either ends. I count about eight granules on 
each side between the flatter ventral scales and the lowest trihedral 
tubercles. Femoral pores four, i n a curved row between the thighs. 

The hind-limb laid forward just reaches the shoulder, the fore-limb 
laid back extends about two-thirds of the distance between the shoulder 
and thigh ; laid forward the toe reaches to between the eye and snout. 
The longest toe of the hind-foot is about equal to the distance between 
the eye and nostril. Limbs covered w i t h imbricate scales above, 
some larger tubercles on the anterior portion of the hind-limb only. 
The two last joints of each toe much smaller than the basal portion. 

Colour grey, w i t h three rather imperfect longitudinal dusky bands 
on the back, formed of arrow-head shaped marks. A dusky line not 
very strongly marked from the eye to the shoulder. 

The only specimen obtained was found i n an open sandy plain, w i t h 
scattered vegetation, not far from Bampür, in Baluchistan. The length 
is 2.95 i n . , of which the tai l from the anus measures 1.7, fore-limb 0.4, 
hind-limb 0.57, middle toe of hind-foot 0.13. 

This species is distinguished from all its allies, G. Casjoius, G. geek-
oides, G. Kotschyi) and G. KacJiJiensis, by its much shorter limbs and 
feet, and especially by its short toes. I t is further distinguished from 
G. Caspius by, its smaller number of praeanal pores, from the same 
species, G. KoUchyi and G. geclcoides, by its more slender form, narrower 
and more depressed head, and narrower subcaudal shields. I t differs 
from (?. KaeJihensis i n not having subcarinate shields on the snout, i n 
having fewer rows of tubercles on the back, and of scales across the 
belly. 

23. *GymnodactyluLS heterocercus, W. Blanf, Pl. XXII , fig. 3, 3 a. 

A n n . and Mag. N a t . His t . June 1874, x i i i , p. 453. 
G. CaspiuSy Be F . Yiag. i n Pera, p. 352, partim, nec Eichwald. 
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and first labial, without any enlarged scales behind. Rostral broader 
than i t is high, deeply cleft above. Upper labials eight to ten, lower 
seven to eight. Mental shield triangular, rather large, w i t h two or 
three pairs of enlarged chin shields behind i t , only the first pair 
meeting behind the mental. Upper eyelid well developed, pupil 
vertical. Ear-opening small. 

The colour i n spirits is grey throughout, without markings. A 
specimen measures 3.2 i n . ; the tail , partly replaced but apparently 
fu l l grown, being exactly one-half this length, or i.<5, head 0.45-, 
fore-leg 0.55, hind-leg 0.78. 

The only two specimens of this species which I have seen belong to 
the Turin Museum, and were brought by the Marquis Giacomo Doria 
from Hamadân. The keeled imbricate scales beneath the tail and legs 
serve to distinguish i t from all allied forms. 

24. * G . Caspius, Eichwald.—De E. 

Spie. Zool. pars posterior, p. 181.—Faun. Casp.-Cauc. p. 91, P l . X V , Pig. Ï, 3. 
—C. Duméril, Cat. Méth. Col. Eept. Mus. Paris, p. 45.—Steindachner, 
Sitzb. K . K. Acad. Wiss. l x i i , p. 329. 

Uromastix fasciatas, Men. Cat. Kais, p. 64. 

Gymnodactylus geckoides, Gray, Cat. L iz . Br i t . Mus. p. 175, p a r t i m . — B l y t h , 
J . A . S. B. 1853, x x i i , p. 410.—Theobald, J . A . S. B. 1868 ; Cat. Eept. Mus. 
As. Soc. Bengal, p. 31. 

Duméril and Steindachner have shown that Gymnodactylm Caspius 
is distinguished from G. geckoides, Spix, amongst other characters, by 
the number of femoral and-prseanal pores ; about t h i r t y i n the former 
species, extending i n a line along both thighs ; only four to eight i n 
the latter, confined to the inguinal region. Steindachner (Sitz. Acad. 
Wien, l x i i , 1870, p. 339) has farther separated from the African 
G. geckoides (Gr. scader, Rüpp.), under the name of G7. Kotschji, the 
race w i t h much smaller dorsal tubercles inhabiting Syria and the 
neighbouring countries, and agreeing w i t h the African species, not 
w i t h Gr. Caspius, i n the number of prseanal pores. A fourth form is 
£?. Kaclihensis, Stoliczka, from the province of Kaehh, i n "Western 
India, 'Proe. As. Soc. Bengal,' 187a, p. 81. 

I did not meet w i t h G7. Caspius i n Persia ; but i t is probable that 
i t is not rare i n some of the northern provinces. I t may very possibly 
be found i n Khorassân and Afghanistan, as specimens were collected 
by Theobald i n the Panjâb. The specimens obtained by the Marquis 
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Doria at Harnadân, and referred to this species by De Fi l ippi , are 
clearly distinct, and belong to the last species. 

25. *G-. geckoides, Spix. 

Gray, Cat. L i z . B r i t . Mus. p. 175. 

G. scaler, Riipp. Atlas, p. 15, P l . I V , fig. 2. 

A specimen obtained by Kotschy at Shirâz exists i n the British 
Museum, which received i t from the Museum at Vienna. I am 
indebted to M r . O'Shaughnessy for calling my attention to i t . 

Specimens of the same species are said also to have been brought 
from Persia by Aucher-Eloy. 

Bunòpus *, gen. nov. 

W . Blanf. A m i . and Mag. Nat . Hist . June 1874, x i i i , p. 454. 

Genus inter Gymnodactylum et Stenodactylum fere medium, cum ilio 
digitis ad latera Aaud denticulato-fimbriatiscum hoc scutellis infra-
digitalïbus verrucosis concordat. 

Toes slender, not fringed at the sides, covered below by cross plates, 
which are furnished w i t h projecting tubercles (Pl. X X I I , fig. 4 a). 
General form as i n Gymnodactylus. 

This form only differs from Stenodactylus i n the absence of fringes 
to ,the toes ; but this distinction is important, since the presence of 
fringes is characteristic of lizards which dig holes and usually live 
i n t h e m 2 . 

26. Bunopus tuberculatus, "W. Blanf. Pl . X X I I , fig. 4, 4 a, 4 b. 

A n n . and Mag. N a t . His t . 1. c. 

ï . Samân, Dasht, Baluchistan . . . . . . . . — 
2-7. Bâhu Kalât, Baluchistân . . . . . . . . — 

8-23. Pi'shm, Baluchistan . . . . . . 500 
24-27. Mand, Baluchistân . . . . . . . . . . 700 

28. Isfandak, Balûchistân . . . . . . 3200 
29. Near Bampür, Baluchistân . . . . . . 1500 
30. Ri'gân, Narmashi'r, south-eastern Persia . . . . 2500 
31. Tumb Island, Persian Gulf . . . . — 

1 Etym. , ßovväs, a mound, and TTOVS, a foot. 
2 Conf. C, Duméril, Rev. Zool. 1851, p. 479. 
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B. griseus, fusco-mactdatus atqne tran sfascia tu s ; tiiberculis dorsalibus 
confertis triqiietris, meatum auditorium magnitudine fere œqiiantïbus, 
ornatus ; porisqite inguinalibus circa 7 prceditus ; scutellis post et inter 
nares vico majoribus, supralahialibiis 10-12 ; caudd annidata, anmdis 
tubermlatis. 

Hab. in Gedrosid (Baluchistan) Persidcpte meridionali freqnens. 
General form moderately depressed ; the head higher and broader 

i n proportion to its length i n adult specimens than in young ones. 
Back granular, w i t h numerous enlarged tubercles in about fourteen 
longitudinal rows (not very regular), larger and as a rule trihedral on 
the centre of the back and base of the tai l , where they are often nearly 
as large as the ear-opening, smaller and convex on the back of the 
neck and on the sides. The larger trihedral tubercles are nearly as 
broad as long. 

Pupil vertical. Nostrils between the rostral, first labial and three 
small shields behind, the latter being scarcely larger than the granular 
scales covering the muzzle. Rostral about as broad as i t is high, 
grooved above; mental rather broad. Upper labials about ten to 
twelve ; lower labials eight to ten. No enlarged chin shields behind 
the labials ; ear-opening small. Chin and throat covered w i t h small 
granular scales. Abdomen covered w i t h flat hexagonal subimbricate 
scales i n about twenty-five to t h i r t y rows across the middle, A row 
of prseanal pores between the thighs nearly i n a straight line, usually 
seven i n number, sometimes six or eight (Pl. X X I I , fig. 4 b). Tail, 
when perfect, longer than the head and body, verticillate, each r ing 
being terminated by a row of large closely-set carinate scales, wanting 
below and i n the centre above ; no enlarged subcaudals. 

Limbs moderate, granular above with scattered enlarged tubercles, 
the granular scales larger and flatter below, on the thighs especially. 
Toes and fingers rounded, rather short, covered w i t h small imbricate 
scales above. 

Colour sandy, w i t h dark spots taking more or less the form of cross-
bands on the back and tai l . Dark marks from the nostrils on each 
side through the eyes, sometimes meeting each other on the occiput. 
Some specimens are much darker than others, and marked w i t h brown 
transverse bands throughout. 

A variety of which I have specimens from Mand, Bâhu Kalât, and 
Samân, i n Baluchistan, differs so much i n colour from the common 
form of the species that I was at first inclined to consider i t distinct. 
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The ground colour is pale sandy, w i t h the dark markings on the hack 
almost confined to the enlarged tubercles, some of which, i n patches, 
are brown, the patches having a tendency to form longitudinal rows. 
There is a dark mark from the nostril through the eye to above the 
shoulder ; farther back i t becomes broken up. The dorsal tubercles 
too i n this form are small, and sometimes less distinctly trihedral. 
There appears, however, to be no constant distinction between the 
two varieties, which occur together. 

P. tubereulatus abounds in parts of Baluchistân, being found i n 
houses and under stones on hill-sides, etc. I never obtained i t at 
more than about 3000 feet of elevation above the sea. I n Pl. X X I I , 
fig. 4 a, the terminal portion of a toe, much magnified, is shown from 
beneath ; fig. 4 b represents the pores of the inguinal region. 

27. Pristurus rupestris, W. Blanf. Pl. X X I I I , fig. 1, 1 a. 

A n n . and Mag. N a t . His t . June 1874, x i i i , p. 454. 

1-3. Near Maskat, Arabia. 
4-6. Khârg or Karrack Island, Persian Gulf. 

P. parvus, dorso squamis œqualïbns induto, sine crista; caaidd com
pressa, supra, liaud infra, cristatd; pupilla rotunda. A P. flavipunctato, 
Rüpp., differì dorso non cristato, cruribus longioribus, scutis infralalia-
libus plerumque 3, nec 5. 

Sai. in rupibus ad Maskat Arabia et in insula Kharg vel Karrack 
dieta, in Simo Persico. 

Scales of the back and sides and of the upper part of head and limbs 
equal, not imbricate, round, convex. Back not crested. Tail compressed 
laterally, indistinctly verticillate, with a low crest of flat spines, their 
points directed a l i t t le backward, along the top ; none below. Scales 
of the sides of the t a i l equal, granular ; those below rather larger and 
flatter. Scales of abdomen round, flat, but l i t t le larger than those on 
the back, and passing so gradually into the convex scales of the sides 
that i t is difficult to estimate the number. No femoral or prseanal 
pores. 

Pupil round. Upper eyelid but slightly developed ; no lower eyelid. 
Nostri l directed laterally upwards between the rostral and about three 
scales, two of which, one on each side of the nostril, are enlarged, the 
outer of these separating the nostril from the first labial ; the other 
enlarged scale does not meet the corresponding one on the opposite 
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side of the rostral. Rostral large, cleft above. Mental larger and 
broader than the rostral. Six upper and three lower labials ; no en
larged chin shields behind the labials. 

Limbs rather elongate, the fore-limb laid forward reaches the end of 
the nose, and laid back extends to the thigh ; the hind-limb laid for
ward comes nearly or quite to the ear ; toes 5-5, slender, rounded, 
with minute claws. The scales above the limbs similar to those 
on the back, those on the inner anterior side of the thigh and below 
the tarsus larger and flat, those above the toes imbricate ; beneath 
the toes are cross-plates, as in Gymnoäactyhis, scarcely so broad as the 
toes, the plates beneath the joints of the toes being longer, but not 
broader than the others. 

Colour (noted when fresh) olive grey, a pale band down the centre of 
the back, the back and sides with rufous spots forming broken longi
tudinal lines, those on the back larger than those on the sides and with 
a white hinder margin; these spots disappear i n spirits. A rather 
narrow dark mark from the nostril to the eye, continued a short dis
tance behind the latter. Specimens from Khârg are spotted black on 
the sides of the head and neck, chin, and throat, but Maskat examples 
are unspotted. 

The length of the only perfect specimen I have is 1.9 in. , of 
which the tail from the anus measures 1.05, and the head and body 
0.85 ; the hind-limb 0.55, and the fore-limb 0.35, Other specimens 
arc a l itt le larger, the length from the nose to the anus i n the largest 
specimen being a little over an inch, but the species would appear 
never much to exceed two and a half inches in length. 

This is evidently a second species of Rüppell's genus Pristunis, and 
very closely allied to P. flavipunctatus, Rüpp. (Neue Wirbeith. Rept. 
p. 17, Pl. V I , fig. 3), but that species is distinguished by having the 
posterior portion of the back crested as well as the tail , by its stouter 
habit and shorter limbs. I n specimens of P. jlavipwictatus i n the 
British Museum the hind-legs just reach the shoulder, whereas i n 
P. mpestris they come i n front of i t when laid forward, and, i n the 
former, the fore-legs do not extend to the thigh when laid backward, 
which they do i n the latter. Other differences are that i n P. flavi-
punctatus the tai l is more compressed, and that there are seven upper 
and five lower labials on each side, the usual corresponding number i n 
P. mpestris being six and three. According to its discoverer also, the 
habitat of P\ flavipunctatus differs essentially from that of P. mpestris, 
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for Rüppell found the former on trees. I t was discovered near Mas-
sowa, on the coastland of Abyssinia. 

Messrs. Duméril and Bibron unite Pristurm to Gymnodactylus, but 
D r . Gray, i n his c Catalogue of the Specimens of Lizards i n the Brit ish 
Museum/ classes i t as distinct, and I quite agree w i t h this view. The 
genus is distinguished not only by its compressed t a i l and caudal 
crest, but by its being diurnal and having a circular pupil. 

I obtained specimens first near Maskat, i n Arabia, on limestone 
rocks and i n houses at a place called, I think, Pâlej, four or five miles 
inland. The majority of these had dried and become useless before I 
could put them i n spirits, and in none was the tai l preserved, but 
I had noted down their characters when fresh. I subsequently ob
tained some more specimens, which only differ i n colouration, on the 
island of Khârg or Karrack, north-west of Bushire, i n the Persian 
Gulf, again upon limestone rocks. These geckoes appeared to be quite 
d iurnal ; I found them out on the surface of the rocks at i o or n 
o'clock i n the morning, and they only took refuge i n the crevices when 
approached. Owing to the numerous cracks and fissures i n the lime
stone, i t was difficult to capture specimens, for these l i t t le geckoes were 
very active. 

Ceramodactylus \ gen. nov. 

W . Blanf. A n n . and Mag. N a t . His t . June 1874, x i i i , p. 454. 

Digiti ad latera fimbriati, subtus squamis parvis imbrieatis in seriebus 
ebliquis ordinatis obtecti; caput corpusque squamis parvulis undique 
indutaj crura longiuscula ; palpebra inferior nulla. 

The toes fringed at the sides and covered beneath w i t h minute 
pointed scales, distinctly imbricate. I n the only species known 
the edges of these scales are denticulate (Pl. X X I I I , fig. % a). General 
form rather agamoid ; head large, not depressed ; both the head and 
body covered w i t h very small subequal scales above and below ; legs 
rather long. 

This genus is near Stenodactylus, but differs from i t i n having imbri
cate scales in oblique series instead of cross-plates beneath the toes. 
A similar arrangement is represented by Duméril i n the figure which 
he gives of the toe of the remarkable West African form named by 

1 E t y m . fcépajxos, a tile, and SAKTV\O$, a finger. 
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him Stenodaciylus cantile indus (Arch, du Mus. v i i i , Pl. X V I I I , fig. 15), 
but the scales are much fewer in number. This species Dr. Gray 
(P. Z. S. 1864, p. 60) proposed to make the type of a new genus 
under the name of P si lochtet?/lus, which he considered (rightly, I believe) 
allied, to Enblep/mrus. I t differs widely, in my opinion, from Cerarne-
dactylus Dor'ue, being distinguished by its heavy body, massive ringed 
tai l , and very marked and peculiar dorsal tubereulation, and I think 
that Dr. Gray was quite justified in placing i t i n a genus by itself. 

The toes of Stenodactyhts garrid'us (Smith), (P'tenop ics maculatus, Gray) 
are broader than those of S. gidfatus, and besides the cross-plates with 
projecting points, which occupy the eentrai portion of their lower 
surface, there are granules towards the margin. Stil l there is no 
such important difference from S. gut tat it s in the scales covering the 
lower surface of the toes as there is in the present genus. 

28. * Ceramodactylus Doriae, W. Blanf. Pl. X X I I I , fig. 2, 2 a.—De F. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat . Hist. June 1874, 1 c. 

Stenodaciylus gittlatus, De P. Viag, in Pers. p. 352, nec Cuv. 

C. squartiis capitis, corporis afque caudœ omnibus, supra subtusque, 
parvis', fere œqualïbus ; caudd quam corpore breviore ; capite magno, panim 
depresso; oeulis magnis, pupilla verticali, meatu auditorio parvo; pede 
anteriore femur fere attingente, posteriore axillam ; poris ingidnalibus 
duobus distantibus ; superne fidvus, albo eonfertim macidatus. 

Hab. handprocul a Bandar Abbas juxta Vitus Sinus Persici. 
The surface of the head, body, and tail , both above and below, is 

covered with small subequal, slightly convex scales, those of the 
throat being scarcely smaller than those of the belly, and the latter 
about equal to those of the back. The back scales are in oblique rows. 
There are no enlarged prœanal or subcaudal scales, but there are two 
scales, one on each side, i n the inguinal region just between the thig-hs, 
rather larger than the others, and each perforated by a pore. These 
two scales are separated from each other by about six ordinary scales. 
The tail is not verticillate, i t is very slightly depressed at the base 
only, regularly attenuate and shorter than the head and body. 

The body is rounded, not depressed ; the head large, much broader 
than the neck 1 ; the limbs long; the fore-foot laid forward extends 

1 The specimen appears to have slightly shrunk in spirits, and the head i n a fresh speci
men may differ less m size from the neck and body. 

V O L . i i . A a 
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beyond the snout by the whole foot, laid back i t nearly touches the 
t h i g h ; the hind-foot laid forward reaches the shoulder. The length 
of the only specimen examined is 4.5 i n . , of which the tai l from the 
anus measures 2, head 0.8, fore-leg to end of toes 1.15, longest toe 
(third) 0.18, hind-leg 1.35, longest toe 0.25. 

The toes are of moderate length, fringed at the sides like those of 
an Acanthodactylus, rather broad, and covered beneath wi th peculiar 
imbricate scales, so small that a microscope is required to make them 
out. These scales are i n cross rows close to the ends of the toes, but 
only in oblique series elsewhere ; tbey are sharply pointed at the end, 
and their free margins bear one or two smaller points on each side. 
The claws are well developed (Pl. X X I I I , fig 2 a, showing the ex
tremity of a toe seen from beneath and greatly magnified). 

The eyes are large, w i t h a well-developed upper eyelid covered wi th 
small granular scales ; no trace of a lower eyelid ; the pupil appears 
to be vertical. Ear-opening small. Nostrils surrounded by the 
rostral, first labial, and three postnasal shields, which appear a l i tt le 
swollen i n the specimen, but this appearance may be due to the 
shrinking of the head. The rostral is divided vertically into two. 
Supralabial s about twelve to fourteen, those behind very small ; lower 
labials about fourteen. Mental shield quadrangular, rather larger 
than broad; no enlarged plates behind i t . 

Colour, i n spirits, pale brown, thickly spotted with white, much as 
i n Stenodaciylus guitaUis. 

The only known specimen of this species was obtained by the 
Marquis Giacomo Doria, who has informed me that he found i t on the 
sand of a torrent bed, one march from Bandar Abbas on the road to 
Karman. I t is the specimen to which De Fil ippi refers under the 
name of Stenodacfylusguttatus. I t belongs to the museum of Turin, and 
I am indebted to the courtesy of Count Salvadori for the loan of this 
and of specimens of Gymnodactylus heterocercus and Laceria Brandii. 

29. * Teratoscincus Keyserlingi, Strauch. 

Strauch, B u l l . Acad. Sci. St. Pet. 1863, v i , p. 480.—Zool. Record, 1864,p. I T I . 
— M e l . Biol, v i , p. 554. 

This was one of two species brought by Count KeyserHng from 
Khorassân, and described by Strauch, who at first referred the form to 
the scinques, on account of the granular surface of the tongue, but subse-
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quently ascertained that i t was a gecko near Stenodactj/his. I t is in all 
probability stil l more closely allied to the remarkable form from 
Western India, Teratolepis fasciata (Blyth), (Gunther, P. Z. S. 1869, 
p. 504), from which i t differs i n having an external ear, the toes 
not dilated, but fringed at the sides, the tail longer, and the scales of 
the back not cannate. I t is perhaps a question whether the two 
genera might not be united, but a comparison of specimens would be 
necessary. 

Teratoschicus is a rather large gecko, about six inches long, covered 
with smooth imbricate scales. The head is gecko-like, the pupil of 
the eye circular. The feet are like those of Slenodactylus, the margins 
being fringed as in S. garruhts. I t was obtained at a place called Seri-
Tschah (probably Sar-i-ehâh, head of a spring, or spring-head), and 
most likely from a spot so named marked on KhanikofFs map about 
150 miles W . by N . of Lash Jowain, and a similar distance N . N . E . of 
Karman. 

Agamura, gen. nov. 

W . Blanf. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist . June 1874, xm, p 455. 

Genus Geclcotidarum propter squamas digitosque ad Gymnodactylum 
accedens, dorso tub er cnlato, palpebris inferioribus nullis, pupilla verticali, 
dentibiis numerosis œqualïbusque, lingua antice brevissime fissa ; seti 
membris elongatis, caudd subegUndricd, valile flexibili, nunquam regenitd, 
Agamse simile. 

This new genus is proposed for the very singular gecko described by 
C. Duméril as Gymnodactylus Persicus, and for another closely allied 
species which I obtained i n Baluchistân. These two appear to form, 
wi th Spatalura Carteri, Gray, and perhaps Pristurus longipes, Peters, 
a group which may almost be considered as a sub-family of the 
Gechotidm with Agamoid affinities, which are, however, perhaps more 
superficial than real. The characters of the skin, tongue, teeth, and 
eyes are those of ordinary geckoes, but the elongate limbs and the 
very peculiar flexible tai l differ widely from the corresponding parts 
i n other genera of the family ; not a single specimen of Agamura which 
I have examined shows signs of the tail having been reproduced, 
whilst i n ordinary geckoes nearly one-half have lost their tails and 
formed new ones. The caudal vertebrae, however, are biconcave as in 
the other geckoes, not concavo-convex as i n the Agamoids, and they 

A a % 
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differ principally from those i n the more typical forms, such as Ilemi-
dactijlus, i n their' very short apophyses, the transverse processes i n 
especial being very l i t t le developed, as might be expected from the ta i l 
being round instead of depressed. 

The nearest ally of Agamura, so far as I know, is a form obtained by 
Dr. Carter on the island of Massira, off the south coast of Arabia. 
This was described by Dr. Gray (P. Z. S. 1863, p. 236), under the name 
of Sfiatatura Carter?. I t is distinguished from Agamura by having a 
compressed tail , fringed above and below, and i t also differs from both 
the known forms of the new genus by its non-tuberculate back, much 
fewer labials, and much larger ear orifice, 

30. Agamura eruralis, W. Blanf. Pl. X X I I I , fig. 3, 3 a. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat . Hist . 1. c. 

ï . Râs Malân, about 120 miles west of Karachi, Baluchistan. 
2-4. Bâhu Kaldt , Baluchistan. 
5, 6. Mand, Baluchistan. 
7, 8. Zamran, N i h i n g River, Baluchistân. 

9, 10. Askân, near Bampusht, Baluchistân. 

A . grisea, fusco transversim fasciata ; dorso granulato, granulis vix 
converts tuberculisque majorihus frequentibus instructo ; membris elon
gatis, fiede posteriore oculnm attingente, haud tuberculatis, nisi interdum 
supra femur j capite brevi, alto ; supr alali alïbus utrinque 12-14; meatu 
auditorio mediocri, eaudâ verticillata, inermi, subtus serie unicâ scutorum 
poljgonalium majontm instructs. Poris inguinalibus in maribus duobus. 

Mab. inter lapides in Baluchistan. 
Scales of the back rather flat, more or less round and somewhat 

unequal in size, with rather numerous and larger scattered convex 
tubercles, not in distinct rows, but nearly equidistant from each other. 
Scales of sides granular, subequal, smaller than those of the back ; 
those of the belly rounded, subimbrieate, about the same size as those 
on the back, passing gradually at the sides into the smaller scales. 
Head covered w i t h rounded scales above, those on the occiput smaller 
than those on the snout, and having sometimes a few scattered larger 
tubercles ; eye large, pupil vertical 1 ; upper eyelid well developed, w i t h 
a row of larger scales along the margin ; lower eyelid wanting. Nos
trils directed rather upward, between the rostral, first upper labial and 

1 I n many specimens preserved in spirits the pupil is fully expanded and appears 
circular. 
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three scales, a l i t t le larger than the ordinary scales on the snout, be
hind. Rostral nearly twice as broad as high, grooved in the centre 
above; upper labials 12-14, lower 9-11 on each side, both becoming 
much smaller behind and often varying in number on the two sides of 
the same animal. Mental shield elongate ; no enlarged chin shields 
behind the labials; chin and throat covered w i t h rounded granular 
scales, very l i t t le smaller than the ventrals, and some of which along 
the edges of the lower labials are larger than the others. Ear-opening 
moderate, about as large as one of the anterior upper labials. 

Limbs covered above and below w i t h nearly equal subimbricate 
scales, about the same size as those of the back ; occasionally there are 
a few convex enlarged tubercles on the upper part of the thigh, but 
not on the tarsus ; the scales behind the th igh smaller and granular. 
The soles of al l the feet are covered wi th convex tubercles of unequal 
size, some being much larger than others. The toes are rounded, not 
fringed at the sides, and covered w i t h small imbricate scales above, 
and w i t h cross-plates below. A l l the toes are furnished w i t h minute 
claws. The hind-foot laid forward reaches the eye, the fore-limb laid 
backward extends beyond the thigh, often reaching the vent. 

There are two inguinal pores i n enlarged adjacent scales between the 
thighs some distance i n front of the vent, i n the males (Pl. X X I I I , 
f ig. 3 a) ; the females have the enlarged scales, but not the pores. 

Tail thick at the extreme base, but becoming suddenly small just 
behind, and continuing of nearly the same thickness to the end. I ts 
length is rather less than that of the body and head together. I t 
is covered above and at the sides w i t h smooth subimbricate scales, 
rather longer than broad, arranged i n rings, every fourth r i n g consist
i n g of rather larger scales in some specimens, though not i n others, 
and the verticils thus formed are never so well marked as in the next 
species. Beneath the tai l is a single row of larger polygonal plates, 
equally long and broad, each corresponding to two rings of scales; 
these are often broken up into smaller scales near the base of the 
tai l . 

Total length of a large specimen measured when fresh 5.75 in. , of 
which the tail from the vent measured 3.4, head 0.8, fore-limb 1.43, 
t h i r d toe of fore-foot 0.27, hind-limb 1.9, its middle toe 0.3a. 

The teeth are obtuse, subcylindrical, numerous, and closely set in 
both jaws throughout ; no larger teeth i n front of either jaw ; the 
tongue broad and fleshy, very briefly cleft at the end. 
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Colour grey, wi th broad transverse dusky bands on the upper parts 
of the body, ta i l , and limbs, and with more or less dusky irregular 
spots on the upper parts, chin, and throat. There is usually a dark 
cross-band on the back of the neck, and four others, sometimes five, 
across the back. 

The first of these peculiar geckoes which I met with I found i n the 
middle of the day on the open, barren, stony plain which forms the 
flat top, 2000 feet above the sea, of the promontory known as Ras 
Malân. I at first took i t for an Agamoid lizard, and i t was only on 
carefully examining i t subsequently that I saw i t was a gecko. I 
afterwards found several specimens in barren stony plains and on h i l l 
sides, usually in the evening, and from the vertical pupil I should judge 
this species to be usually nocturnal. I met wi th i t here and there up 
to an elevation of about 3000 feet above the sea, but not higher : i t 
was never common, and I found no specimens about houses. 

I ts mode of progression is by no means fast, and somewhat resembles 
that of a chameleon, although i t is not so slow. I t is usually easily 
captured, although on level ground i t can run quickly for a short dis
tance, but its motions have but l i t t le of the usual activity of geckoes. 
I never saw i t climb up a perpendicular surface, and from the formation 
of its feet I doubt i f i t can do so, except by clinging w i t h its claws as 
the Agamoid lizards do. 

31. A. Persica ( 0 . Dum.), Pl. X X I I I , fig. 4 a, 4 b. 

Gymnodaciylus Persicus, C. Duméril, Archives du musée d'Hist. N a t , v i i i , 
p. 481. 

1-2. Kâym, south-east of Karmàn . . . . . . 8000 
3. ? near I s f a h a n 1 (?) 

I find on comparison w i t h the types i n the Paris Museum of 
Natural History that my specimens correspond w i t h those described 
by Duméril. I t is unnecessary to give a detailed description of this 
form, which closely corresponds i n all its principal characters w i t h 
A. crurali^ but is distinguished by having rather shorter limbs, the 
hind-foot when laid forward only reaching the ear, the fore-foot only 
just extending to the t h i g h ; by having the ear orifice rather smaller, 

1 The label of this specimen was illegible. I t was obtained from some place on the 
road from K a r m a n to Isfahan via Shira% and I think I remember finding i t not far fionx 
Isfahan. 
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and the tubercles on the back, and especially on the occiput, larger 
and more numerous. There are no inguinal pores in any of the 
specimens examined, but all have the scales between the thighs 
slightly enlarged. The most characteristic differences, however, are, 
that i n the present species the upper parts of the thigh and tarsus are 
ornamented with enlarged convex tubercles (Pl. X X I I I , fig. 4 b) that the 
tubercles on the posterior portion of the back are conoidal with points 
directed backward, and the rostral shield is vertically divided into two 
(fig. 4 a) instead of being merely cleft above. I n general form, 
colouration, and habits, A. Persica resembles A. cruralis, but i t is 
found at a much greater height above the sea. The specimens pro
cured near Raym were taken on the stony lower slopes of the K u h - i -
hazâr, at an elevation of at least 8000 feet. 

This species was originally described by C. Duméril, from specimens 
collected by M . Aucher-Eloy. As has been already pointed out, these 
specimens, although all labelled Persia, appear i n part to have been 
procured in countries ly ing to the westward, and the exact localities 
not having been recorded, i t is impossible now to identify them. 

F A M I L Y CHAMiELEONTIDE. 

A specimen of Chamäleon vulgaris, brought by Aucher-Eloy from his 
Persian journey, exists i n the Paris Museum. I t belongs to the 
western or African form, and not to the Indian (C. Ceylonicus, 
Laur.) 

As w i t h most of Aucher-Eloy's collections, the exact locality of the 
specimen remains doubtful, but i t is highly probable that the chamaa-
leon inhabits the forests on the flanks of the Zagros mountains and 
those of Mazandarân. Without more certain information, however, 
I cannot say positively i f i t is found in Persia or not. 

F A M I L Y VARANID^E. 

32. * Psammosaurus Caspius, Eichwald (?~P. scincus [Men*.] ).—De. F. 

Eicbwald, Zool. Spec, i i i , p. 190. — Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p, 48, PI . V I I , V I I I , 
I X . (The Plates represent the osteology only.) 

Vamnus arenarius, Geof. Be P. Viag, i n Persia, p. 352. 
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I did not obtain this species, and I have not access to specimens 
sufficient to determine whether i t is really distinct from P. sc'mcus 
(Merrem). There is a very fine stuffed specimen of P. Caspius i n the 
British Museum which appears to agree well with African examples 
of P. sc'mcus, and as the species found i n North-western India {Varanus 
ornatus, Carlleyle) has been identified with P. scincus by several natural
ists, I think i t very possible that P. Caspius may be the same lizard. 

The distinctions pointed out by Eichwald are chiefly the shape of 
the tail , which he says is round throughout in P. scincus (P. griseus is 
the name under which he refers to i t ) , whilst, except at the base, i t is 
somewhat compressed in P. Caspius, and the teeth are said to be 
minutely serrated at the edge i n the former, but not i n the latter. But 
in specimens of P. sc'mcus preserved in spirit i n the British Museum 
the tai l is slightly compressed behind, and the serration on the sides 
of the teeth does not appear to be a very well marked character. Eich
wald also notices some differences i n the form of some of the bones. 

Eiehwald states that this reptile extends to Persia, and De Fil ippi 
obtained a specimen from the neighbourhood of Tehran, which is now 
i n the Turin Museum. 

33. Varanus dracsena (L.) 

Günther, Kept. B r i t . I n d . p. 65. 

I . Pishin, Baluchistan 

Only a single specimen was obtained in Baluchistân, and no 
monitors were seen on the Persian plateau. The specimen procured 
was olive-grey when alive, w i t h imperfect whitish transverse bands on 
the posterior portion of the body and the tai l . The lower parts are 
much paler, wi th dusky spots on the throat. The length when fresh 
was 36 i n . 1 , of which the tai l from the vent measured 21 i n . There are 
107 rows of ventral shields from the gular fold to the groin, the first 
25 being irregular, the remainder i n regular transverse rows ; the 
whole number is considerably more than that given by Günther, but 
specimens from the west have perhaps more numerous ventral shields 
than those from other parts of India. Stoliczka gives the number i n 
specimens from Kachh as 90 to 100. 

Varanus dracena, so far as my observations extend, is a thoroughly 
terrestrial lizard, l iv ing i n dry places far from water. The same has 

1 I t has scarcely altered by preservation i n spirits. 
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been noted by Carlleyle (J . A . S. B. xxxvi i i , 1869, p. 195) and 
Stoliezka (P. A . S. B. 1873, p. 73), and is also said by Carlleyle to be 
the case with V. lunatus, which indeed appears to be little more than a 
variety of V. dracœna. I found the Abyssinian V. ocellafus l iv ing 
similarly far from water. The specimen of V. dracmw from Balu
chistan was obtained i n a very dry region, where the only water occurs 

' i n small streams, which are dry, except i n a few pools, for the greater 
part of the year. 

FAMILY L A C E R T I D ^ E . 

34. Laeerta muralis, Merr.—De E . 

L* agilis, Men. Cat. Rais. p. 6o, teste Eichwald. 

1-55. Elburz mountains, north of Tehran . . 5000-1oooö 

Some of the specimens collected want the usual large mid-temporal 
shield. Duméril and Bibron speak of this character as variable, but 
i n some specimens I find i t entirely wanting, the whole temporal 
region being occupied by subequal scales. The fore-legs, too, when 
laid forward do not reach the nostril, as they are said to do in 
European specimens ; usually the ends of the toes just touch the eye. 
The prefrontal is occasionally divided, and sometimes there is a small 
shield between the postfrontals. 

The colouration (noted from fresh specimens) agrees best with that of 
variety d. of Duméril and Bibron. I t is olive-grey on the back, finely 
spotted with black, rather darker on the sides, the under parts pale 
throughout i n some individuals, in others (probably males) all the 
abdomen, breast, throat, and sometimes part of the lower labials, are 
brick-red, and when this colour is most intense there is a line of pale 
blue spots on the exterior edges of the outermost ventral scales. This 
colour is very possibly only assumed in the breeding season (my speci
mens were collected i n August). Behind the eye is a broad dark 
band. 

L . muralis inhabits the higher parts of the Elburz mountains. I 
only saw i t on the south side of the hills, close to their summit, but i t 
abounded on the north side, i n the forest region, as low as 5000 feet 
above the sea, and perhaps lower, and was met with, rather less 
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abundantly, up to an elevation of at least ioooo feet. De Filippi met 
with this lizard in the same neighbourhood, in the valley of the Lâr, 
north-west of Tehran, at a considerable elevation. I did not observe 
it elsewhere in Persia. 

L . Taurica was found by De Filippi common in Armenia and the 
Caucasus, but not further to the East. I t does not appear as yet to 
have been found in Persia. Dr. Gray (Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus. p. 28) iden
tifies the L . agilis of Menétries with L . Taurica, but Mené tries himself 
calls his species Le lézard des murailles of Daudin, and L . muralis, 
common throughout the Elburz, is probably equally abundant on the 
Tâlish mountains, Ménétries's locality. 

35. *Lacerta Brandti, De F. Pl. XXV, fig. 1. 

De F. Archiv, p. la Zool. i i , p. 387, Viag, i n Persia, p. 354. 

This species, according to De Filippi, may be distinguished from its 
allies by the number of the series of abdominal shields. The specimens 
obtained were captured at Basminsk, the first halting-place from 
Tabriz on the road to Tehran. 

I have examined the types, two in number, in the Turin Museum, 
and by the kindness of Count Salvadori, the Curator of the Museum, I 
have been allowed to bring one of them to England for comparison. 
From it I take the following detailed description of the species. 

Description :—Palatal teeth present. Lower eyelid opaque, granular. 
Two postnasals. Temples covered with small polygonal scales, ir
regular in size, with one or two larger scales in the centre. Ear-
opening moderate, not toothed in front, with one larger plate in front 
above. Dorsal scales small, round, convex, equal, arranged in trans
verse and oblique series ; I count fifty-two to fifty-three scales round 
the body, not including the ventral plates. Scales of the throat about 
equal in size to those on the back ; those of the collar variable in 
number (seven in one specimen, ten in the other), decidedly larger than 
those immediately in front ; the collar is straight, free, the edge even, 
not denticulated. Ventral scales in twenty-nine to thirty-one trans
verse rows and eight longitudinal rows, all nearly equal in size : in 
one of the specimens there is an additional row of much smaller scales 
on each side, but it is broken up in the other specimen. A large prse-
anal plate. Femoral pores sixteen to nineteen ; the thighs protected 
below by large transverse plates ; scales beneath the feet convex ; 
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toes a little compressed. Tail scales oblong, very narrow, obliquely 
carinate above, smooth below, arranged in rather short verticils. 

Habit moderately slender, rather stouter than in L . muralis. The fore-
limb laid forward reaches to the nostril ; the hind-limb nearly or quite 
to the axil. The tail is wanting or renewed in both specimens ; in 
that before me the length from the nose to the anus measures 2.65 in., 
the head to the posterior margin of the occipital plates 0.55, fore-
limb 0.9, hind-limb 1.35. 

Colour :—Centre of back olive grey ; a rather irregular whitish line 
down each side, breaking up behind into white spots, with irregular 
mottling and spots of black forming an indistinct band inside and 
outside the white one ; another ill-marked pale line down the lower 
portion of each side, the ground colour of which, and of the breast and 
abdomen, is pale greenish blue (glaucous green), the anterior and 
inner margins of most of the ventral plates near the sides being black. 
According to De Filippi, there are some blue spots near the axillary 
region, and the anal region and lower part of the tail are tinged with 
fiery red ; but these colours have faded in spirits. The limbs are 
bluish-grey above, with pale spots, and there are a few black marks on 
the tail and the sides of the head. This, it should be remembered, is 
the colouration of a specimen which has been for some years in spirits ; 
living animals are probably more brightly coloured. 

Head shields :—Rostral moderate, broader than high ; the anterior 
nasals meeting in a short suture behind it. Posterior nasals two, equal 
in size, one above the other. Anterior loreal about as high as broad 
and half the length of the posterior loreal or prasocular. Canthis 
rostralis rounded. Prefrontal rather broader than long, more augniate 
in front than behind ; postfrontals each nearly equal in size to the 
prefrontal, as long as broad, irregularly pentagonal, meeting in a 
very long suture in front of the vertical. The vertical is nearly 
as broad behind as in front ; anterior margin convex, posterior 
with a projecting point in the middle; lateral margins very little 
concave. Superciliaries four in number, a very small one in front, 
followed by two large shields, the anterior the larger, and both 
separated by a row of granules from the superciliary ridge ; another 
small superciliary, larger than the foremost one, behind. Anterior 
oceipitals irregularly pentagonal, together scarcely equal to a post-
occipital in size. The latter are much longer than broad, and 
narrower in front than behind. They are separated from each other 
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by a small elongate central occipital, and a still smaller interoecipital 
bebind it, and are bounded on the outer margins by some rather 
long shields. Supralabials nine on each side, the sixth being the 
large infraorbital shield ; lower labials six or seven ; chin shields in 
five pairs all touching the lower labials ; the first three pairs in 
contact with each other, and the fourth pair a little the largest. 

This form does not appear to have been refound by any one since its 
first discovery by De Filippi ; neither Major St. John nor I met with 
it during our travels in Persia. 

36 . viridis, L. 

According to Eichwald, a variety of this lizard is found on the shore 
of the Caspian, near Astrabâd. (Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 66.) I t is also 
met with in the Caucasus. Pallas states that his Lacerto, Furopœa, 
ß. viridis, which I believe is the same, is common in Persia (the 
Caspian provinces ?) in grassy fields. (Zoog. Ros. As. i i i , p. 29.) 

37. Lacerta strigata, Eichwald.—De F. 

Eichwald, Zool. Spec, i i i , p. 189.—Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 70, P l . X , fig. 4, 5, 6. 
—Gray, Cat. L i z . B r i t . Mus. p. 32.—Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 372. 

L . viridis, var. D u m et. Bibr. Erp. Gén. v, p. 212. 
L . viridis, var. strigata, De F. Yiag. i n Persia, p. 354. 

Two specimens of this lizard, obtained by Major St. John at Shirâz, 
have been described by Dr. Anderson (1. c), who has, however, 
omitted to state by whom the specimens were obtained. De Filippi 
met with the same species at Lankorân, and the specimens collected 
by him are in the Turin Museum. 

This may perhaps be only a small form of L . viridis ; but although 
i t appears closely to resemble that species in all important characters, 
i t looks so different from the common green lizard of Southern Europe 
that I should hesitate to unite them. De Filippi says of L . viridis, 
var. strigata : c A constant race, very nearly ranking as a true 
spëcies.5 

38. L . princeps, W. Blanf. Pl. XXIT. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat . H i s t . J u l y 1874, xiv, p. 31. 

I . H i l l s near N i r i z , east of Shirâz, South Persia .. 7000 
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L. magna, fere sesquipedalis, denübus pedalai"ihus prœdlia ; scufìs post¬
nasalibus utrinque binis ; prafrontali unico ; veriiealis marginibus latera-
lib us parallelis, anteriore posterioreque in medio prominentibus ; squamis 
iemporalibus polygonalibus, antice majorïbus ; collare libero, denticulato ; 
squamis dorsalibus rliomboideis, car'matis, in series transversas ordinalis; 
ventralibus in decent series longitudinales, extremas valde angustiores ; 
poris femoralilus uirinque 14 ; supra griseo-olivacea, subtus albida, macu¬
lis 4-5 ccendeis, nigro marginatis, longitudinaliler ordinedis, post axillam 
ntrinque ornata. 

Hab. in Persia meridionali. 
Description :—Palatal teeth, present. Nostrils in the lower posterior 

angle of the nasal shield followed by two postnasals. Lower eyelid 
opaque, scaly. Temples covered with polygonal shields, large in front, 
small behind. Scales of the neck above and at the sides granular, 
passing gradually on the shoulders into the subimbricate, equal, 
rhomboidal, diagonally carinate scales of the back. Scales of the sides 
rather smaller than those of the back, and not keeled. Scales of 
the sides and back in transverse rows of about thirty-four each. 
Scales of the throat imbricate behind, about the same size as those of 
the back ; collar well marked, with a denticulated edge, formed by the 
projecting points of seven enlarged imbricate plates. Ventral scales 
in thirty-one transverse, and, in the middle of the belly, ten longitu
dinal rows, the outer longitudinal row much smaller than the others, 
and the two central rows rather narrower than the rest. Prseanal 
plate slightly larger than the others ; fourteen femoral pores on each 
thigh. Limbs covered with smooth scales; those on the lower portion 
of the fore-arm and tarsus very little larger than on the humerus and 
thigh. Scales on the under part of the feet smooth, convex ; toes 
with transverse plates below ; those beneath the proximal portions of 
all the toes, except the first on the fore-feet and the fifth on the hind-
feet, divided in the centre1; plates near the claws undivided. Tail 
with all the scales keeled and in distinct rings. 

Habit of body moderately stout, rather depressed : tail more than 
twice the length of the body ,* head conical ; limbs moderate ; when 
the fore-leg is laid forward the longest toe reaches to the nostril, the 
hind-limb extends about four-fifths of the distance to the axil. 
Length 17 in., of which the tail from the anus measures 13.5; 

1 This niay of course be an individual peculiarity. 
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the head, from the snout to the hinder margin of the occipital shields, 
1.15; fore-limb, to the end of the toes, 1.75; longest toe (third or 
fourth) 0.5 ; hind-limb 2.7; longest toe (fourth) 0.95. 

Colour :—Olivaceous grey above, whitish below ; there are a few 
small black spots on the back and sides of the neck, and a row of 
three or four blue ocelli (those in front double), with black margins, 
behind each shoulder, extending in a line for a short distance down 
each side. The sides of the head are bluish, a tint especially marked 
on the labials ; throat yellow. 

Head shields :—Rostral moderate, broader than high ; nasals forming 
a suture behind the rostral, and articulating also with the rostral and 
upper postnasal. Nostrils in the lower posterior angle of the nasal 
shield, surrounded by the nasal, rostral, first labial, and two small 
subequal postnasals. Prefrontal single, broader than long; post¬
frontale each about equal in size to the frontal, meeting behind it in 
a broad suture : their length exceeds their breadth, and the posterior 
margin of each is very convex exteriorly where i t fits into the hollow 
between the vertical and superciliary disk, and concave towards the 
middle to receive the convex anterior edge of the vertical. Vertical 
with a very slight groove in the middle ; sides parallel, anterior and 
posterior margins convex in the middle. Superciliary shields four 
on each side ; the anterior small, the two central ones nearly equal ; 
posterior about one-third the size of a central one ; only a very few 
granules along the exterior edge of the central superciliaries between 
them and the supraorbital ridge. Two anterior occipitals of rather 
irregular form, convex in front and behind, and with a salient angle 
exteriorly, each a little smaller than the vertical. Two postoecipitals 
(parietals), each about treble the size of an anterior occipital ; two 
central occipitals ; the anterior the smaller, with an oval depression in 
the centre ; the posterior nearly triangular, its posterior margin forming 
a right line with the same margins of the postoecipitals. Two 
loreals, the posterior about double the size of the anterior ; eight upper 
labials, the last small ; the sixth enlarged above and forming the lower 
portion of the orbit. Temples covered with polygonal shields all 
much larger than the neck scales, those in front larger than those 
behind, and two elongate shields above touching the postoecipitals. 
Ear-opening not toothed ; a rather large shield on the upper anterior 
edge. Lower labials six ; five pairs of chin shields, the three first in 
contact in the middle of the chin, the fourth the largest. 
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Of this \ery tino lizard but a single specimen was obtained. This 
was elicit by my collector in brushwood on a pass near Ni riz, about 100 
miles east of Shirâz, and at an elevation of about 7000 feet above 
the sea. 

The nearest allies of this form appear to be XofojJ/o/is Fif:ingerl, 
AVeigman. and its allies, which have similar scales on the back. All 
are small and di tier widely from the present species. They are placed 
by Gray (Cat. Liz. Brit. Mus. p. 34) in the genus Xofoji/ioUs. But the 
type oiW tifdfi/tuf/x of Wagler, as Duméril and Bibron pointed out, had 
previously been separated as Psumìtiod/'oìiiiis by Fitzinger, and the type 
species P. Hìxfninìi't'x differs in important generic characters from the 
Luecrtep with rhomboidal scales of the type of L . Fitzmgeru 

3 9 . Ophiops clcgans, Men.—De F. 

M«n. C i t . Rais. p. 64.—EichwakI, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 78, Pl . X I I , % r -5 . 
—Anderson, P. Z. 8. 1872, p. 374. 

Ami/dm I'Jinubergi, Wìegm. Archiv, f. Naturgesch. 1835, p. 1. 
Ophiaqts degan*, D u m . et Bibr. Erp. Gen. v, p. 259, P I . 53, fig. 1. 

1,2,3. Kûh-i-liiizûr, south-east of Karman 8000-10000 
4. Karman . . . . • . . . . . . 5000 

5~io. »Sarjän, south-west of Karman 5000 
i l . K i r f z , oast of Shirâz . . . . . . — 

12-22. Between Karman and Sliiraz (labels illegible) — 
23-26. Between Shiraz and Tehran (labels illegible) — 

27. N o r t h of Isfahan — 
28. Kohrüd, north of Isfahan . . . . . . 7000 
29. Near Tehran . . . . . . 4000 

The above series shows less variation in the characters of the head 
shields than I should have anticipated from that shown by its Indian 
ally O.Jerdoni, (conf. Stoliczka, J. A. S. B. 1872, xli, pt. i i , p. 89.) 
I n no ease do I find more than two post-nasals, and I have not a single 
example in which these shields or the two nasals are united, but in two 
specimens from Southern Persia the lower nasal is joined to the lower 
postnasal, so that the nasal shields resemble those in CAoudrojj/dops or 
Emmas. I n one instance the anterior loreal is divided longitudinally 
on the cant hits rostralis3 and I cannot help thinking that this shield is 
included when the species is stated, as it is by some writers, to have 
three small shields behind the nostril. In only one specimen is the 
anterior frontal divided, as it is represented in Duméril and Bibron's 
figure. In specimens described by Dr. Anderson from Shirâz the 
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postfrontals were not in contact in every case, but they are so in all 
collected by me, and divided by a suture of some length. The number 
of labials varies slightly of course ; usually there are four upper labials 
before the suborbital shield and three behind, but not unfrequently 
one of the shields is divided or else two are united. Duméril and 
Bibron's figure agrees with most Persian specimens, except that in the 
latter the prefrontal is not divided. 

The ventral shields appear more variable than usual. The number of 
transverse rowTs, counted from the corner of the fold before the shoulder 
to the groin, ranges from twenty-four to thirty-one, the latter 
number being, however, clearly exceptional. Duméril and Bibron 
and Anderson give the number of rows across the belly as eight, but 
in most of the specimens before me there are but six rows of broad 
scales, with a much narrower series along each edge. I n a few 
specimens, however, this outer row is half as broad as the next. The 
femoral pores are usually nine or ten in each thigh. There are about 
twenty-six scales round the body, not including the ventral plates. 
This is rather more than the usual number in the closely allied 
0. Jercloni of India, which is distinguished by its rugose head shields, 
and, to judge by the only specimen which I possess, its much larger 
scales in the centre of the back and large shields between the occipitals. 
The scales on the back of the neck in 0. elegans are granular, as in 
0. microlepis. 

The largest specimen collected measures a little over 6 in., of which 
the head and body from the nose to the anus measure 2 . Usually, 
however, the tail is not quite twice the length of the head and body. 

The following is the colouration of fresh specimens noted from those 
taken on the Kûh-i-hazâr, near Karman. General tint above brownish 
olive or dull olive, with two more or less well-marked white bands 
down each side; the upper, which runs from the superciliary ridge, 
being the best marked. A well-defined dark band between the two 
white streaks. I n many specimens there are black spots on the 
labials and along the sides of the back, less frequently in the 
centre. Some specimens have a black line in the middle of the hind 
neck and anterior portion of the back. I n specimens from Northern 
Persia there is sometimes no trace of the white bands on the sides, and 
the dark band running back from the eye is replaced by a dull reddish 
brown one. 
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In a female captured in July I found four eggs, each ah out of an 
in. in length. 

0. elegans is a, common lizard on the Persian plateau. I did not 
meet with it in Baluchistan, and it appeared in Southern Persia not 
to occur below about 4000 to 5000 feet above the sea, but in the North 
it was common at a lower elevation. On the Kûh-i-hazâr, near Ivar-
mân, I saw it at an elevation of at least 10000 feet, but I did not 
notice it upon the Elburz mountains near Tehran, although it abounded 
in the plain between Tehran and Kazvin. As a rule, it was found on 
rather stony plains and slopes of hills. I did not observe it in the 
sandy semi-deserts, where forms of Eremias are more common. I t is 
very active and not easily captured. 

I somewhat doubt whether 0 phi ops viacrodaefylus, Berth.£ Gottingen 
Abhandlungen,' i . p. 58, is more than a variety of 0. elegans. The 
colouration described is certainly similar to that of some specimens of 
the latter, the length of the tail is not excessive, and the remaining 
characters scarcely appear to me of specific importance. 

40. O. meizolepis (StoL), Pl. XXV, fig. 2, 2 a. 

(hjmnops meizolepis, Stol Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1872, p. 124. 

1-6. Banks of the Shat-el-Arab, Basrah, Mesopotamia. 

I am unable to note any character by which this little lizard can be 
distinguished from the species described by Stoliczka from the Panjâb. 
The legs are a little shorter, the fore-foot not quite reaching the end of 
the snout instead of extending beyond it, whilst the hind-foot laid 
forward reaches the ear instead of the eye, but in all other respeets 
the specimens agree with Dr. Stoliczka's description. I presume that 
in giving the number of 1 lateral transverse rows of scales between the 
fore and hind limbs' as forty-five, Dr. Stoliczka refers to the small 
scales on the sides. I count about the same number, but of the en
larged ventral shields between the rudimentary collar and the groin 
there are twenty-four to twenty-nine transverse rows. 

There is nothing in the character of the scales which distinguishes 
this species from 0. elegans, and as in writing of the latter I have 
shown that the lower nasal and lower postnasal are sometimes, though 
rarely, united, I can no longer consider that the subgenus Cfwn-

V O L . i r . B 1) 
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dropMops1 (which I proposed for 0. microlepis) is worthy of dis
tinction. 

0, meizolepis was found abundantly on the bank of the Shat-el-
Arab, the river formed by the union of the Tigris and Euphrates, 
opposite Basrah (Bussora of many maps). Though the locality is 
not in Persian territory, the frontier is at no great distance, and there 
can be but little doubt that this and other forms met with near Basrah 
occur within Persian limits also. 

4L Eremias Persica, W. Blanf. PL X X V I , fig. i , i a.—De F. 
A n n . and Mag. Nat . His t . Ju l y 1874, xiv 3 p. .31. 
U. variabilis, De F. Viag, i n Persia, ]}. 354, nec Pallas. 

I . Magas Baluchistan .. . .. . . 4500 
2-5. Rayln, south-east of Karman . . . . 7000-8000 

6. K u h - i hazar, near ïUyin . . . . . . 10000 
7-9 K a i m a n .. .. . . . . . 5000 

10-ïS. Between Karman and Shirâz (labels illegible) . . — 
19-25. Near Isfahan . . . . . . . . — 

E. major, caudd elongatd, corporis longitudinem dimidio v el plus quam 
dimidio eccedente, membris longioribus quam in E. arguta, Pall., pede 
anteriore ad rostrum attìngente,posteriore ultra humerum; sento hvfraoculari 
ad labrum pertinente, supralabialibus ceteris 5—7 antice, 3-4 postice ; 
squamis caudali bus basin versus liaud carìnaiis ; adulta supra grisescenti 
castanea nigro sparsim maculata, fascia lata nigra vel nigrescente, inter-
dum albo maculata vel mterruptâ utrinque ad latus ornata; dorso in celate 
juniore albo nigroque longitudinal iter fascialo, lateribus membrisque superne 
nigris, albo-m acuì at is ; ceterum'E. argutse," Fall., E. veloci^ similis. 

Habitat frequens fere in omnibus planitiebus Fersicis quœ altitudinem 
circa 3000 pedum supra mare superant. 

Description :—Palatal teeth present. No interoccipital behind. 
Lower eyelid opaque, granular. The infraorbital shield extends to the 
upper lip ; there are from five to seven supralabials in front of it , and 
about four behind. Temples covered with small granular scales. 
Collar distinct, free. Dorsal scales circular, ' convex, in transverse 
rows, with a few minute granules between. Ventral shields, fourteen 
to sixteen across the middle of the abdomen, in about thirty-one trans
verse rows, arranged in oblique, not in longitudinal series. No enlarged 

1 Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, 1873, x l i i , pt. 2, p. 144, olim Gymnops, J . A . S. B. 1870, 
xxxix, pt. 2, p. 357. 
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prseanal shields. Tail in rings, all the scales perfectly smooth except 
near the tip, where some show convexity in the middle. Femoral 
pores eighteen to twenty-four (usually about twenty) in each thigh, 
the two series closely approaching each other and being only separated 
by two scales in the groin. The fore-leg laid forward reaches to the 
end of the snout, laid back it extends about three-fourths of the dis
tance to the thigh ; when the hind-limb is laid forward, the toes come 
in front of the shoulder, always reaching the collar and in some speci
mens to the ear. The body is stout for the genus ; and the tail, when 
perfect, from about half as long again as the body to nearly twice its 
length. 

Colour :—The adult when alive is chestnut brown on the back and 
the upper parts of the limbs, with a more or less strongly marked grey 
tinge, and dotted over with rather small black spots (never with ocelli, 
as in E. arguta) rather irregularly dispersed, or arranged in lines. 
There is usually a broad black or brownish black stripe, spotted with 
white down the upper part of each side, but this is occasionally broken 
up into patches or spots ; in many specimens there is a narrower dark 
stripe or more commonly a line of black spots along the side, below 
the upper black band, from the axil to the thigh. Lower parts white. 
Young specimens show a totally different colouration, so distinct in
deed that they might easily be taken for a different species. The back 
is marked with about four longitudinal black bands alternating with 
white or pale brown stripes, the sides and the upper part of the limbs 
are black or blackish, spotted with white. As the lizards grow older 
the black bands on the back appear to break up into spots. Some 
specimens are dark brown with white spots at this stage. 

Head shields :—Rostral rather broader than high. Nasal shields 
much swollen, the upper nasals meeting in a suture behind the rostral; 
lower nasals about equal in size to the upper, just touching the rostral 
in front, and extending along the upper surface of the two anterior 
upper labials. Loreal small, nearly square, followed by a large pra> 
ocular, which extends to the upper surface of the head. Prefrontal 
hexagonal, about as long as broad; postfrontals convex, each very 
little smaller than the prefrontal, meeting in a broad suture in front of 
the vertical, which is longitudinally grooved in front, where it is about 
twice as broad as behind ; the anterior margin is strongly convex, the 
lateral edges concave. The superciliaries consist of two larger sub-
equal semi-elliptical shields, meeting in a straight line, with a row of 

B b % 
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granules along their outer edge separating them from the elongate or 
granular shields forming the supraorbital ridge; in front of and be
hind the supcreiliaries is a small triangular space chiefly occupied by 
small granular scales with one rather larger shield behind. Anterior 
occipitals small, each about the same size as one of the frontals, rather 
irregularly triangular ; posterior occipitals as broad as long, each 
about three times as large as a preoccipital ; a very small central 
occipital, no azygos interoccipital shield {plaque occipital, D. and B.). 
Upper labials five to seven in front of the large infraorbital shield, 
which extends to the lip ; three or four smaller supralabials, gradually 
diminishing in size backwards, behind the infraorbital ; five or six 
pairs of chin shields, the first three generally meeting in the middle, 
the third and fourth pairs largest, sixth when present very small, 
the anterior four pairs in contact with the lower labials. 

Scales of the back rather larger and less convex than those on the 
neck ; there are a few granules interspersed between them, which are 
more numerous on the sides. I count sixty-five scales across the middle 
of the back from the ventral plates on one side to those on the other. 
Scales of the throat about the same size as those of the back. Collar 
slightly curved backward, consisting beneath of about nine enlarged 
scales, those in the middle the largest, and those at the sides becoming 
gradually smaller, until they are no larger than the neighbouring 
scales. The ventral shields are not in longitudinal rows; they are 
in very distinct transverse lines as usual, and in less marked 
oblique series ; there are fourteen to sixteen across the middle of 
the belly, and thirty-one or thirty-two transverse series from the 
collar to the groin. The scales in front of the anus are very irre
gular, usually they are all nearly the same size, sometimes some 
of those behind or in the centre are rather larger than the others. 
The scales beneath the tarsus are very broad, those in the middle ex
tending completely across ; scales beneath the feet lozenge-shaped, 
sharply keeled, the direction of the keels being transverse to the foot 
on the hind-feet, longitudinal on the fore-feet. Caudal scales perfectly 
smooth near the base, and, in adults, for at least the anterior half of the 
tail ; near the tip they are bluntly keeled, and in young specimens the 
keeled scales are found to extend rather farther forwards. 

This fine lizard grows to a length of between 9 and 10 in. A 
specimen obtained near Karman, with a perfect tail, is 9.5 in. long, 
of which the tail from the anus measures 6 in., but in this the tail is 
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longer than usual. A perfect specimen, from near Isfahan, measures 
9 in.j of which the tail from the anus measures 5.5, head 0.75, fore-
limb to the end of the toes 1.4, hind-limb 2.15. 

Eremias Persica is common in almost all parts of the Persian plateau 
where there are open plains, not absolutely desert. I t is usually found 
amongst bushes, on sandy or gravelly soil, at an elevation of not less 
than 4000 feet above the sea. I first saw i t on a plain covered with 
bushes, near Magas, in Baluchistân, and thence met with i t in most 
suitable places t i l l beyond Tehran. I t is very active in its movements. 
So far as I have observed, I do not think i t lives in holes, although i t 
will of course take refuge in a hole made by another animal. I met 
with these lizards in pairs in May, and once captured a male which 
had actually seized the female. The former had his claspers fully 
exserted, and upon capturing him, he discharged the seminal fluid 
through them. 

I frequently met with young lizards of this S£>ecies throughout the 
summer, some of them (not very small) as early as the end of April, 
and at Râyin, at least Jooo feet above the sea. 

E. Persica was collected in Northern Persia by De Filippi, who, how
ever, mistook i t for its near ally E. variabilis (E. arguta), and specimens 
obtained by the Marquis G. Doria, I believe near Tehran, are preserved 
in the British, Turin, and Genoa Museums. De Filippi also states that 
he found E. variabilis abundant in Armenia, but as I did not see any 
specimens at Turin, I cannot help thinking i t possible that he may 
have mistaken JE. veloce for i t . Still, i t is equally probable that the 
present species may be met with as far west. To the eastward i t has 
been brought from Nasirabad, in Sistân, by Major Euan Smith. 

This species may be distinguished from Eremias arguta (v. variabilis) 
by its much longer tail and limbs, by the infraorbital shield descending 
to the lip, which i t does not do in E. arguta, by the larger number 
of upper labials, and femoral pores ; of the latter there are about ten in 
JE. arguta, twenty in E. Persica. From E. veloce i t is distinguished by 
its larger size, by its upper caudal scales near the base never being 
keeled, and by the scales beneath the palms of the feet being keeled, 
which they are not in E. veloce. 

On Plate X X V I , fig. 1 represents the adult lizard, 1 a the young. 
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42. E . velox? (Pall.) 

Lacerto, velox, Pall, Reise, i , p. 718, K o . 40. 
L argulus, Eichwald, Zool. Spec. Ros. Pol. i i i , p. 188. 
Poda?cis velox, Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 76. 
AspidorJiinus gracilis, Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 74.—Gray, Cat. L iz . 

B r i t . Mus. p. 42. 
? Eremias caruleo-ocellata, Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gé*n. v, p. 295, part im. 
Eremias velox, Gray, Cat. L iz . B r i t . Mus p. 40. 

1-3. GhiUn, south of Resht. 

The three specimens which, with a little hesitation, I refer to this 
species, are in some respects intermediate in character between it and 
E. Persica, for they have the tail scales either smooth or very bluntly 
keeled. In the true E. veloce, of which I obtained a specimen at Baku, 
on the Caspian, all are distinctly keeled. I n size however, in coloura
tion (which differs from that of E. Persica in the absence of black spots 
on the back, and the occurrence of black-edged white markings), and 
in the want of keels on the scales beneath the palms of the feet, the 
specimens agree with E. veloce. 

I think it almost certain that Aspidorliinus gracilis, Eichwald, is 
founded on the young of this species, which differs so much in 
appearance from the adult that, but for the parallel case of E. Persica, 
I should not have recognised it. A specimen procured by me in 
Ghîlân agrees very well with Eichwald's figure and description. 

I doubt if the E. cœnileo-ocellata of Duméril and Bibron from the 
Crimea be not another species, for it is said to have no palatal teeth, 
whilst they are clearly present in the specimens of E. velox collected by 
me. The number of femoral pores also appears larger in E. velox, and 
the colouration different. Dr. Anderson refers to E. cœrnleo-ocellata 
specimens from Yarkand, which agree with Messrs. Duméril and 
Bibron's description, but he does not mention the palatal teeth nor 
the presence of keels on the caudal scales in his description, P. Z. S. 
1872, p. 373. If, however, his identification be correct, it shows that 
the different forms of Eremias belonging to the typical group have a 
peculiarly complicated geographical distribution. 

43. Eremias fasciata, W. Blanf. Pl. X X V , fig. 3. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat . H i v L J u l y 1874, xiv, p. 32. 
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ï . Magas, Baluchistan . . . . . . . . . 450° 
2,3. West of Eigdn, Narmawlnr .. .. 2500 

4-12. Near Saidabad, Sarjan, south-west of Karman . . 5500 

E . sexpollicavis, gracilis, elongata ; cavila corporis lougitudinem duplam 
cequante rei superante; colla/re lìbero, recto; squamis dorsalibus parvis, 
rotundatis, conv-exìs ; caudalìbus superioriùus carinatis ; ventndìhus in 
series transversas circa 32-35, sing?/las in medio abdomìne e 14-16 
sentis, oblique nec longitudinalìter ordinatìs, composìtas ; p Y (Banali una 
scepe, hand semper majore, poris fem'oralibus utr'mque 16-19; ^do prue-

frontali unico a rostrali sup)rauasalìbus et a verticali postfrontalìbus longè 
discreto, supraciliaribns duobus œqualibus granulìa fere vel omnìno cir-
mmdaiìs ; inter occipitali posteriore nullo; infra orbitali ad labrum pierti¬
nente ; dentibus palatalibus nulli s ; supra albi da vel fulvescenti-grisea, 

fusco longitudinalìter fasciata ; membris superne fnscis, albo-macidatìs. 
Hab. in Persia meridionali Itaudprocid ab urbe Karman, et hi Gedrosid 

{Baluchistân) Ziaudjrequens. 
Description :—No palatal teeth. No interoccipital behind. Lower 

eyelid opaque, granular. The infraorbital shield extends to the lip ; 
there are six or seven (more rarely five) supralabials in front of it, and 
three or sometimes four behind. Temples covered with small scales. 
Ear-opening moderate, about the same size as the eye; margin not 
toothed, with one large scale above in front. Collar distinct, free, nearly 
straight, consisting of a variable number, usually about eight to ten 
enlarged scales, the largest being in the middle, whence they diminish 
gradually in size on each side ; sometimes only the central scales are 
larger than those in front. Dorsal scales circular, convex, in transverse 
rows, those on the back of the neck a little smaller, whilst on the 
flanks they become larger and flatter ; I count from forty-five to fifty 
scales in each transverse row across the back, from the ventral plates on 
one side to those on the other. Tail scales in distinct rings, all sharply 
keeled except those beneath near the base. Ventral shields in thirty-
two to thirty-five transverse rows, each in the middle of the belly con
sisting of fourteen to sixteen rhomboidal plates, not arranged in longi
tudinal rows, but in oblique series. There is usually a larger scale in 
front of the anus, but it is by no means constant ; in some specimens 
all the scales near the anus are rather larger than in front, whilst in 
others all are of about the same size. There are from sixteen to 
nineteen femoral pores on each thigh, the two series being separated 
by about four scales in the groin. 
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Both body and tail are elongate, the latter especially so, being when 
perfect twice, or more than twice, the length of the head and body. 
The fore-limb laid forward reaches the end of the snout, the hind-limb 
to between the shoulder and ear, occasionally extending to the latter. 

Colour :—Head uniform pale brown above ; back light brown to 
white (paler in specimens from Narmashir and Baluchistân), with 
from six to eight longitudinal dark brown bands, equal to the inter
spaces in breadth, extending the whole length of the body, and each 
pair uniting and terminating on the anterior portion of the tail, or 
occasionally in the middle of the back. Limbs above dark brown 
spotted with white or pale brown. Lower parts white. 

Head-shields :—Rostral rather broader above than below, and about 
as high as broad. Nasal shields moderately swollen ; the upper nasal 
meeting the rostral and just touching the first labial on each side in 
front, and the pair forming1 a broad suture and separating the rostral 
from the prefrontal ; lower nasal touching the three first labials. 
Loreal about as broad as high. Prefrontal single, hexagonal, broader 
than long, broadly separated from both the rostral and vertical. Post¬
frontals each very little smaller than the prefrontal, meeting in a 
broad suture before the vertical. Vertical about twice as long as 
broad, nearly twice as broad in front as behind, with a rather shallow 
broad groove on its anterior surface ; front margin very convex, lateral 
edges concave. Superciliaries two, equal in size and semi-elliptical, in 
most specimens entirely surrounded by granular scales, but in some 
cases these are wanting along the middle of the inner edge. Pre-
occipitals each about the size of a frontal. Postoecipitals each about 
four times the size of a preoccipital, equally broad and long, the 
posterior margin of the two being a straight line. A very small 
central occipital with a tubercle in the centre, no shield behind it. 
Pive pairs of chin shields, the first three meeting in the middle, third 
and fourth the largest ; all are usually in contact with the lower labials. 

Scales of the throat rather larger than those on the back. Shields 
beneath the tarsi very broad, extending quite across. Scales beneath 
the feet not keeled. 

The length is usually from six to seven inches. A fine specimen 
from Sarjân measures 6.8 in., of which the tail is 4.5, head 0.55, 
fore-limb 0.8, hind-limb 1.5. 

This species closely resembles young individuals of E. Persica, 
but it is much more elongate, and may be distinguished at once from 
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that species and all its allies by the absence of palatal teeth, and 
usually by the superciliary shields being surrounded with granules on 
their inner edĝ e. From E. Persica i t may further be known by the 
caudal scales being keeled and those beneath the feet flat, by the 
inferior nasal articulating with three supralabials instead of two, by 
the rostral being narrower in front, the prefrontal shorter compared 
to its breadth, the less numerous scales round the body, and by the 
longitudinal dark bands on the sides not being spotted with white. 

I found one specimen of E. fasciata near Magas, in Baluchistân, on 
the same day and in the same spot as I procured my first specimen of 
E. Persica, on an elevated plain covered with bushes. I again met 
with this species on the fertile plain of Narmashir, south-east of Bam, 
and once more in the much higher plateau of Sarjân, on the road 
between Karman and Shirâz. I n the two last-named places it was 
common, but I saw it nowhere in the intermediate country. Its 
habits present nothing remarkable ; i t lives on bushy plains, and is 
very active and difficult to catch. 

44, Mesalina pardalis (Licht.).—De F. 

Gray, Cat. L iz . B r i t . Mus. p. 43. 
Eremias pardalis, Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. v, p. 312.—Be F. Viag, i n Persia, 

P- 354-
^ E . Watsonana, Stol. Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1872, p. 86. 

I . Has Malân, Baluchistan . . . . . . . . 2000 
2-7. Gwâdar, Bahichistân . . . . . . . . — 

8-17. Dasht river, Baluchistan . . . . . . . . — 
18-20. Mand 700 
21-23. Zamriln, Baluchistan . . . . . . . . 2000 
24-26. Bampusht, Baluchistân . . . . 3000 

27. Magas, Baluchistân . . . . . . . . . . 4500 
28, 29. Râyin, south-east of Karman, South Persia . . 8000 
3 0 , 3 1 . Karmân . . . . . . . . . . 5000 
32-34. Sarjân, south-west of Karman . . . . . . 5500 

35. Near Isfahan? label illegible. 
36. N o r t h of Isfahan . . (?) # 

37. Near T e h r a n . . . . . . . . . . 4000 

The best distinction of the genus Mesalina from Eremias appears to 
be the character of the ventral shields, which are in longitudinal rows 
in the former and in oblique rows in the latter. The principal character 
assigned by Gray, viz. the large prœanal shield of Mesalina, varies in 
individuals. 
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The above series of this lizard comprises specimens agreeing well 
with typical North African examples in the British Museum, and 
with Duméril and Bibron's description ; but considerable variation is 
exhibited. Thus, the large prseanal plate, just mentioned above, is 
very unequally developed ; usually i t is large, and occupies a consider
able proportion of the area between the anus and the groin, but in 
some cases it is very little larger than the scales around it . The 
ventral plates are in ten longitudinal rows, the two outer of which are 
very much narrower than the others ; but I do not think they are ever 
wanting, although they are often broken up into smaller scales in the 
anterior and posterior portions of the abdomen, and in one specimen 
(and only one) of the large series before me they are thus broken 
up almost throughout. The number of transverse rows is usually 
2,8 to 31 , sometimes as few as 27, and occasionally as many as 34. 
Femoral pores 11 to 15, the commonest number being id. There are 
about 45 to 50 granular scales round the middle of the back from the 
ventral plates on one side to those on the other, those on the sides 
near the ventral plates being larger than those on the back. The 
hind-foot laid forward sometimes reaches the ear, in other cases i t 
barely extends beyond the shoulder ; the fore-limb sometimes extends 
to the end of the muzzle, but usually falls short of it . But few of the 
specimens collected by me exceed five inches in length ; one, however, 
measures 5.75 in. 

The transparent disk on the lower eyelid is single or double, or 
occasionally divided into three or four. The interoccipital plate 
between the hinder portion of the postoecipitals is usually well 
developed, and forms a suture with the central occipital, separating 
the postoecipitals from each other, but occasionally the interoccipital 
is quite minute, and not sufficiently produced in front to meet the 
central occipital, or there may be another small plate interposed 
between the two. 

The colour is dark slaty grey above, with small black spots, often 
edged on one or both sides by white, or sometimes forming small ocelli 
with a white centre, and usually with a tendency to form longitudinal 
lines, especially towards the sides. The markings are sometimes very faint 
or altogether wanting. Lower parts white, sometimes with a yellow 
tinge on the chin and throat. I n some specimens the markings on the 
upper parts are very distinct, in others scarcely perceptible. At the 
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beginning of July I found specimens near Isfahan with the chin, throat, 
and breast yellow. They were probably breeding at that time. 

Mem Una partialis chiefly inhabits stony plains or gentle slopes, 
wdiere there is not much herbage or bush. I did not usually notice it 
in the more sandy portions of the country. I t appears to occur 
throughout Persia from the neighbourhood of Tehran to far east in 
Baluchistan. I met with i t first on my way from India, at Bas Malân, 
only 200 miles west of Karachi ; and if I am correct in believing Dr. 
Stoliekza's E. IFatsouana1 to be the same, it extends into North
western India. I t was common on the rocky promontory near Gwâdar, 
and throughout Baluchistân and South-western Persia ; rather less so 
in Central and Northern Persia, but I occasionally met with it as far 
as Tehran. 

45. M. brevirostris, W. Blanf. 

A n n . and Mag. N a t Hist . Ju ly 1874, xiv, p. 32. 
E . Watsonaua, Stoliczka, Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1872, p. 125, cx Kalâbagh 

( v nec typus cjusd specie!). 

1-5. Tümb Island (Great Tombs), Persian Gulf. 

M. ah M. pardali sentis ventrcdibus in 12 series longitudinales {nee 
id) ordinatisi capite breviore, mìnnsqne depresso, distinguendo-. 

Hab. ad Kdldbdgh in regione Panjdb dieta Indice, et ad insulam Tnmb 
in Sinn Persico. 

This species is distinguished from M. partialis by its having two 
additional rows of ventral plates, there being twelve in all, of which 
the two outer, one on each side, are, as in M. partialis, not more than 
half the size of the other shields. I t has moreover a shorter head, 
much less depressed in proportion to its height, and consequently the 
head shields are as a rule shorter in proportion to their breadth. The 
small azygos inter-oecipitai ('occipitale* of Duméril and Bibron) is 
moreover very minute or wanting, and the postoecipitals meet behind 
the central occipital, which is very little, i f at all, longer than broad. 
The scales beneath the tarsus also are not quite so broad as in M. par
tialis. The following is a brief description of M. brevirostris. 

Palatal teeth none. Lower eyelid with a transparent disk (some
times divided) in the centre. Nasal shields much swollen, the upper 

1 See under the next species. 
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pair meeting in front of the single prefrontal, which is also separated 
by the postfrontals from the vertical. Head shorter and higher than in 
most allied species ; from the suture between the superciliary shields to 
the point of the nose is about equal to the breadth of the head behind 
the eyes. A central occipital is present, nearly equal in size to each 
of the preoccipital ; posterior interoccipital rudimentary or wanting. 
Four or five supralabials between the rostral and the large infraorbital, 
which is usually divided below, a narrow supralabial being formed 
from the lower portion intervening between it and the lip, but this 
character is not constant ; in some specimens the infraorbital extends 
to the tip. Ear-opening rather large, not denticulate in front, with 
an elongate plate above and in front of i t . Dorsal scales convex, in 
transverse and oblique rows, those at the sides larger and flatter. 
There are about forty-three to forty-five scales round the body, not 
counting the ventral plates, of which there are twelve longitudinal 
rows, the two outermost smaller than the others, and from thirty to 
thirty-three transverse rows. Femoral pores thirteen to sixteen in 
each thigh. A large prseanal plate. Tail scales in verticils, all keeled 
except those beneath. The fore-limb laid forward extends nearly or 
quite to the muzzle; the hind-limb comes in front of the shoulder. 
Colour dark grey, with indistinct dusky spots, pale in the centre, 
on the back forming more or less distinct longitudinal bands. 

I only obtained specimens of this form on a small island known as 
Tumb, and marked on the chart as Great Tombs, lying in the Persian 
Gulf, about seventy miles west of the Straits of Hormuz, and nearly 
south of the port of Bassadore in Kishm Island. The lizard was 
abundant among some low shrubs close to the shore. 

My friend, the late Dr. Stoliczka, kindly sent me a specimen of 
this form from Kâlâbâgh, in the Panjâb, as his Eremias Watsonana. 
But the type of that species from Sakkar, on the Indus, is described as 
having c the belly with eight rows of enlarged trapezoid shields, one 
row on either side being situated at the edge/ which agrees with 
M. partialis. I think Dr. Stoliczka must have overlooked the distinc
tions between these two closely-allied forms, but his description clearly 
does not apply to the present species, for besides the difference in the 
vejntral shields, he states that the postoecipitals are separated by a 
small shield, and he does not mention the division of the infraorbital, 
which appears to be the rule in the form now described. I am there
fore compelled to propose a new name for the latter. 
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46. M. pardaloides, "W. Blanf. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat . Hist . J u l y 1874, xiv, p. 32. 

ï . Henjâm (Angâm, Angaum, or Angar) Island, Persian Gulf. 

M . peraffinis M. pardali, seti sentis ventralïbus in series longitu
dinales duntaxat 8 {nee 10) ordinatis serie extremd ntriuque e sentis 
multo augustioribus composita. 

Hab. in insula Henjâm seu Angâm dieta in Sinu Persico. 
This species agrees in every respect with I I . partialis, except that i t 

has only eight longitudinal rows of ventral shields instead of ten ; of 
these eight longitudinal rows, the outer row on each side consists, as in 
M. partialis and 31. brevirostris, of shields not half the breadth of those 
forming the remaining six rows, so that there can be no difficulty in 
distinguishing from i t such exceptional specimens of M. partialis as 
may have the outer row il l developed, since they have still eight rows 
of plates nearly equal in size. The type of I f . pardaloides has fourteen 
femoral pores in each thigh, twenty-eight transverse rows of ventral 
plates, and about fifty scales round the body, excluding the ventral 
shields. The hind-legs and feet are rather long, the ends of the toes 
reaching the ear when laid forward. 

I obtained but a single specimen of this lizard. I t was not rare, 
but as I was busily occupied, during the few hours I spent on the 
island, in looking after fossils, I did not collect more, as I did not then 
notice the difference from M. partialis. The specimen captured was 
found on barren stony ground, the usual habitat of M. partialis. 
Henjâm, or Angâm, is a small island lying south of the large island of 
Kishm in the Persian Gulf, not far from the entrance. 

47. Acanthodaetylus Cantoris, Günther, Pl. XXVI, fig. 3, 3 a, 3 b. 

Günther, Eept. B r i t . I n d . p. 7 3 — Jerdon, Proc. A . S. B. 1870, p. 71.—Sto
liczka, J . A . S. B. 1872, x l i , Pt . 2, p. 91, and Proc. A . S. B. 1872, pp. 85, 
124. 

I , 2. Jashk, coast of Persia, outside entrance to Persian Gulf — 
3-10. JDasht river, west of Gwâdar, Baluchistan . . — 

11. Bâhu Kalât, Baluchistân .. . . . . . . — 
12,13. Mand, Baluchistan . . . . . . . . •. 7 0 0 

14-18. Bampür, Baluchistan . . . . 2000 
19, 20. Near Kigan, Narmashir, South-eastern Persia . . 2500 

21-24. Near Bam 3 0 0 0 
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This species has been identified by comparison with the types in the 
British Museum. I have but little to add to Dr. Günther's original 
description of this species as supplemented by Dr. Stoliczka's remarks. 
All the series collected in Baluchistan and the neighbouring parts of 
Persia are adult or nearly so, and the longitudinal stripes on the back 
are faint or wanting', but in November, in Sind, I found young 
banded specimens in abundance, precisely agreeing in colour with Dr. 
Stoliczka's description. In every one of my specimens also the head 
shields are as described by Dr. Günther ; there is a single prefrontal, 
and the postfrontals form a broad suture behind it ; but in one young 
example from Sind the prefrontal is divided, and there is a small 
central plate between it and the postfrontals. I have not a single 
specimen in which the large infraorbital shield reaches the lip, but the 
breadth of the supralabials, which separate the infraorbital from the 
labial margin, varies greatly. The anterior edge of the ear appears 
almost always more or less toothed, but the number and size of the pro
jecting scales, and the extent to which they project, are variable. The 
number of rows of enlarged scales in the middle of the back is eighteen 
to twenty in most specimens, and in some cases these terminate 
abruptly on the sides, and are succeeded by small scales, but in other 
specimens the scales in the centre of the back pass gradually into the 
smaller scales of the sides, there appearing to be much variation in 
this respect. The scales on the sides are always larger in the middle 
than near the shoulder and thigh, but there is much variation in the 
size of the lateral scales where they are largest ; in some specimens 
only five or six scales intervene just in the middle of the body 
between the ventral plates and the enlarged dorsal scales, whilst in 
other examples there are double that number. In the same way the 
ventral shields are very variable in number. Günther gives twelve as 
the number of longitudinal rows, Stoliczka fourteen to sixteen, and I 
have examples in which as few as ten occur, but the most common 
number amongst my specimens is about twelve; there are however, 
very often, one or two smaller rows about the middle of the body on 
each side, forming a passage into the smaller lateral scales. The num
ber of transverse rows of ventral plates is usually thirty, varying from 
twenty-eight to thirty-three. The number of femoral pores in each 
thigh is from seventeen to twenty-one, twenty being the commonest 
number. 

The hind-limb usually extends to the ear, and in small specimens 
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(probably immature) sometimes even as far as the eye. I have no 
example exceeding' 9 in. in length. 

Aeantlioducft/lns Cantoris is usually found only on sand. I t is pecu
liarly abundant in sandy places near the coast, and where hillocks of 
blown sand have accumulated upon plains and have remained sufficiently 
unchanged to permit tamarisk and other plants to grow. In such places 
the surface of the sand will be found marked in all directions by the 
tracks of these lizards, which live in holes, usually made in the raised 
and somewhat consolidated mounds around the roots of bushes. In 
these holes the animals appear to pass the night, and in them they 
take refuge when alarmed. In the cold season, on the Baluchistân 
coast and in Sind, the AcantliodactijU usually issue from their holes 
about nine or ten o'clock in the morning, when the air has become 
thoroughly warmed by the sun, and they retreat to them again before 
sunset. They are very swift, and easily alarmed, but they may be 
captured by approaching them very slowly and cautiously, especially 
if two persons approach them at once, one from each side, in which case 
the lizards frequently remain quiet, apparently trusting to their re
semblance in colour to the soil around them for concealment. From 
the circumstance that I found large numbers of young in November, 
whilst in January and February all appeared to be nearly full grown, I 
think it probable that the eggs are hatched in the autumn, having 
probably been laid in the summer. 

Aca/it/wdacfj/lus Cantoris abounds throughout the lowTer portions of 
Baluchistan and South-eastern Persia, but 1 never met with it at a 
greater elevation than about 3000 feet above the sea. I t appears 
to be equally common throughout the desert portions of Sind and the 
Punjab, extending eastward as far as the neighbourhood of Delhi and 
Agra. The points furthest west at which I found it were near Bam 
and at Cape Jâshk, close to the entrance of the Persian Gulf. I cannot 
say if it occurs on the shores of the Gulf. 

48. A. micropholis, W. Blanf. PL XXXI, fig. 2. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat . Hist . J u l y 1S74, xiv, p. 33. 

1. Eds Malan, coast west of Karachi, Baliichistan . . — 
2. Basht river, we^t of G-wâdar, Baluchistan . . . . — 

3 , 4 . Zanardn, Baluchistan .. . . . . . . 2000 
5. Kalagân, Baluchistan . . . . . . . . 3500 
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6. Dizak, Baluchistân .. . . . . . . . . 4000 
7-9. Magas, Baluchistân . . . . . .. . . 450c 

10,11. Bampür, Baluchistân .. . . . . . . 2000 
12-14. Near Rigân, Narmashir, south-eastern Persia . • 2500 

A. squamis dorsalibus carinatis, parvis, antìce et ad latera minimis ; 
sentis veniralibus in series longitudinales io, eœtremas angustiores, or di-
natis ; poris femoralibus utrinque circiter 25; digitis bréviter fimbriatis ; 
sento infraorbitali plerumque ad labrum pertinente ; supra griseus vel 

fusc?is, longitudinalìter albo-striatus, membris albo-maeulatis ; ceterum 
A. Cantoris similis. 

Sab. in Gedrosid {Baluchistan). 
Description :—No palatal teeth. The infraorbital shield as a rule ex

tends to the lip behind the fourth supralabial, but this character is not 
quite constant, for I have two specimens from Magas in which the 
infraorbital is separated from the lip by the fourth and fifth supra¬
labials. Temporal region covered with small scales, minute, granular, 
and convex above, rather larger below, and either flat or convex, but 
never so distinctly keeled as they usually are in A. Cantoris. Ear-
opening usually with from two to four scales projecting so as to form 
a serrated edge. Scales of the back small, subimbricate, semi-oval, 
rounded behind and sharply keeled, arranged in transverse and oblique 
series, and passing imperceptibly into minute, convex, granular scales 
like those of an Eremias on the back of the neck, and into equally 
small, rhomboidal, bluntly keeled or convex scales on the flanks, the 
latter becoming smooth and increasing in size below near the ventral 
plates. The number of scales round the middle of the body, not in
cluding the ventral plates, is about 50 (49~53)} whilst in A. Cantoris, 
although very variable, I never find i t to exceed 40, and in some speci
mens it is only 30. Ventral plates in 28 or 29 transverse rows and in 
10 longitudinal series, the outer of which on each side consists of much 
narrower scales than the others, and is frequently only well marked 
in the middle of the body. Femoral pores usually 23 to 27 ; in one 
specimen there are only %x on one side and %% on the other, but 
this is exceptional. Scales beneath the tarsi of moderate size, none of 
them extending more than about half the breadth of the limb. Scales 
beneath the feet rhomboidal, subequal, transversely keeled on the hind-
feet, longitudinally on the fore-feet. Fore-toes only slightly serrated 
along the edge, and the fringes formed by the projections of the scales , 
along the edges of the hind-toes are shorter than in A. Cantoris. Scales 
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ut the throat about the same wize as those of the middle of the hack, 
smooth and becoming larger and more imbricate near the collar, which 
is quite free and consists of eight to km scales with their points slightly 
projecting, and of about the same size as the anterior ventral scales. 
Tail scales about three times the length of those on the back, rhom
boidal, in distinct verticils, all keeled except some of those underneath, 
the keels forming continuous longitudinal lines. The scales in the 
middle of the prœanal region are generally larger than those on the 
sides, but, as in most Laeertians, they are variable. 

Body and tail elongate, snout moderate, head rather shorter than, 
in A. Cantoris, tail about twice the length of the head and bodyf The 
fore-limb laid forward usually reaches the end of the snout, but some
times falls a little short of it. The hind-limb extends usually to the 
eye, more rarely only to the ear. The largest specimen obtained 
measures 8.35 in., an average example 7-25< In the latter, the head 
from the snout to the hinder edge of the postoecipitals measures 0.56, 
snout to anus 2.4, tail from anus 5.85, fore-limb to end of toes 0,95, 
hind-limb 1.-85. 

Colour :—Head greyish-brown above. Body dark grey, with five 
white lines down the back, and another more or less distinct down 
&aeh side. Just behind the head there are six white lines, two of 
which meet a little way back and form a single line, which disappears 
on the root of the tail, where the two adjoining ones coalesce, and far
ther back on the tail all the bands become indistinct. The dark stripes 
between the white lines are sometimes blackish, with white spots, at 
other times grey, with small black spots or with alternating black and 
white dots, being more spotted towards the sides than in the middle of 
the back. All the lower parts white. 

Head shields :—Rostral moderate, terminating in an obtuse angle 
above between the anterior nasals. Nasal shields slightly swrollen, the 
anterior pair meeting in a short suture behind the vertical. Two 
loreals, the anterior about half the length of the posterior, their upper 
margin forming a distinct eanthus roslralis. Prefrontal single, 
rather broader than long, with a slight hollow running longitudinally 
down the centre. Postfrontals each a little smaller than the pre
frontal, bluntly keeled longitudinally, meeting in a broad suture in 
front of the vertical, wThich is elongate, grooved in front, where it is 
about twice as broad as it is behind, the anterior margin convex, the 
lateral margins concave and converging. Superciliary disk consisting 

voi*, ir. ce 
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of two large semi-oval subequal plates in the centre, a smaller shield in 
front, sometimes occupying all the anterior portion of the disk, but more 
frequently separated from the large shields by a row of granules and 
small granular scales, and occasionally one rather larger plate behind, 
a row of granules separating the principal shields from the superciliary 
ridge. Pr&oecrpitals about the same size as the postfrontals, nearly 
triangular, with the inner angles truncated ; postoecipitals more than 
twice the size of the preoccipital, subquadrate, their joint posterior 
margins generally slightly concave in adults, straight in younger 
specimens ; there is a very small central occipital with a small circular ^ 
depression in the centre, but no ayzgos shield behind. Supralabials 
four in front of the large infraorbital shield, which usually reaches the 
lip behind the fourth labial, but in some specimens is separated from 
the margin by the fourth and fifth supralabial shields. The anterior 
portion of the infraorbital region is separate, and the infraorbital shield 
only touches two supralabials, differing in this from A. Cantoris, in 
which i t rests upon three or four. There are usually three or four 
more supralabials behind the infraorbital, but- they rapidly diminish in 
size. There are generally six lower labials on each side and five pairs 
of chin shields (more rarely six), the first three pairs in contact with 
each other, and all touching the lower labials ; the third pair is the 
largest, but does not much exceed the second or fourth. 

Aeantlodaetylus micrqpliolis was found locally throughout Baluchis
tân, being much less abundant in the lower elevations near the coast 
than A. Cantoris, but apparently replacing that species completely at 
elevations above 3000 feet. I t "was not, however, found on the 
highlands of Persia, where, hitherto, no species of Acanthodactylus has 
been observed. Its habits are precisely similar to those of A. Cantoris, 
with which it is found consorting. 

Prom its ally A. Cantoris i t may easily be distinguished by its 
much smaller scales on the back, by the granular scales, like those of 
an Eremias, o n the back of the neck, by the infraorbital shield resting 
on two supralabials instead of three or four, and usually reaching the 
lip, by its more numerous femoral pores, its shorter fringes to the feet, 
and by its colour, being always striped, even in adult specimens. The 
only other Acanthodactylus which approaches the present in its charac
ters, viz. AL% Boshianus, has even larger scales on the back than A. 
Cantoris. 
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FAMILY ZONUKID^. 

Psetulopns apoda (Pall.) (P. Palladi, Cuv., P. serpentina, Merr. etc.) 
has not as yet been found within the territory of Persia, but it was 
obtained by Ménétries on the river Kür, just north of the Persian 
frontier (Cat. Rais. p. 65), so that it may very possibly occur within 
our limits. De Filippi only observed it in the Caucasus. 

FAMILY SCINCIILE. 

49. Eumeces pavimentatus, Geoff.—De F. 

Sc. pammentatus, Geoff. St. H i l . Desc. de l'Egypte, p. 135, Pl . I I I , fig. 3, and 
Pl . I V , fig. 4, 4 a.—Peters, Monatsber. Akad. Berlin, 1864, pp. 48, 5 1 . — 
Anderson, Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1871, p. 180.—Stoliczka, J . A . S. B. 
1872, p. 121. 

Plestiodon Aldroiandi, Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. v, p. 701. — De P. Viag, in 
Persia, p. 354. 

JP. auratus1, Gray, Cat. Rept. Br i t . Mus. p. 91. 
Mabouia aurata, Gunther, Rept. Br i t . I n d . p. 82. 
Enprepis princeps, Eichwald, Bul l . Soc. Nat . Mose. 1839, p. 303; Fauna Casp.-

Cauc. p. 93, P I . X V I . 

I . Pishin, Baluchistan . . . . .- .. 7°° 
2, 3. Sarjân, south-west of Karman, Southern Persia . . 55°° 
4-9. Near Niriz, east of Shirâz . . . . . . . . 4000-6000 

I find twenty-six scales round the middle of the body in all speci
mens except one, which is from Pishin, in Baluchistan, and has twenty-
eight, thus showing a tendency to a passage into the very closely 
allied Maboaya Blythiana, Anderson2. The fore-leg when laid forward 
in some specimens only reaches the eye, in others it extends to the 
end of the snout. The nasal shield is divided in all my specimens, and 
two central rows of dorsal scales are broader than the others, so there 

1 The specific name auratus has been applied to this species by several naturalists, i n 
the belief that i t is the Scincus auratus of Schneider (Hist . Amph. fase, i i , p. 176). But 
Wiegmann (Archiv, 1837, Pt . i , p. 134), Gravenhorst (Act . Acad. C. Leop. Carol, x x i i i , 
pt. i , p. 321, P l . X X X I I ) , and Peters (Monatsber. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1864, P- 5 1 ) û a<ve 
all shown that Schneider's type is 8. tristatus, Daud., an American species. Moreover 
Schneider's specific name was taken from Linnseus, and can only be employed for the 
Lacerta aurata of the 'Systema naturae,' a species which has never been clearly 
identified.. 

2 Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1871, p. 186. 
C C 1 
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can be no question of Blyth's genus Eunjlepis being identical with 
Eumeces, as has been pointed out by Anderson. 

The colour is olive grey or sandy grey, with at times golden yellow 
longitudinal stripes, varying in breadth and distribution, down the 
sides. In two specimens from Sarjân there are dusky longitudinal 
bands down the back and sides. 

I met with this fine scinque but seldom in Southern Persia and 
Baluchistan. Most of the specimens obtained were brought to me by 
villagers. The few I myself saw occurred on plains covered with 
bushes, and on one occasion I saw two together, apparently a male and 
female, which took refuge in a hole beneath a stone and had to be dug 
out. The hole appeared to have been made by some animal, for i t 
possessed the peculiarity of turning at right angles a short distance 
from the surface : I doubt i f the scinques had dug it. De Filippi found 
this lizard common in Armenia; Eichwald, who described it again 
under the name of Euprepis princeps, and gave a very fair figure of it , 
obtained it from the Tâlish mountains, south-west of the Caspian, and 
I heard of a species, which from the description was probably the 
same, near Tehran, so that it inhabits the whole of Persia. 

50. Euprepes septemtseniatus, Reuss.—De F. Pl. XXVII, fig, 3. 

Mus. Senck. i , p. 47, Pl . I I I , fig. 1.—De Fil ippi, A t t i Soc. I t a l . Sc. Nat . v i i , 
p. 185. 

E . aßnis, De F. "Viag, in Persia, p. 354. 

ï . Eoishkizard, between Shirâz and Isfahan . . . . 8000 
2. Between Isfahân and Tehran, near K û m . . (?) 

I have examined the typical specimens of E. affinis in the museums 
at Genoa and Turin, and compared with them the specimen obtained 
by myself between Isfahan and Tehran, which agrees in every respect, 
except that in the former there are in each thirty-four scales round the 
body and about thirty-eight between the axils, whereas in the speci
men I collected there are thirty-six scales round the body and thirty-
five between the axils. In the other specimen, from Kushkizard, the 
scales round the body number thirty-four, as in De Filippi's types, and 
thirty-six between the axils. Of three specimens presented to the 
British Museum by the Marquis Doria, two have thirty-eight and the 
third thirty-five scales round the body, 

I have also compared my specimens with the two typical examples 
of Euprepes septemtmiatus in the Paris Museum, and I have arrived at 
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the same conclusion as De Filippi did, viz. that E. affinis cannot be 
considered a distinct species. The only differences I can see are that 
the postfrontals are contiguous in the specimens of E. septemtceniatus 
from Nubia, whilst they are separated in the Persian form, and that 
the lobules in front of the ear are larger in the latter ; but these 
differences are insufficient for specific distinction. I find in the Paris 
Museum specimens of the same form from Maskat and from some other 
part of Arabia, which, if the localities be correct, show that this species 
has a wide range throughout South-western Asia. From E. quinque-
tœniatus, Wagler (E. Savignii Dum. et Bibr.), which I myself 
obtained in Abyssinia, and of which I have seen specimens labelled 
E. septemtceniatus, the last named is distinguished by the absence of 
keels on the scales of the anterior portion of the back and of the upper 
part of the limbs, and by the smaller ear-opening, which is round, not 
oval. I cannot help feeling some doubt, however, as to these dis
tinctions being constant. 

The following is a brief description of the Persian specimens. General 
form much as in E. carinatus, Sehn. (E. rufeseens, Shaw), and E. quin-
quetœniatus"Wagler, except that the tail is much shorter. A pair of 
supranasal shields, which meet in a suture behind the rostral. Post
frontals separate, each about half the size of the single prefrontal. An 
elongate central occipital, completely separating the postoecipitals from 
each other. The fifth upper labial is the largest, and forms the lower 
part of the orbit ; it has two other labials behind it . Lower eyelid 
with a large transparent disk. Ear-opening rather small, circular, 
with two or three subequal lobules in front. Scales of the back with 
three very faint keels ; scales of the anterior portion of the back, of the 
sides, and the limbs, smooth. Thirty-four to thirty-eight series of 
scales round the body, thirty-five to thirty-eight between the axils. 
Neither the prseanal shields nor subcaudals are enlarged. Limbs 
moderate ; the fore-limb laid forward extends in front of the eye. 

The general colouration of Persian is very different from that of 
African specimens, but that of the latter is so variable, that I doubt 
i f any conclusions can be drawn from this character. The colour of 
Persian specimens of E. septemtceniatus, to judge from those I have seen, 
does not appear to vary greatly ; i t is pale olive brown, with more or 
less numerous black spots on the head, back, and sides ; these tend to 
form four longitudinal bands on the anterior portion of the back, and 
a broad band, produced in front through the eye, down each side. 
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Below this is a narrow pale line from the upper labials to above the 
shoulder, with a more or less marked dark band beneath it. The 
specimen from Kushkizard is more strongly marked than those from 
Northern Persia, and in this the head shields, the posterior portion 
of the back, and the tail are all spotted, the spots on the hinder 
portion of the body having rather a tendency to form transverse 
bands. 

This species is viviparous. The large female which I captured at 
Kushkizard on being placed in spirit gave birth to three perfectly-
formed young, each about 3 in. in length, and with an umbilical cord 
attached to a placenta-like mass. Two others remained inside the 
body. The length of this specimen was 7.8 in,, of wThich the tail from 
the anus measured 3.9, fore-limb 1.05, hind-limb 1.3. I t was found 
in a high open valley, which is covered with snow in the winter 
months. 

De Filippi's specimen was from Kazvm, north-west of Tehran. I 
saw this scinque more than once in Northern Persia, but I never met 
with it in the South except at Kushkizard. 

51. Ablepharus bivittatus (Mén.)—De F. PL X X V I I , fig. 2, 2 a. 

Scincus bivittatus, Mén. Cat. Eais. p. 64. 

Ablepharus Meiicstriesii, D u m . et Bibr. Erp. Gun. v, p. S u . — D e F. Viag, i n 
Persia, p. 355. 

A. bivittatus, Gray, Cat. Liz. B r i t . Mus. p. 64. 

1-5. Kushkizard, between Shirâz and Isfahan . . 8000 

The specimens obtained agree with Duméril and Bibron's description, 
except that the nasal shields in all my specimens are widely separate, 
instead of being e assez rapprochées.' I have examined the examples 
of this species collected by De Filippi in Northern Persia, and 
preserved in the Turin Museum, and compared them with those col
lected by myself. The differences are trifling. The head in the former 
is rather longer, and there are only twenty-two rows of scales round 
the body. I n the specimens from Kushkizard there are twenty-four 
rows, as in the type described by Duméril and Bibron. 

The colour noted from living specimens is pale greyish olive above, 
with dusky mottling which forms three more or less well-marked 
longitudinal lines down the centre of the back. A broader and better 
marked dark line runs down the upper part of each side over the 
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shoulder, above the tympanum and through the eye, commencing from 
the nostril ; below this is a whitish line, followed by a narrow dark 
line, the latter often ill-marked. The under parts in the specimens 
collected were salmon colour, deepest at the base of the tail ; but it is 
highly probable that this tint is seasonal, and disappears during part 
of the year. The length of the largest specimen was 4.8 in., of which 
the tail from the anus measured 2.9. 

I met with this scinque only in the locality mentioned, a high 
plateau, 8000 feet above the sea, traversed by the summer road 
between Shirâz and Isfahan. There it consorted with Phynocephalics 
Persiciis, De F., another Northern Persian species which, in the same 
way, w7as not noticed in any other part of the country south of the 
plains near Tehran. De Filippi found the present species rather scarce 
at Tabriz and Kazvm. 

Ablepharus bmiüaüis was met with rather commonly at the locality 
mentioned, on open ground, dry and level but not sandy, scattered 
over with very small thorny bushes, amongst the roots of which this 
little scinque buried itself when pursued. 

52. Ablepharus Brandti, Strauch, PL XXVII. fig. 1, 1a 1. 

B u l l . Acad. St. Pet. x i i , p. 367. 

1 Blepharosteres agilis, Stoliczka, Proc. As. Soc. Beng. 1S72, p. 126. 
A. pu&illus, W . B l . A n n . and Mag. Nat . H i s t . J u l y 1874, xiv, p. 33. 

1-2. Basrah (Bussora), on banks of the Shat-el-Arab, the 
estuary formed by the union of the Tigris and Euphrates. 

Two specimens of an Ablepharus belonging to the section with an 
undivided prefrontal were procured at Basrah, and were described 
by me L c. as a new species under the name of A. pusillus. I n the 
description, a serious error was printed, the number of scales between 
the axils being given as 26 instead of 36. I believe that this 
mistake was the principal cause of my describing the species as 
new, because the only important difference between the Basrah 
scinques and a typical specimen of A. Brandii in the British Museum 
consists in the latter having about fifty scales between the axils. 
The two scales above the eye forming a portion of the orbital ring 
are a little more developed in A. Brandii, but the difference is trifling. 

1 The name printed on the plate is A. pusillus. 
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I n the species described by Dr. Stoliczka from the Panjâb as 
Blephar oster es agilis, the number of scales between the axils is said 
to be forty to forty-five, and as the description of this form agrees 
perfectly in every other character with A. Brandii, I am disposed to 
believe that it is the connecting link between that species and A . 
pusillus, and that the three must in all probability be considered 
as varieties of one species. I t is true that so much variation in the 
number of the ventral scales is unusual, for the transverse rows on the 
abdomen correspond to the number of dorsal vertebra). In Blep/iaros feres 
agilis there are said to be twenty-one to twenty-two longitudinal rows 
of scales round the body, instead of twenty, as in A. Brandii and A. 
pusillus, but I do not consider this a specific distinction. 

The following is a full description of the Basrah Ablepharus. 
Description :—General form slender ; body rounded, the back being 

slightly flattened ; tail nearly twice as long as the head and body ; 
head rather short ; limbs feeble, all with five toes ; the fore-limb laid 
forward reaches the angle of the mouth ; the hind-limb extends about 
two-thirds of the distance to the shoulder ; third and fourth toes on 
the fore-foot nearly equal, on the hind-foot the fourth toe fe a little 
the longer. The scales are in twenty rows round the middle of the 
body, and about thirty-six from the axil to the thigh ; those on the 
back are the broadest, and those on the sides smallest ; as usual, a few 
rows of scales on the back of the neck immediately behind the occi
pital shields are very broad. Feet granular beneath ; toes with trans
verse plates below, which have a blunt keel in the centre. There are 
a pair of enlarged prseanals, and a row of broad subcaudals. Ear-
opening small, circular, with two or three small lobules in front. The 
largest specimen with the tail perfect measures just three inches, the 
tail from the anus is 1.9, head 0.3, the fore-leg is 0.25, hind-leg 

Head shields :—Rostral rather broad, but scarcely extending to the 
upper surface of the head. Nasal shields distant from each other. 
Two loreals, the anterior being perhaps rather a postnasal ; it is 
narrower and higher than the posterior. Prefrontal large, hexa
gonal, forming a suture both with the rostral and vertical; post
frontals small, distant from each other. Vertical elongate, its broadest 
portion about one-third of its length from the front, with three sides 
in front, two straight lateral margins behind gradually approaching 
each other, and a rounded posterior extremity which just touches the 
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point of the large subtriangularly heart-shaped preoccipital. Super
ciliary shields three in number, the anterior much the largest, and the 
second larger than the third. A bell-shaped interoccipital, the 
anterior margin of which is slightly convex, and fits into a hollow in 
the broad posterior margin of the preoccipital. The postoecipitals 
meet behind the interoecipital. 

There is a row of narrow shields, rather broader in front, between 
the superciliaries and the orbit ; the latter is surrounded by very 
minute scales, in a single row except behind, two above the orbit being 
more elongate, but very narrow. Temples covered with large poly
gonal plates, the largest of which on each side above is in contact with 
the postoccipital. Upper labials seven, the fifth from the front 
being the largest, and forming the lower portion of the orbit ; lower 
labials about six. A broad and large shield behind the mental, and 
three or four pairs of enlarged chin shields, in contact with the lower 
labials, behind it. 

Colour :—Brownish olive above ; a narrow pale line from above the 
eye down each side of the back, and a broad dark brown band below i t , 
from the back of the orbit to above the shoulder, and continued, but 
less distinctly, down the side; below this are fainter lines. Limbs 
with rather faint longitudinal bands. 

The only two specimens of this little seinque which were obtained 
were collected on the bank of the Shat-el-Arab (the river formed by 
the union of the Tigris and Euphrates), opposite the town of Basrah 
(Bussora), where it occurred with OpMops meizolepis. I include it in 
the Persian fauna for the same reasons as I have given in describing 
that species. 

This small seinque has much the form of AblepJiants bivittatus, but it 
is more slender. The largest specimen is nearly three inches long, 
and not thicker than a crowquill. I t appears to be very closely allied 
to a species recently described from North-western India by Dr. 
Stolickza, under the name of Blepharosteres Grayanus (Proc. As. Soc. 
Beng. 187a, p. 74), the type of the genus Blepharosteres, which is 
destitute of any external ear, and is, to use Dr. Stoliczka's phrase, c a 
Mocoa without eyelids or ears.' But as B. agilis, which Dr. 
Stoliczka has referred to the same genus, possesses an ear-opening, 
I doubt whether the generic distinction from Ablepharus can be 
maintained, the only remaining distinction of importance being 
that the anterior frontal is single in Blephar oster es, double in typical 
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Ablepharus1. This character, however, is the only essential distinction 
of the genus Cryptoblepharus of Wiegmann and Gray, and, as Dr. 
Strauch has pointed out in his monograph of the genus Ablepharus 
(Bull. Ac. Imp. Sci. St. Pet. xii, p. 359), there is no difference of 
generic importance between Cryptoblepharus and Ablepharus. I am 
therefore inclined to believe that unless the absence of an ear-opening 
in Blepharosteres Gr ay anus be considered a generic character, that 
species must be included in Ablepharus. 

53. * Hemipodium Persieum, Steindachner. 

Hemipodion Persieum, Steindachner, Sitzungsher. Akad. Wiss. Wien. 1867, 
lv, p. 263, PI . I . 

There is a specimen of this species in the British Museum, received 
from Vienna, and said to have come from Kurdistan. The type is 
said to have been obtained by Kotschy in some part of Persia not 
specified. 

54. Anguis orientalis, Anderson,—De P. 

P. Z. S. 1872, p. 376, fig. 1. 
A. fragilis, Mén., Cat. Rais. No. 223, p. 66.—Eich., Faun. Casp.-Cauc, 

p. 98.—Be F . Viag, i n Persia, p. 355. 

A specimen obtained by Major St. John at Resht2, in Ghîlân, was 
described by Dr. Anderson as the type of a new species. I t is dis
tinguished from A. orientalis by the greater number of scales round 
the body (thirty one inch behind the head), and the greater division of 
the head shields. 

I have examined the type and compared it with A. fr agilis} and 
although the distinctions may possibly be individual, I think they are 
probably constant, and entitle the form to separation. The number of 
scales round the neck an inch behind the head is about thirty, but 
about half-way from the head to the vent there are only twenty-eight, 
and farther back twenty-six or less. Amongst several specimens 

1 Dr . Stoliczka says, L c. p. 174, that Blepharosteres differs from Ablepharus by the tota l 
absence of eyelids, but I do not th ink he had specimens of Ablepharus for comparison, 
for in all the species of that genus which I have seen, the eyelids are precisely i n the 
rudimentary form which he very clearly describes a«s occurring i n Blepharosteres. 

2 Misprinted Behst in the P. Z. S. 1. c. 
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of A. fragil is from Great Britain, France, and Italy which I have 
examined, I can find none possessing more than twenty-six rows of 
scales round the centre of the body. 

According to De Filippi, the Marquis Doria obtained A. fragilis 
at Tehran. Ménétries says it is common at Lankorân. I did not 
meet with it in Persia, nor could I find any Persian specimens in the 
museums at Turin and Genoa. 

The next two species belong to that division of the seincoid lizards 
which was raised by Dr. Gray to the rank of a distinct family under 
the name of Sepsidm ; and of the forms belonging to which a list with 
notes was given by Dr. Günther in the Proceedings of the Zoological 
Society for 1873, p. 340. I feel great doubt as to whether it is 
better to raise this subdivision to the rank of a family than to retain 
the name of Sehicidce for the whole group, because it appears to me 
that there is quite as much structural difference between Scincus, 
Enprepes and An guis, all of which are retained in the Scincidœ, as 
there is between any of them and Seps or Splienops. I n the same 
manner I cannot see any greater necessity for placing Ablepharus in a 
distinct family from Mabouya and Iiinulia on account of the absence 
of eyelids, than there is of removing Op/dops from the Lacertidee or 
Enhlepharis from the GecJcotidœ. 

55. Sphenocephaly tridactylus, Blyth. 

Blyth, Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, x x i i , 1853, p. 654. — Günther, Rept. B r i t . I n d . 
p. 98. 

I was constantly on the look-out for this curious sepsoid lizard in 
Baluchistân, but I never saw it. Specimens were, however, obtained 
by Major Euan Smith at Nasirabâd, in Sistân, and they are now in 
the British Museum. They differ in no respect from Panjâb 
specimens. 

58. Seps (Gongylus) ocellatus (Forsk.) 

Qongylus ocellatus, Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 377. 

Specimens obtained from Bushire by Major St. John have been 
described by Dr. Anderson, 1. c. I have compared one of them with 
African examples in the British Museum, with which i t agrees 
perfectly. 
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57. * OpMomorus miliaris (Pall.) 

Dum. et Bibr. Erp. G-én. p. 799. 
Anguis miliaris, Pall . Reise, i i , p. 718 ; Zoog. Ros. As. i i i , p. 54. 

Pallas states that a specimen of this peculiar limbless lizard was 
sent by S. G. Gmelin from Persia. The exact locality is not men
tioned ; it was probably Mazandarân or Ghîlân. 

Zygnopsis *, gen. nov. 

W . Blanf. A n n . and Mag. Nat . Hist . J u l y 1S74, xiv, p. 33. 

Genus affine Ophiomori, naribus inter dua scuta, unum supra, unum 
infra, supranasalibus eoniignis, seel membris quatuor clebilibus prœditum. 

This form resembles Ophiomorus in the character of its head scales, 
the nostrils being between two shields, an infranasal and a supranasal, 
the supranasals meeting behind the rostral. The central plates of the 
head, rostral, anterior frontal, vertical, and occipital are largely 
developed, as in many sepsoid forms. The essential distinction from 
OpMomorus is in the possession of small limbs, the fore-feet in the only 
species known being tetradactylous, the hind-feet tridactylous. I can 
detect no trace of an external ear. The teeth are blunt, small, almost 
hemispherical. The palate is not toothed, and the palatal fissure, 
which is rather broad, extends forward to the level of the eye. The 
tongue is flat and scaly, but appears not to be cleft at the end ; in the 
only specimen I have for examination, however, the tip of the tongue 
has dried slightly, and when fresh i t may have a minute emargination, 
as in Ablepharus. The eyes are very small, and the lower eyelid well 
developed but transparent, as in Ophiomorus. 

Ophiomorus is by Duméril and Bibron included in the family of 
Scincoïdiens or Eepidosaures, which comprises, besides the normal 
scincoids, Seps, Acontias, and other forms, which have been by Dr. Gray 
and other writers made the types of distinct families, distinguished 
principally by the characters of their nasal shields. Ophiomorus miliaris 
(Pall;) is thus made the type of the family Ophiomoridce, distinguished 
by having the nostrils between two plates, one above and one below. 
I feel, much doubt as to whether the importance of the exact form of 

1 Etym. Çvyris, the name of a lizard, and a name employed by Oken, Pitzinger, and 
Wicgman for the genus Seps, and ifyis, 'appearance.' 
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the nasal shields is sufficient to justify the foundation of families upon 
them, and, after all, the difference between some of the Sem ci J ce, e. g. 
Euprepes and Ophiomorus, consists only in the position of the nostril 
itself in the nasal shield ; in Euprepes it is in the middle of the shield, 
in Ophiomorus i t is on the upper margin ; in Seps, again, it is in the 
front edge of the nasal. I n all these forms we have a rostral shield, 
two nasals, one on each side, and two supranasals. I n Acontias these 
are all united into one shield, the reverse condition being seen in 
Anguis, in which the supranasals are divided into several shields. 

I f Seps and its allies are separated from the Scincidœ, I am inclined 
to think that Ophiomorus, Acontias, and perhaps Anguis should be 
placed with them. I n all there is a tendency to the development of 
the central plates of the head at the expense of the lateral plates, and 
the limbs are weak or deficient. But weak limbs are also common 
amongst the true scinques, and there is no trenchant character by which 
the sepsoid forms can be distinguished. 

58. Zygnopsis brevipes, "W. Blanf. Pl. XXVII, fig. 4, 4 a. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat . Hist . 1. c. 

ï . Sâadatabâd, Sarjân, between Kannân and 
Shirâz, South Persia . . . . . . . . 5500 

Z. corpore elongato, pedibus brevïbus, anticis digitis 4, posticis 3 in-
structis, capite conico, rostro rotundato ; sento verticali magno, postice 
latiore, ad latera emarginato ; occipitali magno, margine anteriore concava, 
postica valde convexâ ; prœoeeipitalibns nullis, postoccipitalibus minoribus 
obi 1 eque elongatis ; oculis parvis, palpebris inferìorìbus transparentibus ; meatu 
auditorio nullo ; squamis corporis leevibus, in medio corpore in 22 series 
longitudinales disposìtis ; grisea, longitudinalìterfusco-fasciata. 

Ilab. hattfl proemi a Kannân in Persia meridionali. 
Description :—Porm anguiform, slender ; body elongate, cylindrical ; 

the tail in the only specimen is imperfect, but must have been 
of considerable length, and diminishes in size very slowly. The head 
is conical, muzzle rounded; no trace of external ears; eyes small; 
lower eyelid well developed, transparent. The legs are small and 
rudimentary; the fore-foot when laid forward not extending half 
the distance to the snout, and falling far short of the mouth; 
the hind-leg about one-fifth of the length from the thigh to the 
shoulder, and about equal to the distance from the shoulder to 
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the eye. The fore-foot has four toes, the third a little the longest ; 
the hind-foot three toes, the third the longest ; all the toes, normally, 
are clawed, hut some have lost their claws. Feet covered with smooth, 
imbricate scales, the toes with cross-plates below. Scales of the body 
smooth, all equal in size, in twenty-two longitudinal series round the 
middle of the body. Length of the only specimen, from the snout to 
the anus, 4 in., head 0.3, fore-limb 0.33, hind-limb 0.6. 

Head plates :—The rostral rather large, extending to the upper 
surface of the head. The nostrils are in the upper part of the nasal 
shield, their upper margin formed by the supranasals, which are 
rather larger than the nasals, and meet in a broad suture behind the 
rostral. Prefrontal rather large, hexagonal, broader than long ; i t 
has a broad concave hinder margin, into which the front of the vertical 
fits. Postfrontals small, pentagonal, widely separated. Vertical very 
large, bell-shaped, with its broadest portion behind, and its posterior 
margin rather convex, meeting the occipital in a broad suture, its 
lateral margins rather deeply emarginate, each being cut out by a re
entering angle near the hinder edge. No prseoccipitals ; they are repre
sented by two small rhomboidal shields, one on each side, between the 
hinder outer margin of the vertical and the postoccipital. Superciliaries 
four on each side, the second from the front the longest, its hinder angle 
on the inside projecting and fitting into the lateral emargination of the 
vertical. The anterior and posterior superciliaries are in contact with 
the granular scales of the small upper eyelid ; a narrow shield between 
the eyelid and each of the central superciliaries. Occirntal large, 
subtriangular, with the anterior angles truncated, anterior margin 
concave, hinder angle rounded. Postoecipitals represented by two 
obliquely elongate shields running along the outer margins of the 
occipital, and not meeting behind it. Two loreals, both longer than 
high, the anterior one in contact with the prefrontal, a small prse-
ocular behind the last. Lower eyelid transparent, a row of small 
shields beneath i t separating it from the supralabials. Temporal 
region on each side covered by two large shields, that in front extend
ing from the supralabials to the postoccipital, the hinder one touching 
the postoccipital only. Supralabials seven, the fifth the largest, 
fifth and sixth below the eye, the seventh much less in height than 
the others. Infralabials about six ; mental rather small with two 
shields stretching across the chin behind it, and other enlarged shields 
along the edge of the lower labials. 
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Colour palo brownish grey, with longitudinal dark lines. Of these 
there are t wo narrow ones in the centre of the back and tail extending 
on io the head shields, and a much broader band from the nostril, 
through the eye, extending down the upper part of each side above the 
limbs and dividing into two lines on the tail. 

The head is slightly injured, but not so much so as to render the 
plates indistinct. The only specimen obtained was brought to me 
at Sâadatabâd, a village in Sarjân, about 100 miles south-west of 
Karm&n on the road to Shirâz, together with several specimens of 
HUM eves auratus* All were dead, and had been more or less injured in 
being captured, the people looking upon them as poisonous, a common 
belief with regard to all anguiform lizards. 

OPHIDIA. 

FAMILY T Y P H L O P I D ^ E . 

59. Typhlops Persicus, W. Blanf. PL XXVH, fig. 5, 5 a, 5 b. 

A n n . and Mag. Nat. His t . J u l y 1874, xiv, p. 34. 

I , 2. Hi l l s , north-east of Sarjân, between K a r m i n 
and Shirâz .. . . . . . . . . 8000 

T. purpziraseenti-brunneus, fere unicolor, subtus viœ pallidior, autice 
panini attenuatus; sento rostrali mediocri, subtus partim angustìor e, fr oro
nasale latitudine haud œquante ; nasali cum frontonasals supra narem 
juncto ; prœocnlari antice valde convesco, oculare longitudine suhœquante ; 
frontonasalibus post rostrale approwimatis, prœfrontali frontali, inter
parietal^ Sîipra-ocularibus, parietalïbusque subœqualibus, squamas dorsales 
latitudine panilo eweedentibus ; squamis corporis in series longi
tudinales atque 376-390 transversas dispositis s caudd brevi, mucronata 
serìebus 9 squamarum eireumdatd. 

Hab. in Persia meridionali. 
Description :—Body nearly cylindrical, rather thin, very little thicker 

behind than in front ; the circumference in the middle is one-fifteenth 
of the total length. The tail is about equal in length to the width of 
the head, it is curved downward and terminates in a minute spine. 
Series of longitudinal scales twenty-four in one specimen, twenty-two 
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in the other ; transverse rows 376-390, of which nine arc round the 
tail. Length of the largest specimen 10.5 in., of the others rather 
less. 

The rostral shield occupies about one-third of the surface of 
the head above, wrhere its lateral margins are parallel ; below 
it is a little narrower, but not much. Nostril lateral ; a suture 
runs from its lower margin to the second supralabial, dividing the 
fronto-nasal from the nasal, but these two plates are united above the 
nostril, and those on the opposite sides of the head are close together, 
but do not quite touch each other behind the rostral. Pra?ocular 
where broadest, which is just behind the nostril, of equal breadth with 
the ocular ; the anterior margin of the former shield is very convex, and 
its distance from the nostril less than the breadth of the rostral below 
the snout. Eyes distinct ; the ocular shield is slightly convex in front 
above the eye, nearly straight below it, and it extends back as far as 
the last supralabial does. The parietals, interparietal, frontal \ pre
frontal, and supraoculars differ but little from each other in size ; all 
are rather broader than the neighbouring shields of the back. Four 
supralabials increasing regularly in size backwards ; the first is very 
minute, and in contact with the rostral and nasal ; the second touches 
the nasal, frontonasal, and praeocular; the third ascends somewhat 
between the prseocular and ocular ; the fourth is large, and situateti 
below the ocular. 

Colour dull rufous brown, rather paler below ; all the scales uniform 
in colour. 

This form is evidently closely allied to T. Si/riaeus2, Jan, * Icon. Oph.' 
p. 15, livr. 3, PL IV, V, fig. 5, but distinguished by having the 
dorsal scales of the same colour throughout, instead of being parti
coloured, whitish in front, light yellowish brown behind, as tiny are 
said to be in 1\ St/riacus. Compared too with Jan's figure, the Persian 
Typ/ilojjs differs in having the central plates of the head broader, the 
ocular and prœocular wider, the anterior margin of the last-named 
shield more convex and extending to much nearer the nostril, and the 
labials much more unequal in size, the posterior one being much 
larger. 

Compared with T. vermicular is, the present species may be distin-
1 This shield is unequally divided obliquely in one specimen. 
2 Strauch, Mem. Acad. I m p . St. Pet. x x i , No. 4, p. 27, note, shows that T. Synacm h 

probably identical with T. vermkidaris, Merr . 
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guished by the division between the nasal and fronto-nasal shields not 
extending above the nostril, by the scales of the back being uniformly 
coloured, by the head being longer in proportion to its breadth, and 
the rostral shield comparatively narrower, both above and below. In 
T. vermeidet ris the fronto-nasal is narrower than the rostral ; in 
T. Persicus the reverse is the case. 

60. * T. vermicularis, Merr.—De F . 

Strauch states ('Schlangen des Russischen Reichs in Mem. Acad. 
Imp. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 28) that specimens of this blind snake, 
captured by Hohenacker at Lankorân, exist in the museum at St. 
Petersburg. The same Typ/dops was found by De Filippi rather 
common at Erivan, by Ménétries at Tiflis and at Baku, and it appears 
to abound in the Transcaucasian provinces generally. Major St. 
John informs me that he has seen a species near Tehran which is pro
bably the same, and I have little doubt of its existence in Ghîlân and 
Mazandarân. 

FAMILY E K Y C I D J E . 

61. E r y x jaculus, (L.)—De F . 

Anguis colubrina jaCulus eb cerastes, L i n n Syst. Nat . i , pp. 390, 391. 
Eryx jaculus, Dana, et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vi i , p. 463.—Gray, Cat. Y ip . etc. Snakes, 

B r i t . Mus. p. 109.—Strauch, Mem. Acad. I m p . St. Pet. xx i , No. 4, p. 29. 
E . Turcicus, Eichwalcl, Zool. Spec, i i i , p. 176; Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 124, PI. 

X V I I . 
Eryx jaculus, var. Teherana, Jan, De F. Viag, in Persia, p. 354. 

ï . Saidabad, 100 miles south-west of Karman .. 6000 
2. Between Karman and Shirâz (label illegible) . . — 
3. Kohrud, north of Isfahan . .. . 7000 

Asiatic specimens of Eryx jaculus appear always to have the 
scales of the tail less strongly keeled than African ; but I am not 
sure that the distinction is sufficiently marked to justify separation. 
In the three Persian examples the scales are rather convex than keeled, 
and in a specimen in the British Museum from Krasnovodsk, east of 
the Caspian Sea, larger than any collected by me, only a few scales on 
the upper part of the tail near its base are convex, those near the end 
of the tail being flat and smooth. 

VOL. I I , D d 
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There is much variation in the head scales, and in the colouration 
of this species. The specimens brought by Doria from Tehran, and 
which Prof. Jan described as his var. Teller ana, differ somewhat in 
colour from those obtained in Egypt, and have smaller head scales, 
there being eleven to twelve round the eye instead of ten, and twelve 
supralabials instead of nine or ten. But one of my specimens from 
Southern Persia agrees in these characters with Egyptian examples. 
The number of scales round the middle of the body in the specimens 
examined by Jan was forty-five. In the specimen from Saidabad the 
series are forty-seven to fifty round the middle of the body, in that 
from between Karman and Shirâz forty-four to forty-seven, in that 
from Kohrud forty-seven is also the highest number. I n the specimen 
from Krasnovodsk I count fifty. I n all cases the largest number is to be 
found about half-way from the head to the tail, the number diminishing 
both in front and behind. 

I n two of the specimens the nostril is between three scales, an 
anterior and a posterior nasal and an anterior frontal. I n the Kohrud 
specimen these three plates are united above the nostril, but the two 
lower are separated below. 

The number of ventral and subcaudal shields and the total length 
in the three specimens respectively are :— 

veutrals. subcaudals. length. t a i l . 

i n . i n . 
I . i 8 o 29 13 1-55 
2. 189 34 8.5 I 

3- 180 20 17.5 1-5 

Colour pale brown, with irregular spots, largest along the middle of 
the back, smaller on the sides, and chiefly composed of blackish longi
tudinal lines along the edges of the scales. 

This does not appear to be a very common snake in Persia. One 
specimen brought to me was found in a stable. The pupil is vertical, 
and the animal nocturnal in its habits. 

Eryx elegans1 (Gray), from Afghanistan {Cursoria elegans, Gray, 
Cat. Sn. Brit. Mus. pp. 84, 107, and Günther, Eept. Brit. Ind. p. 333), 

1 The following was w r i t t e n before I saw Dr . Strauch's recently published * Schlangen 
des Bussischen Reichs/ i n which, p. 34, note 7, he comes to the same conclusions re
specting Cursoria elegans, and on precisely the same grounds. 
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may probably be found in North-eastern Persia. The type speci
men in the British Museum continues to be unique, and I was at 
first disposed to look upon it as possibly a variety of the present 
species ; but the scales on the body are much larger, being in 
only thirty-five or thirty-six rows round the middle, and the muzzle 
is blunter. I was inclined to doubt whether the latter difference 
miĝ ht not be due to injury or contraction, as the specimen is 
much dried ; but Dr. Günther thinks not, and he is most likely to 
be coxTect, from his long experience of museum specimens. The 
tail scales appear smooth, but most of them are decorticated, and 
in that state the scales of E. jaculus also lose all convexity or 
carination, whilst a few in E. elegans, which retain the epidermis, 
appear to me slightly convex, and in any case, as I have shown, this 
character is variable, so that I have no hesitation in placing E. elegans 
in the same genus as E. jaculus, although it appears to be a distinct 
species. I t certainly differs no more from E. jaculus than the latter 
does from E. Joluiii. 

Of the family Calamariäcc I cannot ascertain that any form has as 
yet been met with in Persia. In the Catalogue of the Colubrine 
Snakes in the British Museum, p. 61, a specimen of Calamaria 
coronella, Schlegel, is quoted from that country, but Dr. Günther 
informs me that he has since ascertained that this is a mistake, the 
specimen being really American. 

FAMILY COLUBRIDiE. 

62. Cyelophis modestus, (Martin). 

Coronella modesta, Mart in , P. Z. S. 1838, p. 82. 

AUabes modestus, Gunther, Cat. Col. Sn. Br i t . Mus. p. 27.—P. Z. S. 1S64, p. 
489.—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. x x i , No. 4, p. 36, Pl . I , fig. 1. 

Eirenis collaris, Jan, partim, Archiv, p. la Zool. Genova, i i , p. 256; ? Icon. 
Oph. l ivr . 15, P l . I V , fig. i , 2. 

1. Kohrud, north of Isfahan .. . . .. • 8000 
2. Lura valley, north of Tehran, Elburz mountains .. 6000 

I t appears to me that the most important distinction between the 
genera Ahlales and CyclojoMs consists in the presence of two nasal 
shields in the former and only one in the latter. The genus Eirenis 

D d % 
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of Jan was proposed for species of Allâtes wi th united nasals, and i t is 
consequently identical w i t h Cyelophls. 

The following is a description of the Persian specimens, which differ 
hut l i t t le from each other. Head distinct from trunk, rather de
pressed ; snout short, rounded ; body cylindrical, moderately stout ; 
ta i l of moderate length. Scales smooth, i n seventeen longitudinal rows. 
Ventrais 168 i n one, 156 i n the other specimen; anal divided; sub-
caudals i n sixty-four to sixty-eight pairs. I n one specimen the shield 
before the anal is divided, and the second and third pairs of sub-
caudals are united. Length of the Kohrud specimen 20 in. , of which 
the tail measures 4.5 ; of the Karij specimen the whole length is 
31 in. , tail 5.5. Both are males. 

The rostral is broader than high, just reaching the upper surface of 
the head. Prefrontals quite as long as the postfrontals, and about two-
thirds their breadth, the median suture of both rather oblique. Vertical 
square in front, its lateral margins very slightly converging behind. 
Occipitals rather broad i n front and i n contact w i t h both postoculars. 
slightly rounded behind ; they are about one-third longer than the 
vertical. Nasals about twice as long as high, and higher i n front than 
behind, the nostril i n their centre. Loreal small, square. One prae-
ocular, which just reaches the upper surface of the head, but is widely 
separated from the vertical ; two postoculars equal to each other. 
Temporals 1 + 2 + 3. Supralabials seven, the t h i r d and fourth 
entering the orbit ; eight infralabials. Two elongate pairs of chin 
shields, the first twice the length of the hinder pair, and i n contact 
w i t h four or five pairs of infralabials. Pupil round. Teeth small 
and equal. 

Colour grey wi th an olive tinge when l iving, greyish brown i n 
spirit. A few faint darker spots forming imperfect transverse bands 
on the back. No trace of a collar. Lower parts yellowish white. 

The type of Coronella modesta, Mart in , was brought from the Eu
phrates valley. This species has also been found i n Palestine (Günther, 
P. Z. S. 1864, p. 489), Syria, Transcaucasia, and the neighbouring 
countries. 

Tj/ria argonauta, Eichwald, Bul l . Soc. Nat. Mose. 1839, i i , p. 306, 
and Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 114, Pl . X X V I , fig. 1, %, is referred to the 
present species by Günther, Jan, and Strauch, but i t appears to be 
distinguished by having two prseoculars. Jan, who unites Ablales 
deeemlineatus, Dum. et Bibr., and forms belonging to the present 
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Scales smooth, in fifteen very regular longitudinal rows without 
any apical groove. Body and tail moderate ; head scarcely distinct 
from neck. 

Nasal shield single. Loreal present, small and square. One anterior, 
two posterior oculars. Rostral very l i t t le broader than high. A l l 
the frontals broader than long, and rather pointed exteriorly; the 
anterior subtriangular, about half the size of the posterior. Vertical 
nearly square in front, sides straight and parallel for some dis
tance back, then eonverging with a curve. Superciliaries nearly as 
broad i n front as behind. Occipitals comparatively large, nearly twice 
as long as the vertical, slightly rounded behind. One prrcocular 
not extending to the upper surface of the head; two postoculars 
nearly equal to each other. Temporals i - M . Seven upper labials, 
the third and fourth enter the orbit. Eight lower labials. Two pairs 
of subequal chin shields, neither very elongate, the anterior each in 
contact with four, the posterior with two lower labials. Ventrais 174 
and 171 ; anal divided ; subcaudals in 55 and 54 pairs. 

Colour in spirits nearly uniform grey ; a black half-collar three or 
four scales broad on the nape, interrupted beneath, commencing just 
behind the occipitals. I n one specimen there is a black band between 
the eyes, and a line from the end of i t running inward and backward 
on to the occipitals. This band is but faintly indicated on the other 
specimen. 

64. C. fasciatus (Jan). 

Eirenis fasciatus, Jan, Archiv, p. la Zool. Genova, ii, p. 260.—Icon. Oph. 
livr. xv, Pl. V, fig. 2. 

ï. Dehgirdü, about half-way between Shiraz and 
Isfahan .. .. .. .. .. SoOO 

This specimen agrees excellently i n colour w i t h the description and 
figure of Jan's type from Palestine. The only differences i n the head 
shields are that the prefrontals i n the Persian form are of the same 
length as the postfrontals, whereas i n the 'Iconographie des Ophidiens5  

the former are represented as shorter ; and i n the specimen collected by 
me the occipitals are much broader i n front, coming down so far as to 
touch both postoculars. The anterior temporal is consequently 
elongate and narrow, and only in contact with the lower post ocular. 
I n Jan's figure the anterior temporal is represented as much broader 
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and i n contact w i t h both postoculars, whilst the occipital only reaches 
the upper one. The scales are represented as minutely puncticulate 
i n C. fasciatus, which they are not i n my specimen. 

The following is a description of the Persian specimen. Head short, 
depressed, rather broader than the neck; snout short, rounded. Body 
cylindrical, rather stout. Scales smooth, diamond-shaped, but w i t h 
the terminal points truncated or rounded, i n fifteen rows. Ventrals 
158; anal divided; subcaudals i n 63 pairs (the second, t h i r d , and 
fourth behind the anus undivided i n the specimen obtained). There 
are about ten short equal teeth on each side of the upper jaw and 
of the palate. Length 13.5 in. , of which the t a i l measures 3.25. 

Head plates :—Rostral broader than high. Anterior frontals of equal 
length w i t h the postfrontals, and rather more than half as large ; the 
sutures of both pairs of frontals oblique. Vertical pentagonal, 
square i n front, lateral margins straight and parallel. Superciliaries 
about equally broad before and behind. Occipitals about 1J times as 
long as the vertical, rather broad i n front, and i n contact w i t h both 
postoculars, sl ightly rounded behind. Nasal nearly twice as long as 
i t is high, w i t h the nostril i n the centre. A small square loreal, much 
less i n height than the nasal. One prseocular, not reaching the top 
of the head. Two postoculars of equal size. Temporals 1 + 2, the 
first an elongate shield, only touching the lower portion of the lower 
postoeular i n front. Eye moderately large, pupi l circular. Seven 
upper labials, the t h i r d and fourth enter the orbit; seven lower labials. 
Two pairs of elongate chin shields, the anterior i n contact w i t h four 
infralabials, the second, about half the length of the anterior, i n con
tact w i t h the fourth and fifth. 

Colour (noted when fresh) sandy grey, w i t h numerous narrow sl ightly 
waved cross-bands of brownish olive on the back, breaking into spots 
on the sides and tai l . Belly salmon colour ; the anterior portion of 
each ventral shield brown near the sides. Head above sandy, w i t h 
small rather diffused spots of brown ; labials white, the hinder edges 
of the upper labials brown. 

The only specimen obtained was found amongst stones on a dry 
barren hill-side, at an elevation of 8000 feet above the sea, at Dehgirdü, 
about half-way between Shirâz and Isfahân on the summer route. 
L i k e most of the Coronellinœ, i t was very gentle, not attempting to bite 
when handled. 
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65. * C . frenatus, Günther.. 

Cat Colubr. Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 120—Eept. Brit. lud p 230, Pl. X I X , fig 1. 

The type of this species was said to be from Afghanistan. A speci
men now i n the British Museum was obtained by Captain J ones i n 
Mesopotamia, so there can be l i t t le or no doubt of its occurrence i n 
Persia. I t is somewhat startling to learn that i t also occurs i n the 
Khasi Hi l ls in North-eastern India, a locality with a fauna differing 
i n every respect from that of Afghanistan and Persia, but there is a 
specimen i n the British Museum brought by Dr. Jerdon. I confess 
that even on such high authority I have much difficulty i n believing 
that this snake is found i n both localities. 

C. frenatus has fifteen rows of scales round the body, ventrals 165, 
subcaudals i n 95 pairs. There is a small square loreal, one prse-
and two post-oculars. The vertical is broad i n front, the lateral 
margins converging much behind. Seven upper labials, the th i rd and 
fourth entering the orbit ; temporals large, 1 + %. The head is rather 
broad and short, distinct from the neck. The body and head are 
uniform olive above, yellowish below; three black stripes from the 
side of the head down the anterior portion of each side, one from the 
eye, another from the throat along the edges of the ventral plates, the 
th i rd intermediate. 

66. C. Persicus, Anderson, Pl. X X V I I I , figs. i 3 1 a, 1 b. 

P. Z. S. 1872, p. 392, fig. 8. 

ï. Niriz, east of Shiraz .. .. .. .. .. 5000 

C. corpore elongato, sentis ventralihus 194-216, squamis corporis 
in 15 series longitudinales dispositis, sento loreali nullo, prœocnlari 
uno, postociilari quoque unico; verticali pentagonali, lateribus parallelis ; 
capite colloque supra nigris, corpore pallide olivaceo, sultus pallidiore. 

Hah. in Persia meridionali. Specimen typicum a Bushire allatum 
frìsse dicitur. 

Owing to a very serious misprint i n the description of this species 
i n the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, by which the number of 
ventral shields was given as 144, instead of 194, and also to the head 
of the only specimen obtained by me being narrower than that of 
Dr. Anderson's type, I supposed that the two specimens represented 
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distinct species unti l I compared them. There are one or two other 
misprints or slight mistakes in the description of C. Persicus, due 
to the paper having been printed i n the author's absence, and I 
therefore give a fresh description. 

Description :—Head rather short, broader than the neck i n the type, 
though scarcely so in the Nir iz specimen ; snout depressed, obtuse ; 
body cylindrical, slender ; tail moderate. Scales of the body smooth, 
rather short, rhomboidal w i t h slightly blunted apex and no apical 
groove, in fifteen rows. Ventrals 194-216, not angulatc at the sides ; 
anal divided; subcaudals in 74 to 77 pairs, the third pair behind 
the anus undivided i n one specimen. Isodont, there being about 
twelve or fourteen short equal teeth on each side of the upper 
jaw ; palatine teeth small, equal. Length of one specimen 13.5 in. , 
the tai l being rather more than 3 ; of the other, 16 in . , of which 
the tai l is 3.5. 

Head plates :—Rostral shield very low, just reaching to the upper 
surface of the head. Anterior frontals rather broader than long, very 
l i t t le inferior in size to the postfrontals, which are the same length 
but much broader, extending to the side of the head, and nearly 
touching the second labial on each side. Yertical nearly twice as long 
as broad, wi th a very obtuse angle in front ; lateral margins parallel, 
hinder margins slightly rounded. Superciliaries as broad behind as i n 
front ; occipitals rather broad in front, extending to the side of the 
head behind part of the postocular, rounded behind. Nasal shield 
long, triangular, highest in front, pointed behind, only just touching 
the pra?ocular ; the nostril is situated about the middle of the shield. 
No loreal. One prse- and one post-ocular, both of moderate size, 
neither extending to the upper surface of the head. Temporals 1 4-1. 
Upper labials seven ; the third and fourth enter the orbit ; seven 
lower labials. Two pairs of elongate chin shields, the first in contact 
w i t h four lower labials, the second with one ; the second about half 
the size of the first. 

Colour (noted when fresh) :—Head and anterior portion of neck above 
black, this colour coming down the sides of the neck to below the 
gape ; lower portion of the upper labials white ; black patches on the 
anterior lower labials. The remainder of the body is pale olive, rather 
lighter below than above. I n the type specimen described by Dr. 
Anderson the black of the head is divided by a pale transverse band 
across the occipitals (fig. 1 b). 
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This species agrees w i t h C. cala-maria, Günther, and C. nasalis, 
Gunther, i n h a v i n g no separate loreal ; h u t i t is easily distinguished 
from both of them by having only one postocular, and b y the much 
larger number of ventral shields. I am not quite sure t h a t i t ought 
not to be separated from Cyclop/iis as a distinct genus on account of 
i ts elongate form, but as similar variation exists i n the allied genus 
Ablahes, i n one species of which, A. Humberti, I have found the ventral 
shields vary f rom 155 to 240 (Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1871, p. 174), 
I hesitate to propose a new generic name for i t . I n its slender 
form i t approaches Homalosoma. 

The figures i n the plate are of the natural size. F i g . 1 represents 
the specimen from N i r i z , 1 a being the head w i t h the colouration 
omitted to show the form of the head shields ; T b is the head of the 
typical specimen described b y D r . Anderson. 

67. * Coronella austriaca, Laur. 

Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 43. 
Coluber nehidosus, Men. Cat. Rais. No. 239, p. 73. 

Zacholis lœvis, Eichwald, Pauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 118. 

Coronella austriaca, var. Caucasica, Jan, Archiv, p. 1. Zool. Genova, ii, p. 
250. 

The type of Ménétries's Coluber nebnlosus, which Strauch has iden
tified w i t h Coronella austriaca, was obtained from the Tâlish mountains, 
w i t h i n the Persian boundary. The species has not hi therto been 
found elsewhere i n Persia, but i t is common i n the Caucasus and i n 
Georgia. 

The above are the only species of colubrine snakes belonging to the 
Coronella group w h i c h have, so far as I know, actually been found i n 
Persia. Two other species were described by M a r t i n from the collec
tions brought back b y the Euphrates expedition, under the names of 
Coronella multicincta and C.joulclira, (P. Z. S. 1838, p. 82). As however 
only the colours were described, and the types do not appear, as i n the 
case of Coronella modesta, t o have been preserved i n the B r i t i s h 
Museum, i t is impossible to identi fy these species. 
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68. *Sphalerosopkis microlepis, Jan.—De F. 

fyhaìeroxophia miciolepis, Jan, De F. Viag, in Persia, p. 356. 
Loxodon1 ìiiìcrolepis, Jan, Icon. Opli. livr. 20, PI. I I I . 

Of this very interesting form the original specimen was obtained 
by the Marquis Doria in Lâristân, on his journey from Bandar Abbas 
to Shiraz. I t could not be found when I was i n Turin, so that I have 
had no opportunity of examining i t , and I am only acquainted w i t h i t 
from the description and the figure quoted above. Judging from the 
latter, i t appears to approach i n character to Zamenis diadema. The 
following is a translation of Professor Jan's description: ( I envploy 
Giinther's names for the head shields, as I have done throughout, 
instead of Duméril and Bibron's, which Jan uses). 

c Splialerosophis, n. gen. Belongs to the family of the Cohbridœ and 
has somewhat the appearance of Periods, but is distinguished by the 
following generic characters. Anterior portion of the head covered above 
by twenty to twenty-five small irregular shields i n the place of the 
prse- and post-frontals ; behind these are a vertical, two superciliaries, 
and two occipitals. Eye entirely surrounded by ten to thirteen small 
shields of various shapes, which separate i t entirely from the labials. 
Rostrah truncate at the apex, with six well-marked angles. Nasal 
divided. Loreal and temporals replaced by small and numerous scales. 
Upper labials fourteen or fifteen, lower fifteen to seventeen. Two pairs 
of chin shields. Scales of the body small, smooth, convex, arranged i n 
forty-one to forty-three longitudinal series. Anal entire. Subcaudals 
double. Teeth of the upper jaw smooth, equal i n size, without 
interval. 5 

£ Sp/ialerosophis microlepis, Jan. Ground colour that of the chamois 
(or rather of café au lait). Above there are blackish rectangular 
spots, narrow and transverse to the back, flanked by others, longitu
dinal near the neck, farther back smaller, subquadrate and alternating ; 
a black stripe runs from the eyes and is prolonged to behind the 
mouth. Below the colour is yellowish, without spots/ 

£ The specimen obtained by Doria in Lâristân measures 4 ft. , head 

1 Loxodon appears to be a generic name invented by Professor Jan for this species 
because Sphcderosophis had been objected to. But Loxodon having been already applied 
by Falconer to a genus of elephants, cannot be used for tins snake. On the cover of the 
' livraison ' the generic name is printed Toxodon. 
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1.5 in . , tai l g\ in . Behind four or five pairs of gular scales there arc 
263 ventral and 100 double subcaudal shields.3 

'Another individual belonging to the Milan Museum, and appa
rently coming from Shirâz, is 28 im long and the ta i l 6 i n . I t is i n 
all respects similar to the first.5 

I t appears to me that this form is simply a Zamenis (or Periods) in 
which the division of the head scales has been carried farther than i n 
Z. diadema and its allies. I t resembles those species in its undivided 
anal and in its colouration. One character not mentioned in the 
preceding description, but shown i n Jan's plate, consists in the 
presence of two small pores at the apex of each scale. 

69. Zamenis diadema (Schi.), var.—De F. 

Coluber diadema, Schlegel, Essai Phys. Serp. ii, p. 148. 
Zamenis diadema, Gunther, Kept. Brit. Ind p. 252.—Anderson, P. Z. S. 1871, 

p. 174.—Stol. Proc. As. Soc. Bengal, 1872, p. 82. 
Periops par'atlelus, Geoff, var. Scliiraziana, Jan, De F . Viag, in Persia, p. 356. 

—Jan, Icon. Oph. livr. 20, Pl. I I . 
Z. Clifordii, Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 393.—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. 

Pet. xsi, No. 4, p. 105. 

ï. Samân, Dasht, Baluchistân .. ., .. — 
2. Zamrân, Baluchistân .. .. .. 2500 
3. Dizak, Baluchistan . . .. .. .. 4000 
4. East of Bampur, Baluchistân .. .. .. 2500 

5, 6. Karman, south-eastern Persia .. .. .. 5000 
7-11. Between Karman and Shiraz .. .. .. — 

I must confess feeling much doubt as to whether this species and its 
ally or variety Z. Cliff or di (Schi.) should not be separated from Zamenis 
and placed i n the genus Periops of Wagler, a genus admitted by 
Duméril and Bibron, though not by Günther, doubtless because of the 
difficulty of deciding to which generic group Coluber Âippocrepis, L. , 
the type of Periops, should be assigned. The circle of small plates 
round the eye, to which the genus owes its name, is occasionally 
found, as I shall show, i n Zamenis ventrimaculatus. There is a speci
men of Z. Jiippoerepis i n the British Museum with an undivided anal, as 
in Z. Cliff or di and Z. diadema, but this plate is usually bifid i n the first-
named species, as i n typical Zamenis. Similarly as regards dentition, 
the number of scales round the body, and other characters, Z. Hppo-
crepis is i n some respects allied to Z. Cliffordi, in others to typical 
Zamenis. On the other hand, i t is difficult to class Z. diadema, one of 
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the gentlest of snakes, in a genus which derives its name from its 
ferocity. 

I find i t almost equally difficult to decide whether Z. Clifford! 
(Sclil.), the African form, should be united to the Asiatic Z. diadema 
(Schi.) l , or whether the two should be kept distinct. Günther, in his 
£ Reptiles of Brit ish India, ' distinguishes the Indian form because of 
its having supplementary shields behind the frontals and of its ventrals 
being keeled. Both these characters are liable to variation. I have 
one specimen from near Karman, in which the post-frontals are in 
contact wi th the vertical, as i n Z. Clifford7, and i n scarcely any of the 
Persian examples is there more than slight angulation of the ventral 
shields, while even this appears to be wanting in adults. But I have 
kept the two races distinct, although there are evidently intermediate 
forms, precisely on the same principle on which I have kept Sylvia 
Perdoni separate from S. orp/iea ; the Eastern race being distinguished 
by constant characters, although the two forms blend where they 
meet. This is a different case from that of Zamenis ventrimaculatus, 
florulentus, and rAodorac/iis, amongst which all the forms appear to 
have nearly an equal range. 

I f the presence of four supplementary shields behind the post
frontals be a constant character i n the Indian form, the Persian race 
might be distinguished, for i n the latter there are almost as constantly 
three, as shown i n all my specimens except two, one of wdiich, as already 
mentioned, agrees with Z. Clifford!, and in the other, a large snake, 
the central supplementary shield is irregularly divided, not equally, as 
i n the Indian Z. diadema. J an also states that several specimens ex
amined by him had three scales behind the frontals. I n a snake, how
ever, which shows so much variation, and in which so many of the 
head shields are liable to division, the circumstance of the central 
supplementary frontal being single or double can scarcely be thought 
of sufficient importance for specific distinction, although each variety 
seems remarkably constant locally. 

The number of ventral scales appears about the same as given by 
Günther for Z. diadema, or about 340, but the subcaudals are i n only 
eighty-four to eighty-seven pairs i n several specimens i n which I 

1 I f they are united, the specific name diadema should have precedence, being em
ployed by Schlegel on p. 148» vol. ii, of the * Essai/ whilst Coluber CUfordii is not de
scribed before p 163. 
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lia ve counted them, instead of n o as in the Indian Z. diadema j and m 
one large specimen from Karman there are only sixty-six pairs. 

The keels on the scales of the hinder part of the body are very often 
faint or entirely wanting, in young specimens at all events. The 
largest specimen obtained, however, shows them distinctly. This 
specimen is lour feet long1 ; the snake doubtless grows to a larger 
size. 

I have never seen in Persia the rich red colouration described by 
Stoliczka as exhibited by males of the Indian variety. Young Persian 
specimens show very distinctly the colouration figured by Jan, and the 
following description was taken from a fresh specimen. Colour above 
sandy, wi th rather pale olive spots ; of these there is a row of peculiar 
shape, something like a c spread eagle,5 down the middle of the back, 
and smaller spots on the sides. On the head is a broad olive band 
between the eyes, the rest of the upper part of the head is more or less 
mottled wi th olive, and there is a spot on each occipital; a dark line runs 
back from the eye to the gape, and the posterior edge of the upper 
labials are olive. Lower parts whitish. 

I found this rather handsome snake common i n Baluchistan and 
Southern Persia. I t inhabits barren plains and h i l l sides, l iving, 
I expect, i n great measure upon insects. I t is very gentle, never 
attempting to bite, so far as I have seen, and I have had many in my 
hands alive. A t Genoa are specimens obtained by Doria at Tehran, so 
this species is doubtless found throughout Persia, and Strauch records 
its occurrence on the eastern shore of the Caspian Sea. 

70. Z. ventrimaculatus, (Gray).—De F. 

Coluber ventrimaculatus, Gray, Ind. Zool. ii, Pl. L X X X , fig. I (1834). 
C. florulentus, Sohlegel, Phys. des Serp. ii, p. 166 (1837). 
C. Chesnei, Martin, P. Z. S. 1838, p. 81. 
C. (Tyria) Karel'mii, Brandt, Bull. Acad. St. Pet. iii, p. 243 (1838). 
Zamenis florulentus, Dura, et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 693. 
Z. ventrimaculatus, Günther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus. p 105 ; Kept. Brit. 

Ind. p. 253. 
Z. 7-JiodoracMs, Jan, De P. Viag, in Persia, p. 356. 
Z. Persicus, Jan, Icon. Oph. livr. 23, Pl. I I , fig. 1.—Anderson,P. Z. S. 1872, 

P. 393-
Z. ladacensis, Anderson, Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, 1871, xl, Pt. 2, p. 16. 
Qonyosoma dorsale, Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 395, fig. 9. 
Zamenis Karelinii, Strauch, Mem. Acad. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. no, PI. I I I . 
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T. H i l n g , BalrieliLsUn . . . . . . . . . 2500 

2, 3, Zamuìn, Baluchistan .. 2500 
4 AskAn, Baluchistan . . •• 3000 
5. KalagAn, Baluohi.stûn .. • •• 350° 

6, 7. South of Uîgun, Narmashir, south-eastern PeiMa 3 0 D O 

S-io. KariiKin .. . . • 5 0 0 0 

11. Southern Perai a (° near SI liruz) .. .. — 
12 Cape Mass.iudmi, Arabian coast, entrance to 

Persian Gulf .. . . •. .. • • — 

I agree with Dr. Günther, to whom I am indebted for several of the 
preceding identifications, and especially that of Gouijosoma dorsale1, 
i n uniting all the supposed species above enumerated. This Zamenis 
is very variable, both i n colour and in the characters of the head 
shields. There are three well-marked forms found in the Persian area, 
all of which were described by Günther in his c Catalogue of Colubrine 
Snakes,' 1. c. 

Var. A . of Günther, the type of Dr. Gray's species, is a pale-coloured 
snake with black marks more or less developed on the back and head, and 
a black cross-band between the eyes, running back between the occipital 
shields and continued below the eyes on the labials. There is also a 
black temple streak. This, with the black marks rather more developed, 
is Coluber Cliesnei, Mart in, Zamenis Ladacensis, Anderson, and Zamenis 
Persicus, Jan, the figure of the last of which i n the c Iconographie des 
Ophidiens ' might almost have been taken from the type of Coluber 
Chesnei i n the Brit ish Museum. Coluber CJiesnei was brought from the 
Euphrates valley, and there are specimens i n the British Museum 
closely resembling i t from Bushire, whilst Anderson received specimens 
from Shirâz. I did not meet with this variety i n Baluchistan or 
Persia, but a young specimen was captured by Major Euan Smith at 
Kila-i-Fath, Sistân, which wants the transverse mark on the head. 
This individual, however, is chiefly curious from having all the labials 
below the eye div ided 2 , so that none of them enter the orbit, and the 
eye is surrounded below w i t h small shields as i n Z. Iiippocrepis, 
Z. Cliff ordii, etc. The ventrals are 218 i n number, subcaudals 
108. 

1 Since the above was written I have been able to examine the type of this species. It 
was rightly identified. 

3 I t appears to agree, both in colouration and the circumstance of having the eye sur
rounded by smaU shields below, with two specimens described by Strauch as varieties of 
Zamenis Kardtnii, Brandt, Mem. Acad, St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 113. 
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Var. B. of Günther, w i t h black-edg'ed ocelli, is not, so far as I know, 
found i n Persia ; hut var. C , ' Olive, without cross-bands, a broad rose-
coloured band along the whole back,' is the type of Jan's Z* rliodorachis 
and of Anderson's Gonijosoma dorsale. Jan says that i t is distinguished 
by having only nineteen rows of scales, whereas Z. florulentus {ventri
maculatus) has twenty-one, but he is i n error ; the latter species has 
usually only nineteen rows, and i n two specimens i n the British 
Museum, from Egypt, w i t h the colouring of Z. rliodorachis, one has 
nineteen, the other twenty-one rows. 

This form passes into another, to which some of the specimens 
collected by me belong, without the rose-coloured stripe down 
the back, but also without any indication of cross-bands. An i n 
dividual of this variety brought from Shiraz exists i n the Museo 
Civico of Genoa, and was identified by Jan with his Z. rliodorachis. 
This colouration again passes into the common Persian form, which is 
allied to Günther's var. D. I t is pale greyish-drab i n colour, w i t h 
darker cross-bands of varying breadth, often breaking up into spots, 
and with dusky or grey spots along the edges of the ventral shields. 
The head is uniformly coloured above, the lower parts pale. 

Of these different forms the most distinct is var. A., the true Zamenis 
reutrimaculatus, but all have the same peculiarly formed occipital 
shields, abruptly truncated behind *, and nine upper labials, of which 
usually the fifth and sixth enter the orbit. I n three of my specimens, 
however, two from Karman and one from Zamrân i n Baluchistân, the 
sixth supralabial is divided, so that there are three postoculars, and 
only the fifth supralabial enters the orbit. This form is Zamenis 
Karelinii (Brandt), but as the division of plates, and especially of the 
supralabials, is so common as almost to be characteristic of the genus 
Zamenis, I do not think the distinction specific. For i f i t be, why should 
not the variety already mentioned from Sistân, i n which none of the 
supralabials enters the orbit, also be distinguished ? I n all the forms of 
this snake the markings of the side of the head are similar, the pne-
and post-oculars being pale, and a spot under the eye and the hinder 
supralabials w i t h the temporal region dark coloured. The pupil is 
slightly elliptical horizontally, but becomes circular i n spirit. 

This is one of the commonest Persian snakes, and occurs throughout 
the whole country, both i n the highlands and lowlands, being found in 

1 I have in no case found the larger rounded scales mentioned by G-unther as occurring 
behind the occipitals. 
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semi-desert plains and on stony hill-sides. So far as I have seen, i t 
exhibits l i t t le or none of the ferocity characteristic of some species of 
Zamenis. 

71. *Zamenis Caspius (Iwan).—De F . 

Coluber Caspius, Iwan, Voy. en Russ. i, p. 317, Pl. X X I (1769), teste Strauch. 
C. atrovirens, Shaw, Zool. iii, p. 449. 
Heemorrhois trabalis, Boie, Eichw. Faun. Casp-Cauc. p. 113. 
Zamenis mridiflavus, Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 686. — De E . Viag, in 

Persia, p. 350. 
Z. trabalis, Dum. et Bibr. 1. c. p. 689. — Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. 

xxi, No. 4, p. 116. 
Z* atrovirens, Gunther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 101. 

I did not obtain this species. There are two specimens i n the 
museum at Genoa, collected by the Marquis G. Doria. One of these 
is from Tehran, and has the colouration of European specimens (Z. atro
virens, var. viridiflavus). The other is from Hamadân, and is of a bluish 
grey colour, wi th numerous small black spots much broken up by the 
general ground colour. This appears to approach the form distin
guished by some authors as Zamenis Caspius, var. trabalis {FLcemorrliois 
trabalis of Boie and Eichwald). 

72. *Z. Dahlü (Fitz.)—•De F. 

Coluber ocellata, Mén. Cat. Bais. p. 70. 

Tyria najadum, Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 115, Pl. X X V I I , fig. 1, 2. 
Zamenis JDahlii, Dum. et Bibr, Erp. Gert, vii, p. 692.—Günther, Cat. Col. Sn. 

Brit. Mus. p. 107.—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xxi, Ko. 4, p. 123. 
Tyria Dahlii, De F . Viag, in Persia, p. 355. 

This snake also escaped my researches. I t was obtained at Isfahân 
by Doria, the specimen being preserved at Genoa, and two specimens 
were in Aucher-Eloy's collection. Eichwald and Ménétries state that 
it is found i n the Tâlish mountains near the Caspian. 

73. Z. Bavergieri, (Ménétries).—De F. 

Coluber maculatus1, Dwigubsky (1832), 
C. Eavergierì, Mén. Cat. Kais. p. 69, No, 235 (1832). 

1 This name cannot be adopted because there is a previous Coluber maculatus of 
Merrem. The quotation of Dwigubsky's name is of course taken from Strauch *s 
Memoir ' On the Snakes of Russia/ 

VOL. I I . E e 
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Zamenis caudœlineatus, Günther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 104.—Jan, Icon. 
Oph. livr. 23, Pl. I I I . 

Periops caudcslineatus, Jan.—Be P. Viag, in Persia, p. 255. 
Zamenis Ravergieri, Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 128. 
Z. Fedtschenkoi, Strauch, ib. p. 135, Pl. I V . 

ï. Karmân .. .. .. .. .. 5000 
2. Between Karmân and Shirâz .. .. .. — 

3-5. Southern Persia, near Shirâz .. 4000-6000 
6, 7. Kohrüd, north of Isfahan .. .. .. .. 7000 

Jan, i n his notes on De Filippi's snakes, places this species i n 
Periops with Z. Âippoerepis and Z. CI iff ordii, but i n his c Iconographie' he 
restores i t to Zamenis. I should have thought that i f i t be removed 
from Zamenis i t should be placed i n Tropidonotns, from which genus 
i t is only distinguished by its more numerous ventral shields and the 
tendency to division i n some of its labials, for some Tropidonoti have the 
same dentition as Zamenis. 

The scales are usually smooth i n the anterior portion of the body, 
keeled behind. The number of rows of scales is normally twenty-one, 
but not imfrequently twenty-three i n parts of the body, and less 
commonly nineteen. There is usually a small shield below the loreal, 
and i n one specimen two are present. The colouration is very constant, 
but i n two specimens, from Shiraz and Kohrud, the ta i l is spotted as 
well as the body ; not streaked. This is the form called Z. Fedtschenîcoi 
by Strauch, my specimens being somewhat intermediate i n colouration 
between Straueh's species, which he considers as probably only a 
variety, and the true Z. Ravergieri, and proving clearly that the two 
pass into each other. 

I have no notes of the habits of this species. A l l the specimens 
obtained were, I believe, brought to me. 

Z. Ravergieri appears to be found throughout the Persian plateau, 
for besides the localities quoted i t has been found at Tehran by Doria, 
and at Shâhrud, south of Astrabâd, by Christoph (Strauch, 1. c ) . I n 
the Brit ish Museirm are specimens from Shiraz and Kurdistan. Out
side of Persia i t has been found i n Transcaucasia, i n Palestine, and i n 
some of the countries to the east of the Caspian. 

74. Tropidonotus natrix (L.) 

Bum, et^Bibr. JBrp. Gén. vii, p. 533.—Günther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 61. 
—Anderson, P. Z. S, 1872, p. 393. 
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Colaler natrix, scutatus, Persa et minutus, Pall. Zoog. Ros. As. iii, pp. 3 5 — 

41. 
T. Persa, natrix, afer et scutatus, Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. pp. T05-109, 

Pl. X X I , X X I I , X X I I I . 

1,2. Enzeli, in Ghüan, on the Caspian Sea. 

The two specimens obtained agree very well i n colouration w i t h the 
description given by Eichwald of 1\ scutatus, which, as he remarks, is 
merely a black variety of T. natrix. The plate labelled T. scutatus 
represents however, as is stated by Eichwald, another variety wi th 
which he identifies T. elaphoides, Brandt. Anderson describes speci
mens somewhat similarly coloured, which were collected at Resht. 
Those which I obtained were brought to me w i t h others of T. liyclrus, 
and I believe the two live together i n the creeks around the great 
marsh called the Mardab, between Resht and Enzeli. Eichwald 
describes T. scutatus as l iv ing thus near Astrabad. 

Hitherto, so far as I am aware, T. natrix has only been found in 
Persia i n the Caspian provinces. 

75. T. hydrus (Pall.)—De F. 

Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 110, Pl. X X I V . — D u m . et Bibr. Erp. Gén. 
vii, p. 564.—Gunther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 63.—De F . Viag, in Pers. 
P- 357-—Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 394. 

Coluber reticulatus, Ménétries, Cat. Rais. p. 71. 

ï. Tang-i-Kerùn, near Niriz, east of Shiraz .. .. 5000 
2, 3. Anân, Mazandarân, in the Elburz mountains, 

north of Tehran .. .. .. .. .. 7000 
4-8. Enzeli, in Ghüan, on the Caspian Sea .. .. — 

A l l the Persian specimens collected by me, except one, have three 
praeoeulars and four postoculars, the exception has two prseoculars 
and five postoculars on one side, four on the other. The lowest post-
ocular varies much i n size, being sometimes very minute. I n one 
specimen the third supralabial is divided into two. 

This snake is common i n the marshes and streams of the Persian 
highlands, and is peculiarly abundant i n the creeks about Resht and 
Enzeli, near the Caspian. Wherever I have met w i t h i t , i t lives in 
the water. 

E e z 
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76. * Coluber longissimus (Laurenti). 

Zamenis JSsculapii, Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 119. 
Coluber Msculapii, Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 57, n e c L . 

Coluber JSsculapii, L., being a different species, the name cannot be 
employed for this snake, although used by Duméril and Bibron, 
Günther, and others. According to Strauch, this snake has been 
found at Lankorân by Radde. 

C. Hohenackers Strauch (C. mbrwenter, Dwigubsky), has been 
described from the Transcaucasian provinces. I t is said to differ 
from C. longmimus in the number of lower labials, in the ventrals not 
being keeled, and in colouration. Like other Transcaucasian forms, 
i t probably extends into Persia. 

77. * Ì Elaphis dione (Pall.) 

Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 248.—Günther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus. 
p. 92. 

Coluber Dione, Pall. I t . ii, p. 717 ; Zoog. Ros. As. iii. p. 39. 
Ccelopeltis Dione, Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 120, Pl . X X V I I I . 

This snake is said by Pallas to have been sent from Persia by 
Gmelin, and as i t inhabits the countries both east and west of the 
Caspian, i t may probably be found within our limits. Strauch says i t 
is rare in Transcaucasia, and that i t was only obtained by Ménétries 
from the Mogan steppe, between Baku and Salian, and he suggests 
the possibility of Gmelin's having procured it in the same country, 
which does not now belong to Persia, although i t did so in Gmelin's 
time, a century ago. 

Elaphis Sauromates, Pallas {Trojndonotus Sauromates, Eichwald, Fauna 
Casp.-Cauc. p. i n , pl. XXV) is said by Eichwald and Strauch to be 
found throughout the Caucasus and Transcaucasia. I t also extends 
east of the Caspian Sea, and may very possibly inhabit parts of 
Northern Persia, 
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FAMILY P S A M M O P H I D ^ . 

78. Psammophis Leithi, Günther. 

P. Z. S. 1S69, p. 505.—Stoliczka, Proc. A. S. B. 1872, p. 83. 

1. Pishm, Baluchistan .. .. .. .. 800 
2. Piling, Baluchistan .. .. .. 2500 
3. Isfandak, Baluchistân .. .. 4000 
4. Dizak, Baluchistân .. .. .. .. .. 4000 
5. Near Bam, south-eastern Persia .. . * • • 4000 

6-8. Karman, south-eastern Persia .. 5000 
9. Near Karman .. .. .. .. • - '— 

10. Niriz, east of Shiraz .. .. .. . • 5000 

The only constant difference that I can see between Persian speci
mens and the types described by Günther is that i n the former there 
are always two temporals i n contact w i t h the postoculars. The nostril 
is always between three shields, one i n front, the hinder edge of which 
forms a re-entering angle, i n the point of which the nostril is situated, 
and two postnasals, the upper being narrow and elongate, extending 
for a varying distance above the loreal, and separating i t from the 
prefrontal, the lower much higher, but shorter. I n the type speci
mens of P. Lettiti, the head is somewhat injured and the nasals not 
easily distinguished, but I think there are two shields behind the nostril. 
This does not, however, appear to have been the case i n the specimens 
obtained by Stoliczka, and should Sind specimens prove always to have 
an undivided postnasal, the Persian form may be distinguished by 
this character, and by the constant presence of two temporals i n 
contact wi th the postoculars. 

The loreal is always very long, more than twdce its height. The 
prseocular is usually partially cleft i n front, and i n two specimens i t is 
completely divided on one side of the head only, just below the super
ciliary ridge. I t is always i n contact w i t h the vertical. Postoculars 
two always. Supralabials eight or nine, the latter number being the 
more common, and due to the t h i r d being divided, the fourth and fifth 
i n one case, or the fifth and sixth i n the other, entering the orbit, and 
the four posterior shields being larger than those i n front. 

The anterior frontals are comparatively small, being only about half 
the length of the postfrontals. The vertical is long, of moderate 
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width, in front, then i t contracts suddenly, and is very narrow behind ; 
i t is nearly or quite as long as the occipitals. There is always a large 
temporal shield against the hinder part of each occipital. 

The chin shields are very elongate, the hinder pair rather the 
longer of the two. The ventrals are not angulate, 180-188; sub-
caudals in three specimens selected for description 122,-12,4 pairs. 

The only young specimen I possess, about 3 0 in. long, has four 
broad longitudinal bands on the back, separated by narrow yellowish 
lines, but in no adult are these longitudinal stripes represented by any
thing more than lines of dark dots, and most of the specimens are 
uniform pale sandy brown or sandy grey above. There are some
times one or two rows of small dots along each side of the ventrals. 
There is always a dark band along the loreal region continued behind 
the eye. 

The first and second maxillary teeth are large, then there is a space 
followed by a still larger tooth, and after another shorter space six -
smaller teeth. At the back of the jaw are two large teeth, the anterior 
the larger. Altogether there are eleven teeth in each maxillary. 

The largest specimen obtained measures 4 ft. I n this the tail is 
slightly imperfect ; when perfect it is about half the length of the head 
and body. 

P. Leithi is common in Baluchistan and on the highlands of 
Southern Persia, inhabiting bushy plains and valleys. I have seen 
it, like Passerita, on bushes apparently hunting for prey. I did not 
observe i t in Northern Persia. 

79. Taphrometopum lineolatum, Brandt.—De F. 

Coluber (Tapìirometopon,) lineolatus, Brandt, Bull. Ac. Sci. St. Pet. iii, p. 243, 
1837.—Peters, P. Z. S. 1861, p. 47. 

Psammophis Doria, Jan, De F . Viag, in Persia, p. 356. 
Taphrometopon "ìineolatum, Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 

185, PI. IV. 

I . Near Saadatabâd, 100 miles south-west of Karman 7000 

The only individual obtained agrees perfectly in external characters 
with specimens from Central Asia in the British Museum; the 
dentition appears to differ from Peters's description, but this may be 
due to some teeth being deficient ; there appeared, when I examined the 
specimen just after capture, to be three small breaks in the series. The 
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last tooth is longer than the others. I give a brief description, as that 
in the ' Proc. Zool. Soc.5 scarcely mentions the characters of the head 
shields. The following account of the colouration and form was taken 
from the fresh specimen. 

Body rather depressed ; back flat. Head short, scarcely broader 
than the neck. Loreal region slightly concave. Pupil very small, 
slightly elliptical, being lengthened horizontally. Scales smooth, lan
ceolate, minutely punctated with brown, in seventeen rows. Ventrals 
178 ; anal bifid ; subeaudals in eighty-six pairs. Length 17.75 ^ °f 
which the tail from the anus measures 4.1. 

Rostral rounded above, about as broad as high. Nostril between 
two shields ; one large pramasal, with the hinder edge forming a re
entering angle to receive the point of the postnasal, the upper part of 
which is elongate horizontally, and runs back between the loreal and 
the frontals ; on one side the postnasal is divided into a small lower 
shield and an elongate upper one. Prefrontals small, scarcely half the 
length of the postfrontals ; they are convex in front and concave 
behind to receive the convex anterior margins of the postfrontals. The 
latter have very sinuate anterior and posterior margins, and are at 
least twice as long where they meet each other in the middle of the 
head as they are at the side, where their posterior margin is hollowTed 
out to receive the prœocular. Vertical elongately bell-shaped, square 
in front, rapidly decreasing in breadth just behind, and with its 
posterior portion long and narrow. Occipitals about the same length 
as the vertical, rather broad in front, their united posterior edge 
forming a re-entering angle, which receives a scale rather larger than 
those of the back. Loreal elongate, twice as long as high. Pneocular 
single, large, in contact with the vertical. Postoculars two, equal. 
Temporals 1 + % -f 3 on one side, 3 + 3 + 3 on the other, there being 
on each side a rather large shield against the occipital separated by 
two shields from the postoculars. Supralabials nine, the fourth, 
fifth, and sixth entering the orbit, the hinder four larger than those in 
front. Two pairs of chin shields, elongate, about equal to each other, 
each of the anterior in contact with five lower labials. 

Colour :—Centre of the back light grey, bordered by a black band, 
the inner margin of which is broken, being formed of the black edges 
of whitish scales. Below the black stripe down each side is a whitish 
line of the same breadth, and then an olive-grey band which extends 
to the margins of the ventrals. These are white towards the side, with 
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one dotted dark line down each side, eream-eolour slightly mottled in 
the middle. Tail pale yellow below. The head has three longitudinal 
olive bands above, which coalesce on the frontals ; the two outer run 
into the dark lines on the sides of the back. Another olive band runs 
along the side of the head through the eye and joins the dark stripes 
on the sides, and there are grey spots on the labials and chin shields. 

I have compared my speeimen of this snake with the type of Psam-
mophis Dorics in Turin, and they appear to correspond. As the post
nasal in my specimen is divided on one side but not on the other, it is 
evident that this character, mentioned by Jan in his description of P. 
Doria, is of no importance. The type of P. Doria has three post
oculars instead of two, but I doubt i f this be a specific distinction. 

80. * Cœlopeltis lacertina ("Wagler). 

Günther, Cat. Col. Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 138.— Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 
122.—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 179. 

Coluber vermiculatas, Mén. Cat, Rais. p. 72. 

Cœlopeltis vermiculata, Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 123, Pl. X X I X . 
C.iMgnitus, Bum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 1130. — Jan, Icon. Oph. livr. 34. 

PL I . fig. 3. 

There are three specimens from Tehran collected by the Marquis G. 
Doria in the collection at Genoa, but this snake has been omitted 
from De Filippi's list, and neither Major St. John nor I had the good 
fortune to meet with it. A Tehrân specimen has been figured by 
Jan (1. c.) 

FAMILY DIPSADIDJ3. 

81. Dipsas rhinopoma, W. Blanf. Pl. XXVIII. figs. 2, 2 a, 2 b. 

Ann. and Mag1. Nat. Hist. July 1874, x^v> P- 34* 
1,2. Karman .. .. .. .. .. 5000 

D. capite brevi, depresso; squamis corporis imbricatis i% 33 (24) seriebus 
longitudinalibus, serie media parum majore ; narïbtis valvulis instructis ; 
scutis supralabialibus 8-10, quarto quintoque oculum tangentibus, verti
cali brevi, vice longiore quam lato, subtriangulari ; pmocularibus duohus, 
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superiore ad verticale, inferiore ad nasale attingente, loreali disti nato nullo ; 
scutis ventralibus 268-274, anali Iiaud bifido, subcaudalibus 76-77; 
pallide grisèofusca, transversim albido-fasciata, sguanis nigro-picncti-
ctilatis. 

PLab. in Carmanid, Persia meridìonalis. 
Description :—Head of moderate length, broad and flat, considerably 

broader than the neck ; body very slightly compressed ; tail moderate, 
flat beneath. Scales of the body smooth, rhomboidal, imbricate, in 
twenty-three (occasionally twenty-four) rows, the dorsal row being a 
little larger than the others. Ventrals 268-274; anal undivided 1; 
subcaudals in seventy-six or seventy-seven pairs. Teeth seven in each 
maxilla, four large ones in the front, then a space followed by two 
smaller teeth ; the last is again large and grooved, and rather farther 
from the penultimate than that is from the next. Eye rather small, 
pupil vertical. Length of the largest specimen 47.5 in., of which the 
tail measures 6.75. 

Head shields :—Rostral rather broader than high, just reaching the 
upper surface of the head. Prefrontals very narrow in front, rather 
shorter than the postfrontals and barely half as large. Postfrontals 
a little broader than long, slightly bent over on the side. Nostril 
large, in the centre of a nasal plate which is divided above the nostril, 
but not below ; nasal valvules distinct. The vertical is very shoi't, 
and almost triangular, square in front, the lateral margins converging 
rapidly behind. Superciliaries rather short, much broader behind than 
in front. Occipitals rather short, about one-third longer than the 
vertical, in contact with the upper postocular only in front, much 
rounded behind. Two prseoculars ; the lower is united with the loreal, 
forming a shield about twice as long as high, and in contact with the 
second, third, and fourth supralabial : the upper praeoeular is in 
contact with the vertical. Postoculars twro. Temporal shields not 
enlarged. Supralabials normally apparently eight, of which the fifth 
and sixth enter the orbit ; but in one of the specimens there are nine on 
one side and ten on the other. Two pairs of elongate chin shields, the 
anterior much the larger. 

Colour, when living, pale sandy brown, with numerous irregular pale 
waved transverse bands, much narrower than the intervening dark 
spaces, and more distinct near the head than farther back. All the 

1 In one of the two specimens procured the anal shield is cleft, evidently by accident, 
-he integument beneath being also divided. 
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scales are more or less minutely puncticulated with black. Ventral 
scales dusky, with sandy mottling. Head sandy above, with minute 
irregular black specks. 

The nearest ally of this species appears to be Dipsas obtusa, which, 
however, differs in having a separate loreal. The head shields bear a 
considerable resemblance to those of Taehymenis vivace, but the scales of 
the body are very different. 

82. *Taehymenis vivax (Fitz.)—De F . 

Gunther, Cat. Col Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 33. 
TrigonopMs iberits, Eichwald, Zool. Spec, iii, p. 175; Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 

ioi , P l . X V I I I . — M e n . Cat. Pais. p. 66. 
Tarbophis vivax, "Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 913 Strauch, Mem. Acad. 

Sci. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 194.—Cope, Proc. Acad. Phil, xiv (1862), p. 338. 
T. fallax, De F . Viag, in Persia, p. 355. 

This snake is common in Transcaucasia and in many parts of "Western 
Asia. The only known Persian locality is on the shores of Lake 
Urumiah, whence a specimen was procured by the Museum of Phila
delphia. 

F A M I L Y ELAPID^E. 

83. Naja, sp. 

Major St. John informs me that he once killed an unmistakable 
cobra in the plain of Bushire j he was riding, and his horse nearly trod 
on i t , when i t rose up and struck its head against the stirrup. I t 
had an expanding hood, but so far as Major St. John can recollect, 
no spectacle mark. The belly was marked with orange or rose 
colour. No colouration of this kind is found, so far as I am aware, 
in either the Indian cobra N. tripuclians, or in the African species 
2V. Jiaje, and i t is possible that the snake seen by Major St. John may 
have been Tomyris oxiana, Eichwald, Faun. Casp.-Cauc. p. 104, Pl. XX, 
which is said by Strauch (Bull. Acad. St. Pet. x i i i , p. 81) to be a Naja, 
and the throat of which is described as flavo-rosea. I t inhabits the 
countries east of the Caspian, and may be found in Persia. 
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F A M I L Y H Y D R O P H I D / E . 

Sea snakes abound on the Baluchistân coast and in the Persian 
Gulf. Those enumerated below are doubtless but a very small portion 
of the species existing in those seas. 

84. Hydrophis gracilis (Shaw). 

ï. Gwadar, Baluchistan coast. 
2. Jashk, Persian coast, outside entrance to Persian Giüf. 

Both specimens are very dark coloured, the head, anterior portion of 
the neck, and end of tail being dusky black throughout, whilst along 
the sides of the body are large white or yellow oval spots. 

85. * H . viperinus (Schmidt). 

Anderson has received this from Maskat, it must therefore be found 
on the Persian coast also. 

Stoliczka obtained H. curtus (Shaw) and I I . Eayamis, Stol., a new 
species allied to H. Belcheri, at Karachi, and doubtless both may be 
found on the Baluchistan coast. 

86. Enhydrina Valakadyen, Boie. 

B. Bengalensis, Gray, Cat. Vip, Sn. Brit. Mus. p. 48. 

I . Gwadar, Baluchistan coas£ 

87. Pelamis platuxus (L.) 

P. bicolor (Schneid.), auct. 
I . Gwadar, Baluchistân coast. 

The only specimen procured is greyish on the back, yellowish white 
below, the tail only marked with transverse blackish bands forming 
imperfect rings. There is one postocular only on one side, two on the 
other. 
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F A M I L Y VIPERIDiE. 

- 88. Vipera obtusa, Dwigubsky.—De F. 

V. EupTiratica, Martin, P. Z. S. 1838, p. 82. — Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. 
Pet. xxi, No..4, p. 2 2Ï, PI. Y I . 

Echidna Mauritanica, Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 1431. 

Vipera Mauritanica, Strauch, Synopsis der Viperiden m Mem. Acad. Sci. St. 
Pet. xiv, No. 6, p. 79. 

V. libethina, De F . Viag, in Persia, p. 357. 

I . Niriz, east of Shiraz .. .. .. .. 6000 

The Vipera MtpJiratiea of Martin is so imperfectly described that 
only the preservation of the type in the British Museum could enable 
it to be recognised with certainty. The name of Dwigubsky has 
priority, and must therefore be retained, in the same manner as 
Hemprieh and Ehrenberg's names for ßaxieolm, etc. are. 

The following is a brief description of the specimen obtained. Head 
rather broad; snout broad, obtuse; canthis rostralis well marked; 
loreal region slightly concave ; nostril below the canthus with a large, 
plate in front of it, one of a row of somewhat enlarged plates which 
are in contact with the rostral. The latter is about as high as broad. 
A slightly enlarged plate above each nasal ; eleven upper labials ; one 
pair of chin shields. 

Scales of the upper surface of the head, except on the end of the 
snout, and all the body scales rounded behind, imbricate, and with a 
filiform central keel ; twenty-five longitudinal rows round the body. 
Ventrals 178 ; anal single ; subcaudals in forty-six pairs. 

Colour sandy grey, approaching cream colour, with ill-marked spots 
forming imperfect transverse bands towards the tail. The specimen 
obtained measures 32.5 in., of which the tail is 4.25. 

I heard of a large viper in Baluchistân which may have been the 
same species. I t does not appear to be common in Persia, but i t is 
probably found here and there throughout the country. My speci
men was from near Shirâz. Strauch states that it was found by 
Hohenacker in several parts of Transcaucasia, and the Marquis Doria 
obtained a specimen, now in Genoa, at Hamadân. 
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89. *V. xanthina, Gray. 
Strauch, Syn. Vip. p. 73, Pl. I . 
Daboia xanthina, Gray, Cat. Sn p. 24. 

A specimen is said by Strauch to have been obtained by Wagner in 
Adarbaijân, on the shores of Lake Urumiah. 

Vipera herns and V. ammodytes are said by Strauch to be found in the 
Transcaucasian provinces of Russia, and may therefore very possibly 
occur in North-western Persia, 

90. Cerastes Persicus, Dum. et Bibr. 

Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 1443. 
Vipera Persica, Strauch, Syn. Vip. p. 103, Pl. I I ; Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet, 

xxi, No. 4, p. 225. 

I . Isfandak, Baluchistan .. .. 3500 

In the only specimen obtained, a young individual measuring* 
13 in., the horn-shaped scale above the eye is about as long as the 
diameter of the eye. The nostrils are small, provided with distinct 
valvules, and situated between two shields, the lower of which is 
large and has a deep concave upper surface to receive the small upper 
nasal ; there is an elongate shield above both. Pupil vertical. Two 
large chin shields, each in contact with four infralabials. The scales 
of the upper part of the head are distinctly imbricate, and all, except 
on the snout, keeled. Scales of the body finely keeled in twenty-five 
to twenty-seven longitudinal rows on the neck and twenty-four in the 
middle of the body. Ventrals 151; anal single; subcaudals in 43 
pairs. 

Colour, when fresh :—The head and back earthy grey, with a row 
of anvil-shaped or subtrapezoidal olive spots along eaeh side, the outer 
edges of these spots elongate and very dark. Sides sandy with dusky 
spots, which are more numerous and closer together behind near the 
tail. A small spot on each side of the occipital region. A dark band, 
darkest on its upper margin, from the eye to behind the gape. Lower 
parts whitish. 

This species was named by Duméril and Bibron frorn specimens 
collected by Aucher-Eloy. These were probably procured in Southern 
Persia, for Major St. John informs me that a horned viper, which is 
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probably this species, abounds on the shores of the Persian Gulf, near 
Bushire. Strauch obtained this viper from Khorassân. 

91. Echis carinata (Schneid.)—De F . 

Dura, et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 1448.—Günther, Kept. Brit. Ind. p. 397.— 
Strauch, Syn. Vip. p. 121. 

E . arenicola, Boie, Isis, 1827, p. 558.—Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xxi, 
No. 4, p. 228. 

E franata, Dum. et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 1449, 

ï , 2. Samân, Dasht, Baluchistan .. .. .. — 
3,4 . Kalagân, Baluchistan .. .. .. .. 3500 

5. West of Bampür, Baluchistan .. 1800 
6. Near Karman .. .. .. .. .. — 
7. Between Karman and Shiraz .. .. .. — 

This viper is common in Southern Persia and Baluchistân, but I did 
not meet with it north of Shirâz ; it has, however, been found on the 
east coast of the Caspian. A specimen was brought from Sistân by 
Major Euan Smith. Some are much darker in colour than others, 
and whilst a few specimens have numerous black spots on the ventral 
scales, others have none. 

The largest specimen I obtained measured 23 in. Its bite killed a 
small chicken in six minutes and a half. 

F A M I L Y C R O T A L I D Ì E . 

92. Halys Pallasü, Günther. 

Günther, Kept. Brit. Ind. p. 392. 
Vipera halys, Pallas, Zoog. Ros. As. iii, p. 49. 
Trigonocephalies halys (Pall.)—Mén. Cat. Rais. p. 73.—Eichwald, Fauna 

Casp.-Cauc. p. 102, PL X I X . — D u m . et Bibr. Erp. Gén. vii, p. 1495.— 
Strauch, Mem. Acad. St. Pet. xxi, No. 4, p. 231. 

1-3. Anân, Mazendarân, Elburz mountains, north of 
Tehran .. .. .. .. .. 6500 

A specimen from Mangysehlak on the east coast of the Caspian, in 
the British Museum, precisely resembles those collected in the Elburz. 
I give a short description of the latter, as I can find no good one - in 
any English work. 
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Description :—Head flat, moderately broad ; snout rounded in front ; 
pupil vertical. Scales of the body imbricate, in twenty-three longitu
dinal rows, all, except the two lowest rows on each side, with a sharp 
central keel. Ventrals 149-164 ; anal undivided ; subcaudals in 36 
to 44 pairs. The largest specimen obtained measures 2% in. , of which 
the tail is 3. I n a small specimen (probably a female), i o 1 in. long, 
the tail measures less than an inch. 

Head plates :—Rostral about as high as broad, only just reaching the 
top of the head. Anterior frontals small, triangular ; posterior 
frontals rather rounded, about as broad as long, not bent over the side 
of the head. Vertical a little longer than broad; occipitals rather 
longer than the vertical, rounded behind. Nostrils between two shields; 
loreals and prseoculars in two rows, the lower of which enclose the 
praeocular pit. Two postoculars, the lower much the larger, extend
ing under the eye. Upper labials usually seven (eight in one case), the 
third entering the orbit ; the hinder labials are low, and above them is 
a row of large temporal scales. Lower labials about ten. A pair of 
large chin shields, each in contact with four lower labials. 

Colour (noted when fresh) dusky olive brown, with numerous fainter 
rather narrow cross-bands; sides paler, with a row of diamond or 
arrow-head shaped spots along the edges of the ventrals. Head dusky 
above, a dark band surmounted by a pale superciliary streak along the 
side, broad on the temporals. Upper labials and chin whitish. 

This species appears to be common in the Elburz mountains, but i t 
is unknown in other parts of Persia. I t does not appear to have been 
found in the Caucasus, its western range,, so far as is known, termina
ting in the mountains of Tâlish \ I n the countries south of the 
Caspian i t inhabits forests. I t has the farthest western range in the 
old world of any erotaline snake. 

1 As Ménétrîes's statement of the occurrence of this snake in the Tâlish mountains had 
not been confirmed by later collectors, and as the original specimen could not be found, 
Strauch was rather inclined to suspect an error in the locality. The rediscovery of the 
species in the Elburz shows that Ménétries was in all probability right. 
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T H E amphibia are very poorly represented in Persia. But two species 
of Batrachia are known to be generally distributed throughout the 
highlands, a few others being met with either in the Caspian provinces 
or in Baluchistân. Of the Urodela two species of newts have been 
described by Strauch from Northern Persia. 

BATRACHIA. 

F A M I L Y RANIDJE. 

1. * Rana temporaria, L.—De P. 

JR. oxyrhina, Steenstr., De F . Viag, in Persia, p. 357. 

Eichwald mentions (Fauna Cauc.-Casp. p. 125) the occurrence of the 
common frog of Europe in the parts of Persia near the Caspian Sea. 
De Filippi met with the variety distinguished as oxyrhina by some 
naturalists at Sultâniah, between Tabriz and Kazvin, and suggests that 
this form replaces the typical Ä. temporaria in Western Persia. 

2. R. esculenta, L.—De F. 
Gunther, Cat. Bat. Sal. Brit. Mus. p. li. 

R. Tigrina, Eichwald, Fauna Casp-Cauc. p. 125. 
R. cacchinans (Pall.), Ib. p. 126, Pl. X X X . 

1,2. Basrah, on the Shat-el~Arab (the Tigris and Euphrates united), 
3, 4. Near Shiraz. 

5. Near Resht» 

This is the common frog of the Persian highlands. I did not, how
ever, meet with i t far east of Shiraz. There are specimens in the 
British Museum brought from the Euphrates. 

Eichwald's figure represents the common colouration of Persian 
specimens, olive above, with large black spots and a pale dorsal stripe. 
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ïn some the stripe is wanting, and the ground colour is sometimes 
bright green, with or without spots. 

The specimens from the Euphrates valley have decidedly longer 
webs to the hind feet than those from the Persian highlands, and there 
is no trace of emargination in the former, but similar differences are to 
be found amongst European specimens. 

3, R. cyanophlyctis, Schneid. 

Günther, Rept. Brit. Ind. p. 406. 

1-20. Pishin, Baluchistan .. .. .. 7 0 0 

21. Hüng, Baluchistân .. .. .. 2500 
22. Ghistigân, Bampiisht, Baluchistân .. .. 3000 

23, 24. Dizak .. .. .. .. .. .. 4000 

I can see no difference between Baluchistân and Indian specimens. 
Stoliczka has already (Proc. As. Soc. Beng. 1872, pp. 85, 102, 130) 
noticed the occurrence of this species in Sind, the Panjâb, and Kachh, 
so that its extension into Baluchistân is not surprising. 

I found P. cyanophlyctis common in Baluchistân up to an elevation 
of 4000 feet wherever there was water. I did not notice it in Persia 
proper. 

FAMILY H Y L I D ^ E . 

4, Hyla arborea ( L . ) . 

Günther, Cat. Bat. Sal. Brit. Mus. p. 107.—Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 403. 
Eyla 'viridis, Laur.—Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 124. 

1. Basrah, on the Shat-el-Arab (Tigris and Euphrates joined). 
2-7. Pârchapâ, south of Resht, Ghilân, Northern Persia. 

This species has not been found in Persia proper. Its occurrence in 
the Caspian provinces and in Mesopotamia was known before. I 
found it abundant amongst grass and bushes on the banks of a 
stream close to a caravanserai called Pârchapâ, on the road from 
K a z v i n to Resht. All the specimens seen were small, about a n inch 
in length, 
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FAMILY BUFONID^E. 

5. Bufo viridis, Laur.—De F. 

Gunther, Cat. Bat. Sal. B r i t . Mus. p. 58.—Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 402. 
B . variabilis, PaU. —Eichwald, Fauna Casp.-Cauc. p. 126. — De F. Viag, i n 

Persia, p. 357. 

I . Dizak, Baluchistan . . .. .. .. . . 4000 
2-4. Near Bam, South-eastern Persia . . .. .. 4000 
5,6. West of Bam .. 5500 
7, 8. Near Eesht, Ghilân, Northern Persia .. . . — 

Some specimens are marked with large spots above, others are 
unspotted. This toad is found throughout Persia, and extends into 
the Himalayas. I have even obtained specimens as far east as Sikkim. 
In Baluchistân it appears to be replaced by the next species. 

6. B> olivaceus, W. Blanf. Pl. X X V I I I , fig. 3-

A n n . and Mag. Nat. Hist. July 1874, xiv, p. 35. 

1,2. Dasht river, Baluchistan .. — 
3. Bâhu* Kalât, Baluchistân . . .. . . . . — 
4. Ghistigân, Bampüsht, Balüchistitn •. 3000 

B. ajßnis B. viridi B. vulgarique, ab ambobus differt glandulis paro-
toideis majoribus valde latioribus, ovalibus, dorso subglabro; supra pallide 
olivaceus, subtus albescens. 

Hab. in Gedrosiâ {Baluchistan). 
Description :—Tympanum distinct, about half the size of the eye ; 

head short, muzzle rather pointed ; crown of the head slightly con
cave, quite smooth, without any trace of bony ridges ; canthns rostralis 
rounded. Parotoids very large, but not much raised ; they are oval in 
form, the posterior portion being slightly produced; they extend from 
a third to nearly one-half the length of the body behind the head, and 
their breadth equals or exceeds half their length; they are nearly 
flat, being slightly concave in front and convex behind. Upper parts 
nearly smooth ; lower abdomen finely tuberculate. Limbs moderate ; 
the hind-limb exceeds the body by about the length of the foot. Soles 
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of feet and under surface of tarsus covered with small tubercles ; two 
small subequal prominences on the metatarsus ; toes half webbed ; 
the first finger longer than the second. 

Colour pale olive above, whitish below. In adults the tips of the 
fingers and toes are dark coloured, and in two specimens the first and 
second fingers are blackish above. 

This toad is near B. viridis and B. vulgaris, but distinguished from 
both by its very large broad flat parotoids, and to judge by the speci
mens collected, by its much smoother back. 

I found a few specimens in Baluchistân, none of them at elevations 
exceeding 3000 feet above the sea. Above that height this species 
was replaced by B . viridis» 

7. *? Bufo vulgaris, Laur. 

Rana Bufo, L., Pall. Zoog. Ros. As. iii, p. 14. 

I insert the common toad on Pallas's authority. I t does not appear 
to have been .noticed in Persia by later travellers,, though it probably 
exists in the Caspian provinces. 

URODELA. 

FAMILY S A L A M A N D E I D Ì B . 

8. * Triton Karelini, Strauch. 

Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xvi, No. 4, p. 42, PI. I , fig. 1 (1870). 

Of this species and of that next mentioned I know nothing beyond 
the description which is given in Straueh's ' Revision der Salaman-
driden-Gattungen/ 1. e. The specimens described as Triton Karelini 
were collected by Karelin in North-eastern Persia, but no exact locality 
was recorded. 

ï f 2 
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9. * T. longipes, Strauch. 

Strauch, Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Pet. xvi , No. 4, p. 44, P l . I , fig. 2 (1870). 

This species is from Mazandaran, near Astrabâd. 
Triton criâtatîis, Laur., and T. ophry tiens, Berthold, are found i n 

Transcaucasia, and T. tœniatus (Sehn.) in Armenia. 
I did not see any newts i n Persia, and Major St. John tells me that 

during a residence of several years he never met with one. I th ink i t 
probable that there are none except i n the northern parts of the 
country. 

E R R A T A . 

The number of species of birds, as stated at p. 7, known to inhabit 
Persia should be 384 instead of 383. The Grallce are 54 i n number 
instead of 53, the Gavice 21 instead of 22, and the Steganojoodes 7 
instead of 6. 

A t page 20, for « Vespertilio desertorum,' substitute : — 

Vespertilio emarginatus. 
Vespertilio eviarginatus, Geoffroy, A n n . du Muséum, vol. v i i i , p. 198 (1806). 

Sub-species a, V . desertorum, Dobson, n. subsp. 

A t page 33, for ' Vesperugo leucotis, Dobson/ substitute : — 

Vesperugo Kuhlii . 
Vesperugo Kuhlii, Natterer ; i n Kühl, Deutsch. Plederm.—Wetterau, A n n . iv, p. 58. 

Var. V . leueotis. 
Vesperugo (Pipistrellus) leueotis, Dobson, J . A , S, B. (1872), pt . i i , p. 222. 

A t p. 51, FAMILY M Y O X I D i E has been omitted before Myoms 
jpictus, which is thus represented as i f belonging to the Castoridœ. 

I n the measurements of rodent skulls, pp. 55, 57, 67, 69, 71, for 
' breadth of frontal bones behind postorbital processes,' read c breadth 
between orbits. 5 

On Pl . X V , for SITLA read SITTA. 

On PL X X V I I , for ABLEPHARUS PUSILLUS read ABLEPHAHTJS BHANBTX. 


